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Introduction

Since the mid 1960's, a dramatic realignment of ideologies, programs, resources, and
community relationships has reshaped many of the major human servicesdelivery systems in
the United States. This realignmentwhich has come to be known as
deinstitutionalizationcan be described as a movement or public policy designed to reassign
or discharge to the community persons who otherwise Would have entered and/or remained in
an institution. Deinstitutionaltzation has produced sweeping changes in the organization,
sequence, and content of care provided to disabled indiyiduals seeking to attain a stable
adjustment in society. It has affected the methods and focus of treatment as well as a variety of
funding, staffing, and legislatiye mechanisms associated with the provision 9f services. Its
most important impact, of course, has been on the community careers of the individuals
themselvesa sector of our population numbering in the millions and bound by the common'
experience of having suffered a mental, physical, or social impaiptent serious enough to
require admission into an institution.

This monograph is offered with the goal of aiding and abetting a more rigorous, systema-
tic approach to the development of deinstitutionalization services. It is intended to assist
planners and administrators respo ible foi$he provision of community-based care by pre-
senting indepth discussions of print, ples and methodologies that are central to effective
programming.

Specifically, its chapters fodus on: .

the growth and development, both historically and conceptually, of the deinstitutionaliza -
tion movement and its impact on human service systemt;
approaches to identifying, quantifying, and assessing the needs of various populations who
might, be served through- deinstitutionalization programs;
.sources and mechanisms for funding deinstitutionalization services, with an emphasis on
maximizing available Federal and State funding streams;
a system-oriented analysis.of rotes and relationships within and between agencies that
provides a basis for improving continuity'of care for clients and closer working arrange-
ments between service proViders;

a review of principles and characteristics of community-based programs and of models that
serve the residential, social, and vocational needs of 'formerly institutionalized clients;
emerging issues and trends in the areas of manpower training, development, and utiliza-
tion, with special" notice given to the changing' roles of workers involved in the
deinstitutionalization field;
the importance of community attitudes end behaviors toward deinstitutiOnaliZed clients
and programs, as well as proposed strategies for achieving more positive public accep-
tance.

Each chapterwas written by a recognized leader in his or her respective field. Togetherwith the
Closing Comments, they should put deinstitutionalization into a perspective that allows effective
planning for coming-sbcial changes.
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I. Deinstitutionaligation: Development
and Theoretical Perspective

Leona L. Bachrach, Ph.D.
Assdciate Professor of Psychiatry (Sociology).
Maryland Psychiatric Research Center
University of Maryland School of Medicine
Catonsville, Maryland

I ntrOduction
The term "deinstitutionalization" has been used to refer to recent efforts to reveriethe trend

of providing treatment or care for certain dependent populations in environments physically
separated from their home communities. Closely related to such notions as ',normalization"
(Wolfensberger, 1970) and "mainstreaming" (Anonymous, 1977; Omang, 1979; Silverman,
1979), deinstitutionalization efforts have been pursued for a variety of targetpopulationS,
including the chronically mentally ill; the developmentally/ disabled; the elderly; the physically
handicapped; and-juvenile and adult criminal offenders. Generally speaking, the physical
isolation characterizing traditional treatment and services for these populationg has, been
accompanied by social isolation. By ciefinition institutional care is provided away from the
mainstream of society, and the people affected by that care have different kinds of social
exposures and social environments from the majority of the population.

This diacussionexamines the development of the deinstitutionalization movement and its
implications for public policy formulation. Starting with a review of the scope of the problem
and the meaning of deinstitutionalization, the chapter then proceedelo an examination of the
problems that have been encountered in planning and implementing deinstitutionalization
efforts. It continues with an exploration of recent planning trends fordeinstitutionalization
programming and concludes with some observations on systems .considerations for
deinstitutionalization.

Scope of the Problem
This chapter reviews the recent literatUre on deinstitutionalizatiop. Because

deinstitutionalization efforts are most closely identified with programs for the severely men-
tallydisabledthe mentally retarded and the chronically mentally illthe chapter isprimarily
concerned with those populations. However, the dynamics of service provision for some of the
other target groups of the deinstitutionalization movement are sufficiently similar to those for
the mentally disabled to permit extensive generalizations from that literature. At various points
in this discussion attempts will be made to demonstrate this generalizability by including
evidence from the deinstitutionalization experience of the physically disabled and the elderly.
On the other hand, since deinstitutionalization efforts on behalf of juvenile and-adult criminal
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offenders tend to depart from somewhat different program goals frorin thote for the mentally
disabled (National Coundil, 1979; Rose, 1979), the observations made here have only limited
appliCability to those target groups, and no attempts at generalization will be made.

The plight of the severely mentally disabled is of particular importance to the delivery of
human services. Notvnly are programs for the mentally retarded andTherthronically mentally
ill regularly listed in current human service taxonomies, but it is widely documented that these
populations, with their peculiar combinatipn of diverse service requirements, chronicity, and
impotence, ,have a desperate need for access to the full range of human services-Indeed,
caring for those who are severely mentally disabled may beviewed as a prototype for human
service delivery procedures and has been used generally to illustrate issues associated with
the delivery of human services. (Bachrach, in press e)

The literature on deinstitutionalization is extensive and ranges from popular reports in the
daily press to highly theoietical discussions in the scientific literature. Some of that literature
is oriented toward the design of relevant and practidable programs for specific target popula-
tions. For the most part, these reports'of program planning are categorical in nature, and the
literature indicates surprisingly little exchange among target populations.

In a very real sense, this is a loss. While program plans and the concepts underlying them
remain distinct and awaiting synthesis, exchange could potentially .be quite produdtive.
Research in mental retardation, for example, has explored a number of areas that are of major
concern to planners of services for the chronically mentally ill. There is a body of literature in
the field of retardation that is rich with techniques for assessing both client needs and client
satisfaction. Similarly, new directions in programming for the retarded have yieldeda variety
of effective rehabilitation protocols. Planners of programs for the chronically mentally ill are
only now beginning to focus in depth on these practical and basic concerns. (Anthony,1977,
1980) They might potentially avoid considerable trial and error by careful study of the proce-
dures developed in the field of mental retardation for these and other programmatic concerns.

On the other hand, the massive depopulation of?institutions for the mentally ill, which both
predates and outnumbers that for the retarded, can now be viewed with something approach-
ing historical detachment. The mental health literature is replete with analyses-of' the
sociojiolitical dimensions of deinstitutionalilation. And many of the planning and implemen-
tation difficulties that are currently surfacing in the literature on deinstitutionalization of the
developmentally disabled have a deja vu qudlity for readers whd have encountered similar
problems in planning for the chronically mentally ill.

These observations are in no way intended to minimize the differences among the various
target populations affected by the deinstitutionalization movement. There certainly major
distinctions among these groups, and it appears that viewing them as if their problems are
idehtical may even have the unintended effect of diluting their individual bases of support. The
New York Times reports, for example, that the success of a program for hiring mentally
retarded individuals in noncompetitive municipal jobs in New York City has been slowed,
because agency supervisors "mix them up with those who are emotionally disturbed." (Gupte,
1977) In the strong language of the Liaison Task Panel on Mental. Retardation (1978) of the
President's Commission on Mental Health, the confusion between mental illness and mental
retardati9n "has had unfortunate consequences for retarded people and their families. It has
led to public misunderstandings and has fostered inappropriate professional services and
administratiye models." 4110

4.

There are, df, course, some individuals who are both mentally retarded and- mentally ill
(Bachrach, in press c), and, although they represent a relatively small portion of both uni
verses, the Liaison Task Panel (1978) devotes the bulk of its report to their treatment needs.
Those rn this special population who receive human services are sometimes treated in the
Mental health service system and sometimes in the mental retardation service system. Except,
however, for this uniquely afflicted, group, the chronically mentally ill and the mentally re-
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tauled have tended in the past to be separated physically in treatment settings, although the
deinstitutionalization movethent may now be bringing them together in increasing numbers.

It is a basic assumption of thikshapter that it is possible to view the social processesthat
affect program planning for the various target populations of deinstitutionalization simul-
taneously without doing violence to their individuality. Since deinstitutionalization is very
much a sociological series of events, with certain attributes pertaining to the process irrespec-
tive of what particular persons undergo it, it is possible to distill some of its conceptual
elements. Separate as the target populations may be, problems in planollng for them converge

--at a number of points.

Thus, for example, a recent article in the NeW York Times reports'that 40,000 physically
and/or mentally disabled elderly p4sons reside in some 3,500 community-based residences in
the vicinity of Asbury Park, N.J. While only between 40 percent and 65 percent of these persons
are former mental patients, the entire population shares in similar survival problems: "The
homes have no doctors on their premises and few programs for daily recreation or mental,
physical, and vocational rehabilitation. Medicationa vital regimen for many inhabitantsis
often dispensed by people without medical or psychiatric training." (Hanley, 1981)

Background
Today certain basic circumstances-are widely understood to st ain the provision of services

targeted toward deinstitutionalized populations. First, individual uttering from severe men-
tal disabilities are characterized by a wide range of disabilities and advice needs which often
endure as lifelong conditions. In sharp contrast to the breadth and variety of these needs,
service delivery tends to be planned with a view toward pragmatic simplicity. With respect to
the chronically mentally ill, Hansell (1978) suggests that community-based programs in gen-
eral place an "unwarranted emphasis on the single-episode user of services" and thus exhibit,
a "deficiency of interest in people with lifelong disorders."

Second, many programs ostensibly designed as deinstitutiohalization programs resist treat-
ing those individuals who are most severely impaired -and thus are not realistically directed
toward their needs. (Link and Milcarek, 1980; Stern and Minkoff, 1979; Task Panel, 1978) For
'example, Halpern and his associates (1978, p. 19) draw the parallel that "expecting the
chronically mentally ill patient to use the current ental health system is like expecting a
paraplegic to use stairs. The [chronic) patient can't use the current mental health system
because it's oriented towa 'rd people who have motivfiticin, who have the capacity to develop
insights, to change behaviors, to accomodate through socially acceptable behaviors"
characteristics not generally descriptive of the severely mentally impaired. Miller (1977) writes
of an "inverse system of care," in which "the most trained and skilled clinicians deal with the
most articulate, interesting, and likely-tO-succeed clientele," while the plight of those persons
most in need is largely ignored. i

Third, the delivery of community-based services to the severely mentally impaired takes
place against a backdrop of-stigma exceedingly difficult to penetrate. (Bruininks, et al.,
1980; Budson, 1979; Dokecki, et al., 1977; Johnson, :1980; President's Commission, 1978;
Stern and Minkoff, 1979; Taber, 1980; Talbott, 1980)

Fourth, fragmentation of services and authority in addressing The needs of the seyerely
mentally disabled is a serious and difficult problem reducing the quality of care. (Bachrach,
1976, 1979; President's Commission, 1978; U.S. General Accounting Office, 1977a, 1979, 1980) ,
In past years, most persons with severe mental disabilities were admitted to large institutions,
where most remainedTdften for the rest of their lives. They represented ap essentially static
population pool that changed primarily as the result of new admissions andideaths. Providing
care was relatively simple: virtually all services could be delivered within a single physical
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setting. Today, by contrast, authority for providing for the needs of disabled persons is divided
among numerous health, educational, and human service agencies in the public and private
sectors. Successful deinstitutionalization programs require the fine tuning of initiatives that
originate with senrate, sometimes competing, authoritiesa process far more complicated
than what was suggested in. John F. Kennedy's (1963) "bold new approach" to service
provision. a

Fifth, deinstitutionalization programs are designed and implemented within a conteXt of
semantic confusion that b6th reflects and sustains service defivei3y problems. (Bachrach,
1980a, in press b, in press d; Carpenter, 1978; Moos and 'gra, 1980; Peele and ling, 1980) A
potent barrierp effective care, conceptual vagueness rew Its from and unde scores a general
failure to assess adequately the complexities attending deinstitutionaliza on.

"Toward atoefinition of Deinstit0-'onalization'
That deinstitqtionalization is a complex phenomenon with many facets is frequently over-

looked. the educational psychologist in the State school, for example, is bound to have a
perspective on it differing materially from thafof the public school teacher who is trying, with
inadequate funds, to mainstream retarded children. Similarly, the, term undoubtedly has
different connotations for the institution-based psychiatrist, -the community -based mental
health nurse making a home visit, and the mental health program evalUator who is attermiting
to make sense of difficUlt-to-tracepatient movements. The term is certainly variously under-
stood by the many clients who are affected by itthose who have been institutionalized for
Several decades and whose future continues to be linked to institutional',care; those who are
about to be released to the community after varying periods of residenc within institutions;
and those whose admission or readmissionlo an institution is effectively t arrefi by admission
diversion policies. (Dionne, 1978; Sullivan, 1979a, 1979b)

Any workihg defiAition of deinsiltutionalization must be sufficiently abstract to accommo-
date differences in individual experience and thus allow for these divergent points of view.
Toward that end, deinstitutionalization is defined, for purposes of this discussion, as a process
involving two elements: the eschewal, shunning, /or avoidance of traditional institutional
settidgs for the care of the severely mentally or physically disabled; and the concurrent
expansion of noninstitutional, community-based facilities for the care of these populations.

The important point in this definition of deinstitutiohalization is that it it a mistake to view,
the process unidimensionally, as if it refers exclusively to clients leaving institutional environ-
ments. We shall presently see that deinstitutionalization is.a muchiroader event even affect-
ing clientsactual and potentialwho have never been institutionalized.

a.

Implicit in this conceptualization of deinstitutionalization is the notion that sociological as
well as physical phenomena are involved. Physically, deinstitutionalization refers to the
creation of new enviromentsfor the severely disabled. It is a geographical phenomenon that
is reflected in the rapid' and continuing depopulation of large institutions, as well as in the
increasing, expangion of community -based facilities. Sociologically, the concept of
deinstitutionalization implies widespread adjustments in traditional patterns of care fdr this
basically dependent and disabled population.

Aspects of Deinstitutionalization
,;

There are at least three separate, but closely related, aspecti of deinstitutionalization.
Deinstitutionalization is a process; it is a philosophy; and it is also a fact.

8
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Deinstitutionalization as Process

More than the simple depopulation of large public facilities, deinstitutionalization may be
understood as a dynangc and continuing series of adjustments involving constant accommo-
dation of all the components of the service delivery system. The concept of continuity of care
suggests the dynamic nature of deinstitutionalization. Ideally, at least, with deinstitutionaliza-
tion the client is expected to move about freely from facility to facility, even in and out of the
service system. Utilization of facilities is supposed to be determined by the client's current
needs in a free market model: as service needs change, so will patterns of care.

Because of the dynamic nature of deinstitutionalization, disabled persons are today found
in a wide variety of physical settings. An analysis of the changing demography of chronically
mentally ill individuals reveals that at least five separate target population subgroups may be
identified as being affected by the deinstitutionalization movement, tvq.in the community and
three in institutional settings. (Bachrach, 1978)

A first subgroup within the target population consists of institutional dischargees who are
currently in the community. Although these clients are the ones most often identified with the
term deinstitutionalization, they are by no means the only persons affected by the movement
and make up only a portion of the target population. They coexist in the community with
another subgroup, never-institutionalized individuals, who probably would have been placed
in institutions several decades ago and who, as the direct result of deinstitutionalization
policies and practices, represent en ever-increasing percentage of the target population. The

. medical, psychiatric, and social service needs df never-institutionalized individuals may be
very different from those of institutional disbhargees.

At the same time, deinstitutionalization has also affected patterns of care for a variety of
clients who, despite deinstitutionalization efforts, continue to utilize institutions. (Kugel and
Shearer, 1976; Thorsheim and Bruininks, 1978; Witkin, 1980) A third subgroup of the target
population consisterOf old long-stay clients, veteran residents of institutions who were admit-
ted long ago and who continue their residence despite the trend toward community -based

*care. In both institutions for the mentally ill and the mentally retarded, old long-stay clients
frequeyitly represent a substantial percentage of the enrollment. It is also interesting to note
that that special population diagnosed as mentally retarded who reside in institutions for the
mentally ill sometimes ma up a considerable portion of hospitals' old long-stay client's.
Unpublished data fro orth Carolina's Department of Health and Mental Retardation for
1978 indicate, fo example, a strong correlation between length- of stay and percentage of
residents who are retarded, so that fewer than 5 percent of residents with stays of one year br

, less but 31 percent of residents with stays of 20 to 40 years are so classified.

The institution also contains a fourth subgroup, short-stay clients, who will.soon be released
to the community. According to unpublished estimates from the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), nearly one-quarter of admissions to State mental hospitals are released within
a week of admission, and nearly 40 percent are released with 14 days of entering the hospital.-

Finally; the institution contains a fifth subgroup, new long -stay clients, who represent a
buildup of long-term residents from among recent admissions who are unlikely to be consi-
dered good risks for community care and probably will not be releasbd. Literature on both the
mentally ill and the mentally retarded refers to a core of pew admissions who are expected to
-remain institutionalized for reasons'related to their mental and/or physical status and td the
inability of their home communities to serve them. 4

The boundaries of these five subgroups are fluid in varying degrees, and the revolVing door
phenomenon may be understood conceptially. as their ongoing realignment.

Although current planning initiatives tend to stress "aftercare"i.e., services for persons
who are institutional dischargeesprogramming for deinstitutionalization should, ideally,

9



accommodate all five of these suPgrOups, not only discharged individuals. Because -each.
subgroup in its own way represents fallout frUm the deinstitutionalization movement, indi-
viduals in all of them must be regarded as legitimate beneficiaries of planning efforts-directed
toward improving care. At a time when financial constraints mare it necessary to be as
parsimonious as possible, we are thus faced with the task of arranging a multitude of services
for a variety 9f client groupings in numerous settings. And, in reality, our plannMg effort have
been spread so thin that, on a nationwide basis, none of these subgroups appears to be
receiving adequate coverage in planning efforts.

Deinstitutionalization as Philosophy

When we view deinstitutionalizationas a process, we can begin to understand something of
its intellectual foundation. The rationale for deinstitutionalization proceeds from -severlf
fundamental, and largely untested, assumptions concerning community-based care. 1st,
there is an assumptibn that community care is a good thing and is preferable to institutional
care for most, if not all, mentally disabled clients. A second underlying assumption is that
communities not only-Elan but also are willing to assume responsibility and leadersiiib in the
care of the most seriously disabled. And a third assumption regarding deinstitutionalization is
that the functions performed by institutions can be equally well, if not better, performed in
community-based facilities. It is believed, in.short, that the community is capable of providing
the same range of services thatAS available inside the institution.

These three assumptions taken together lead to ap understanding of the gqal of
deinstitutionalization. Deinstitutionalization has undertaken no less a task than that of
"hutnanizing" care for the severely mentally and physically disabledof reversin he de;
humanizing influences that are widely thought to be accompaniments of instituti I resi-
dence. Since its inception, deinstitutionalization has, in fact, been identified
generalized social reform ideology that reached its peak expression in the 1960' hat
ideology stresses society's responsibility to help the individual and places a strong emphasis
on civil rights; modification of the environment is understood as the primary avenue toward
social betterment. (Hersch, 1972) In its broadest sense, then, deinstitutionalization is properly
understood as a protest movement. Like other civil rights protests, it is ideologically commit-
ted to improvin% the lot of persons who areiseen as helpless in gairOig access to life's.
entitlements. It is a movement dedicated to the dignity of the individuals, and it emphasizes the
rights of dependent individuals and their legitimate claimson society.

This ideological commitment to social reform is partichlarly evident in the literature on
deinstitutionalization of the mentally retarded.While a number of factors exclusive of the
social reform. ideology are credited with propellihg deinstitutionalization for the chronically
mentally illincluding the introduction of antipsychotic medications to control the symptoms
of mental illness and the development of crisis intervention techniques in psychiatry- (Smith
and Hart, 1975; Talbott, 1971) the civil rights ideology has largely been responsible for
deinstitutionalization of the mentally, retarde9. (Silverman, 1979) Roos (1875) classifies the
major civil rights issues for the mentally retarded into three categories: the right to education,
the right to treatment, and freedom from peonage. To these may be added the right to care and
reT idenceln th'e least restrictive setting. (Thurlow, et al., 1978)

However, it is important to note that deinstitutionalization also owes much of its popularity
to its appeal 'to more conservative forces. Acceptance of the progressive philosophy of
deinstitutionalization has been facilitated by its attractiveness to persbns who are more
interested iitfiscal reform than social reform a situation making for strange bedfellows
among the movement's proponents. Deinstitutionalization was, When the movement began,
and continues to be widely believed to be cheaper than institutional care, and this belief has
made the movement acceptable to many,who might otherwise oppose it.

10

In addition to the presumption of cost savings in community-based care, there has alsoden
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a desire on the part of State legislatures to reduce their budges by ''shifting the cost ari.d
responsibility of the formerly instifutionalized,to a different levdt of government." (Cramer,
1978) With the depopulation of large' institutions many disabled persons have relied on
Federal public assistance funds for support. It is not difficult for States to justify reduced fistlihl
responsibility in light of what is regarded so widely within the helping professions as a mole
humane system of care.

In short, the fact that the philosopnyj of deinstitutionalization is allied with a coalition of
opposing or oontradictory political sentiments in large part accounts fo'r the-tepid-spread of
the movement. Recent economic developments have, however, suggested that thewedding of
these different views is coming to an end and that the ideological commitment to
deinstitutionalization is being dilutal. Unqualified support is increasingly difficult to find, The
philosophical basis for deinstitutionalization, being subject to the ficklenesstof politi a
winds, particularly in times of inflationary stress, is fragile. / '"

Some of the ideological .shift has to. 'do with the fact that the fiscal superiority of
deinstitutionalization has neveE been firmly established. (Cramer48Pft". Rose, 1979; Talbott,
1980) A recent report from the U.S. General Accounting Office (1977b), for example, indicates
an inverse relationship between degree of impairment amorfg the elderly and the costs of
community care. For both the mentally retarded and the chronically mentally ill, it is being
increasingly acknowledged that high,quality care is not rendered inexpensive when the locus
is shifted from the institution to the community. Not only is the cost of community-based care

- in programs providing a full range of speCialized services high (Weisbrod et alt, 1980) but,
beyond a certain point in resident population reduction, the per capita costs of running an
institution must obviously increase. (Holden, 1979) The savings that were supposed to acqpin-
pany the depopulation of institutions simply have not materialized on a nationMde basis.

. .
,*

ADeinstitutionalization as Fact'

In addition to its being a process and a philosophy, deinstitutionalization a,fact with some
measurable dimensions. That it really is occurring is reflected_ in nationwi e statistics con-
cerning the depopulation of large institutions. Forthe chronically mentally it there has been a
marked decrease in the resident population of ih Nation's State mental hospitals. That
population peaked in 1955 at 558,992. Ten years later it stood at 475;202 and 20 years later at
193, 436. Thus, the resident population of these facilities shoWeda decrease of 15 percent over
one decade and a striking reduction of 65 percent over two decades. (Diyision of Biometry,
1979) The most recent NIMH statistic for the resident population of State ntal hospitals
indicates that at the beginning of 1.977 170,619 individuals lived in these f cilities. (Witkin,
1079). ,

Deinstitutionalization of the mentally retarded is also reflected in institutional depopulation
statistics, although there are notable differences'between them and Those of the chronically
mentally ill. Resident population in public facilities forlhe retarded peaked 12 years laterthan

... that in State hospitals for the mentally ill. In 1967, the peakyear, the resident population in
institutions for the mentally retarded stood at 193,183 (Butterfield, 1976) and at 148,752 a
decade later (Krahtz, et al., 1978)a decrease 23 percent in 10 years.

.

Issues in Deinstituilonalizatin
The perspective that deingtitutionalization is a pncess and a phielphy as Well as a fact

permits a better understanding of the problems that are associated with the movement. Were
deinstitutionalization merely concerned with the exchange of settings ,for service delivery,
many of the problems known to exist would not have arisen. The community ifouldsimply
have replaced the institution as the locus of care, and resultant problems would have been of a
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logistical nature, easily negotiated and resolved.

The fact is, however, that the deinstitutionalization movement has encountered_a succes-
sion of difficulties. In addition to fiscal disappointments, numerous otherissues have affected
the movement. These issues have been discussed at length in the literature; they include
probletns related to the selection of patients for community care,"theireatment course of

' patients in the community, the quality of life of patients in the community, personnel recruit-
ment and retention, fragmentation of services, financial constraints, legal and ethical prob-
lems, and accountability; as well as issues related to the concerns of the greater Community.
(Bachrach, 1976, in press b) Examination of the literature on deinstitutionalization of the
mentally retarded reveals very substantial similarities in the deinstitutionalization problems of
the two populations (Bru ininks, et_ a1.,,1978Jhurlow, et al., 1978; U.S.D.H,H.S.,1 980), despite
major differencei in voltime and timing of institutional depopuJatioh.

,
Thus, Gettings (1977),-writing about the fragmentation of servidesior the mentally retarded,

reports that "each federal agency with an actual or potential impact on deinstitutionalization
of the mentally retardedlends to develop its operational,policies with limited regard to their
impact upon ancillary programs operated by other federal and state agencies and with little or
no sensitivity to the overall impact of the federal government's efforts at the state and local
levels." These words might easily have been written about programs for the chronically
mentally ill or, for that matter, the elderly or the physically handicappeid, Similarly, two
newspaper articles report, respectively, that the Civil Service Employees Msociation is pro-
testing the movement of mentally retarded clientstroin a government facility on Governor's
Island, New York to a privately operated medicalffehabilitation program, and that.suburban
residents are resisting the presence of a halfway house for the retarded in their neighborhood.
(Kihss, 1978; Weiner, 1976) Once again, these discussions are practically indistinguishable
from similar ones in the literature on the chronically mentally ill.

Problems surrounding implementation of the 1975 Education for All Handicapped Children
Law (P.L. 94-142) are given extensive coverage in both popular and professional literature.
(Anonymous, 1977; Borger, 1977; Diehl, 1979; Gettiegs, 1977; Huey, 1978; Krucoff, 1979;
McCaffrey and Higgins, 1977; Silverman, 1979) The problem of precipitate implementation of,
program plans is of great concern in this connection, as illustrated in the following statemenf
in the Washington Post: "The law has created as many problem as solutions, bringing friction
between local school districts and Washington, between parents and schools and sometimes
between teacherstnd teachers, to say nothing of the effects on children. When President Ford
signe;Ithis legislation ... he comitainedabout its boundless ambitibn,'Unfortunately, this bill

'promises more than the federal g verninent can deliver.' He signed it, nevertheless, and the
good intentionstecame a promissory note that is proving very hard tp make good." (Omangl
1979)

Because of the concordance in disCussions of issues affecting mentak illness and mental
retardation, there is ample reason to conclude that the extent to which we view the
deinstitutionalization problems of these two target populations as separate and distinct is a
matter of perspktive. Despite differefices in kinds of impairment and in clinical course, and
notwithstanding the possibilitylhat concentrating orrthe needs otohe group may at times
'prove detrimental to the other, there is a level of abstraction at which the issues in
deinstitutionalization of the chronically mentally ill and the mentally retardedand those of
the physically handicapped and the elderly (Kane and Kane 198Q; Shapiro, et al. 1980;.Taber,
1980; Weissert, 1978) come together.

The perspective that deinstituti8nalization involves more than a shift in the locus of care;
that it is also a,process and a philosophy, helps us to understand an apparent contradiction.
While many residents have been removed from large institutions to community- based,
board-and-care facilities and nursing homes (Redick, 1974; Taub% et al., 1978), these changes
in residence have not necessarily been accompanied by changes irlkind and/or quality of care.
(Anderson, 1974; Lamb and Goertzel, 1971; U.S. Senate, 1976) Rdeed, there is substantial
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documentation of neglect for the population residing in many of these "alternate" facilities,
and it is not an -exaggeration,to say that institutionalism (Goffman, 1961) seems to pursue
them: that they remain essentially institutionalized, sometimes !reinstitutionallied," or
"transinstitutionalized" individuals (raube, et al., 1978), whereveuthey are. placed.

This situation holds for all target groups of dernstitutionalization.among whom substantial
numbers have been placed in "community" settings where, ironically, they have little or no
Access to the benefits of community living. It is, however, most vividly thrown into relief in
descriptions of living circumstances among the elderly, with or without mental impairment,
around whom Erfor-profit industry, with what is widely believed to'be inadequate regulatory
control, has developed (Anderson 1974; Jellinek and Tennstedt, 1980; Tauh'e, et al., 1978; U.S.
Senate, 1976)

In the discussion of deinstitutionalization as philosophy above, it was noted that en underly-
ing yet untested assumption of the movement is that the functions performed by traditional
institutions can- be equally well, if not better, performed by community-Pased facilities. It
behooves us to inquire as to what, exactly, these functions are. A review of the literature on the
chronically mentally ill suggests that the array of fuhctions performed in institutions for their
residence is surprisingly complex and is far more extensive than might at first glance be
supposed.-(Bachrach, 1976) An attempt to isolate the functions of institutions for the chroni-
cally mentally ill reveals a number of items related both to patients and to other sectors of
society. In addition to such familiar functions as providing long-term medical and psychiatric
treatment for chronically disturbed individuals and providing crisis intervention for patients
undergoing acute stress, Mental hospitals perform some less readily perceived or acknow-
ledged functions7such as, providing for the patient respite from mounting pressures; or
protecting him from exploitation by others; or supplying a social structure within which his
role is clearly defined; or serving as the means by which society can easily segregate some of
its deviants: or serving as an economic base for many communities. This sampling of State
mental hospital functions corresponds closely to the functions performed by institutions for
the mentally rEiteded. (Paul, et al., 1977)

Analysis of the literature on deinstitutionalization reveals that the issues associated with
that movement and thelunctions of institutions bear a special relationship to one another.
(Bachrach, 1976) Individual issues either have at least one referent among the identified
functions' or else they have come into being as unanticipated consequences of the
deinstitutionalization movement. The message is clear that deinstitutionalization planning
has often taken place in a functional vacuum and ,that efforts to reduce the stature of onto
eliminate institutions have too frequently not heeded the necessity for providing alternatives
for the full range of functions involved in institutional care. Not even the central 4unctions of
treatment and asylum have been assured for deinstitutiorialized individuals, not to mention
the various other functions that institutions halm been'able to provide. (Bachrach, 1976, in
press b)

,$ It is apparent that the zeal and dedication that have motivated deinstitutionalization have left
in Their wake a series of dysfunctionarelements resulting directly from rapid and sometimes
careless implementation of 4ncomplete, program plans. A variety of serious problems have
arisen as the result of precipitate efforts to implement the deinstitutionalization philosophy. In

u. their haste to move quickly do behalf of the mentally disabled, service planners have fre-
quently contused locus of care with quality of care. An there has been a marked tendency for
the phildsophy, the process, and the fact of deinstitutionalization to be disjubctive, ss illus--
trated by the failure to have adequate community-based service structures in place before
widespread institutional depopulation and admission diversion plans have been effected.
inadequate planning has simply left:too many cracks through which clients can fall.

Effective deinstitutionalization for both the mentally retarded and the chronically mentally III
must obviously rest updri the premise of freedom of choicethe idea of a spectrum of
treatment alternativesby which clients requiring care may choose from among a range of

4.
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readily.available services. Freedom Qf choice, in turn, requires the presence of a full range of
adequate, fully staffed, and administratively integrated service structures. Generally speaking,
however, deinstitutionalization planning has not been onthicive to continuity of care of
clients. It has too often taken place without the prior deveropment of necessary community,-,,
based resources, particularly for those individuals who are most severely handicapped, and
without sufficient interagency linkages. It has certainly failedto address adequately the needs
of all five client subgroups identified as comprising the target population: It is a sad but
nonetheless accurate observation that,, in this era of deinstitutionalization, indiyiduals requir-
ing intensive and sustained care have all too frequently had nowhere t&turn.

New Directions in Planning
It is not an exaggeration to characterize the deinstituthimalization movement as one that ys

beset by questions without' answers and by answers without questions. (Bachrach, 1980a)
Means and ends are frequently confused, and it is hardly surprising that many planners and
caregivers are today questioning both the assumptions and the procedures of past
deinstitutionalization efforts. While the commitmentio mkximizing community-based oppor-
tunities for the mentally disabled, the physically disabled, and the elderly remains strong in
many quarters, new directions in deinstitutionalization planning are attempting to take cogni-
zance of home of the unanticipated consequences of moving'too rapidly, and methods are
being developed for improved`continuity of care and for better interagency communication. At
the same time, many proponents of del nstitutionaliiation have become somewhat less fixed in
their thinking than they were several decades ago and areVternptirig to accommodate, rather
than elinlinate, the role of public institutions in the spectran of services for the most severely

Visableg,,,There is increasing understanding that, because institutionalism may occur in
community -based facilities as well as in large institutions unless individual clients' needs are
carefully,assessed and met, where clients receive care is of lesser importance than what
happens 'to them. In addition, there is evidence that institution-based programs are also
capable Of, sensitivity and relevance-in caring for the disabled, and a number of theft are
exhibiting innovative and humane programming. (Bactirach, 1980a; Kane and Kane, 1980;
Mbrrissey, At al., 1980; Peele, et al., 1977; Steel, 1980)

Thus, increased tolerance of the role of institutions is appearing in the literatur on
deinetitutionalgation, Dokecki and his colleagues (1977) write that a broad civil libe arian
understanding of the charge of deinstitutionalization for the mentally retarded implies that the
process may to tome degree "be accomplished within the institution as well as beyond its
walls and jurisdiction." Just as there are certain mentallY ill persons who continue to require
institution-based services (Rachli n, 1976), so there is, at the present time, a group of mentally
retarded individuals who "cannot fit into community programs or into family situations," and
this group "is large enough to create pressure for more institutional construction." (Xaslow
and Spagna, 1977) Pappas and her associates (1976) summarize this changing perspective on
the role of institutions: "To deinstitutibnalize persons does not mean to simply move them out
of state hospitals and into community placements. It refers to more than the collection of
buildings commonly called 'institutions.' Instead, deinstitutionalization deals with the process
of opening up less routinized and more varied behaviors for both individuals and settings, no
matter what the facility or where it is."

This recent emphasis on planning fOr individual clients' needs irrespective qt locus of care
may be expected to alter the direction and the speed of future deinstitutionalization efforts.
The most recent deinstitutionalization literature demonstrates increasing awareness of the
complexities of program. planning, and recognition of the full range of (unctions associated
with institutional care is becoming more prevalent.

In the early years of social policy formulation in deinstitutionalization, the need for develop-
ingcommunity-based "model programs" for the care of the severely disabled was stressed.
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oi, Planners sought to develop model programs to be reproduced in other settings. It is being
increasingly recognized today, however, that although model prograrris have valuable re-
search potential, their,replicability is often quite limited for a variety of sociological and
economic reasotzMoreover, these programs sometimes tend to be limited in concept and
highly selective I their target populations, so that they cannot provide ready solutions to the
global problems tharare associated with the deinstitutionalization movement. (Bachrach,
I980b) .,.. p ift

Although some planners continue to stress the development of model programs as solu-
tions for the varied problems of deinstitutionalization, discrepancies between individual
successful model endeavors and service system "failures" are becoming apparent. As a
consequence, the need for. new systems-orientedplanning strategies is increasingly recog-
nized. In response to that need, a growing body of literature on the essentials of comprehen-
sive deinstitutionalization programming is now beginning to err(erge.

Some Principles
It is generally agreed that, to provide humane services that are relevant to ,the needs of

disabled persons, the planning of community-based efforts must depart fro certain interre-
lated principles. One of these is the need for precision in the statement of prograrrrgoalsand
objectives. (Bachrach, 1974; Itagedorn, 1977; Rossi; 1978; Rossi, et al:, 1979) Having definite
and commonly ui)derstood goals and objectives is closely tied to the need to define target
popolationswith care. It is becoming increasingly clear that one of the first steps in implement-
ing successful deiAstitutionalization programs must be the specific determination of who, i.e.,
which clierits,ere to be treated in the community. A corollary question is: Are there some
clients who Cannot be regarded as '(good risks" Or as appropriate candidates for'community
care? And, if there are, where and how shall they be treated? The answers to.thesequestions
depend largely on the specific community involved and on the special resources that it hale.
The answers also depend on timing. Some communities are at any given moment better
equippedin terms of available services, personnel, and attitudesto support
deinstitutionalization efforts than are others. The fact that a community does not demonstrate
immediate readiness does 'not necessarily indicate a permanent state of affairs. Lack of
readiness may be a temporary phenomenon awaiting the careful design of program plans. Or it
may be virually permanent if the community foresees no way of providing alternatives for
institutional functions. Isolated rural communities particularly hard pressed to supply

'these' alternatives. (Bachrach, 1977, in press f)

The definition of ffla target population must be consistent with the goals of the various
agencies involved in a deinstitutionalization program plan..The multiplicity of agencies and
auspices typically found in such efforts leads to a second principle: the need-for cooperation,
communication, and linkages among the agencies and personnel providingbervices. (Bach-
rach, 1979; O'Connor, 1976; Schalock, 1979) Resource linkage is essential for integrating
service delivery, for avoiding duplication of services, for controlling or reducing service
delivery costs, and for countering turf-related opposition td programs among special interest
groups. (Hagedorn, 1977)

However, it is essential that effbrts to establiih resource linkages not be confused with a
quest for regulated 'coordination and blurring of agapcies' identities. There are genuine
categorical differences in clients' needs, and the possib-Hity that separate and highly focused
programs may at times be more responsive to these differences should not be overlooked.

A third basic planning principle revolves around the need.for individualized program plans.
Potentially, deinstitutionalization programming may proceed in a number of ways, some of
them more, some less, sensitive to the needs of individual clients. Theleast sensitive planning,
which is not properly,described as planning at all even though it often passes as such, makes
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little effort to match clients and settings. It is, Instead, wholesale placement of clients without
consideration for their special needs. Such placement may occur either in an institution or in
the community, and it leads to what is popularly called "dumping."

Effective planning begins to take place when an effort is made to correlate clients and
settings. The simplest kind of matching involves studying the client's level of functioning and
attempting to place him in the setting most compatible with that level. But deinstitutionaliza-
tion is most sensitive and meaningful if it carries the process one step further so as to enhance,
where appropriate, the client's skill development. With an individualized "skills training" or
rehabilitation approach (Anthony, 1977, 1980), placement is based on the client's potential
rather than on his current level of functioning. And his capabilities, not his disabilities, are
emphasized.

There are, of course, some clients who, with the current state of our technology,'are not
appropriate candidates for skills training. It is essential that their care be assured as part of
deinstitutionalization planning, too. The important point is that programming must be indi-
vidually prescribed. As with the notion of continuity of care, the primary emphasis in program
development should be on individual clients' needs and not on the mechanisms that hold the
"system" togethera concept that sometimes gets lost in preoccupation with administrative
flow charts and service descriptions. (Bachrach, in press d)

Individualized programming necessarily activates certain other elements of care that are
fundamental.to the provision of humane and relevant deinstitutionalization services. Program
elements like 24-hour crisis interventiorfand case management, specifically discussed in
much of the literature on deinstitutionalization, are automatically assumed and assured when
the principle of individualized prOgramming is at work.

X An additional planning principle centers on the necessity for collecting useful information
about clisiots andservices. (Bachrach, 1979; Bruininks, et al. 1980) This principle should not
be construed as urging the amassing of large quantities of data; volume is unimportant, and
it is the usefulness of the ,data )hat is critical in deinstitutionalization program planning.
Although it is a truism that ':gdod decisions require good information" (Ryan, 1979), the

. development of sensitive an adequate informatipn systems for puFposes of resource
monitoring, client tracking, a d program evaluation has frequently lagged indeinstitutionali-

.!zation efforts.
/

Particularly because so many different agencies are typically involved in deinstitutionaliza-
tion programs, and because so many clients require what have come to be known as "outj
reach" services, it is necessary to keep in touch with who and where potential and actual
service recipients are and what configurations their needs take. Thus, client tracking is of
particular concern. The' difficulties that surround maintaining adequate tracking data are, in
reality, symptomatic of a much deeper problem, that of not knowing .where clients are. If
deinstitutionalization programs are to reach out to clients to help them receive entitlements

-and appropriate services, they must, very simply, know how to find the people in the target
population.

Conclusions "
Thee and other planning principles in deinstitutionalization (Bachrach, 1979, 1980b, in

press e) supportlhe adoption of new planning strategies. To that end, a number of recent
articles have recommended the application of systems theory principles in developing
deinstitutionalization programs for the severely mentally disabled. (Bradley, 1978; Holder,
1977; Johnson, 1980; Marmor, 1975; Stratas and Boyd, in press) The literature is now begin-
ning to explorsome systems issues that must be resolved if deinstitutionalization efforts are
fo meet with success, and disabled populations are to be cared for humanely in the commun-
ity.
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One recent conceptualization by Johnson (1980) defines the systems context of mental
health services in terms of four environments: (1) the core level environment of the agency
itself, with its distinctive charter and mandates; (2) the specific environment, including the
agencies, associations, and individuals interacting with the core level agency, such as pa-
tients' 'families, hospitals, and other health and human service agencies; (3) the supportive
environment, including government agencies, educational institutions, and professional as-
sociations that provide funding, staffing, and legitimation to the agency; and (4) the general
environment, i.e., the "broad context" or sociological framework, within which the agency
operates. Aspects of the general environment include demographic and economic cir-
cumstances, political conditions, legal mandates and constraints, treatment techniques, and
such attitudinal considerations as the extent to which the community "is committed to caring
for its impaired or impoverished members, or the extent of toleration of deviant behavior." (p.
74) Since problems accompanying deinstitutionalization may be generated in any of these,
environments, solutions must take all of them into consideration. Johnson's conceptualiza-
tion is readily applicable to program planning for the other target populations of
deinstitutionalization.

With a systems approach it is possible to analyze and confront some of the problems that are
asentially overlooked by more molecular planning approaches. One such problem concerns
the setting of priorities in service delivery. For the most severely disabled individuals to be
provided with adequate care, they must be assigned top priority in the service system;
conversely, when the most severely impaired clients, with their peculiar combination of
,service requirements, chronicity, and impotence,' have to compete for scarce resources with
others who are less severely impaired and more socially acceptable, they do not fare especially
well. Yet, there is evidence in the hi tory of the deinstitutionalization movement that the
requirements of these individuals, in a tual service settings, have in fact been subordinated to
those of clientd who are unhappy but essentially animpaired. (Zusman and Lamb, 1977)

In summary, deinstitutionaliption planning involves the formulation of complex public
policy decisions and implementation strategies. There is now a need to translate our
technologywhich though still developing is substantialinto systems-related action. It will
take some fundamental changes in attitude and funding practices to shift from the habit of
looking at deinstitutionalization mechanistically toward a more comprehensive approach. But
this objective must belealized if the global needs of the severely mentally disabled are to be
met. For severely mentally disabled client's and for elderly and physically impaired clients, the

. successful deinstitutionalization program proceeds from concepts with clearly understood
referents and from a precise statement of program goals:It is one in which there id a focused
effort to fill in gaps in services. (James, 1978) And it is one that strives to meet the special needs
of the disabled in all settings, those in' institutions as-well as those in the community.

Thiele and his associates (1977) eloquently express .these considerations of humane
deinstitutionalization programming: "The institutionalization process ... is deeply ,en-
trenched in the culture of caregiving systems. The purpose of programming for
deinstitutionalization is not to stop institutionalization. It is, rather, to minimize the negative
impact of institutions and institutjohal practices. Stated positively, deinstitutionalization is an
attempt to revitalize the potential of service -delivery sydtems for responding appropriately
and efficiently to the needs of persorid*that those systems are established to serve."
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II. Sound, Targeted Compassion:
Assessing the Needslof and Planning
Services for Deinstitutionalized
Clients

EdnaZamis,' Ph.D.
Cbief, Bureau of Research & Evaluation
N.J. Division of Mental Health and Hospitals

4

Many of them are ih extreme straits, as they fall through the cracks in the system of social
agencies, institutions, and services. Some suffer the perpetual distress of indompetent com-
passion; most are rejected or feared by society. They are the deinstitutionalized clients; the
formerly, hospitaliked mental patients; previously institutionalized developmentally disabled;
previously hospitalized physically disabled; or formerly incarcerated. They are individuals
who need to be assured that neither their personal histories nor past victimization will be
compounded by the consequences of indifference, inflation, and/or belt tightening. ,

Responsive and adequate care is the assurance that deinstitutionalized clients need, and is
the end goal. Assessing their needs is the beginning. Identifying and meeting the needs of
deinstitutionalized clients who reside ins the community involves sound, well-targeted com-
passion, in the form of needs assessment, planning land implementation. It involves the
identification of who are the deinstitutionalized community residents of concern, how many
are they, where are they within the general population, and what are their specific service
needs. This paper will address the definitions of deinstitutionalized target groups, the
methods and state of the art of assessing their needs, the related plandirtg of services,and the
releVant limitations.

Background'.
DeinstitutiOnalizatidn, a social ideology and a political, publiC health policy phenomenon,

has been in.effect during the last 35 years. However, as noted by Whittington (1969), "Nowhere
is the discrepancy betWeen public and private morality, between verbal pronouncement and
actual behavior more apparent than in the field of ...InstitUtional 'aftercare." This sad state-of
affairs is probably the unintended offspring of benign neglect and an underdeveloped
technology.

According to the. U.S. Census, in 1950 there were 1,566,846 persons, about 1 percent of.the
total populationvin institutions. In 1960, the number of people classified as inmates of
institutions increased to 1,866,967, and in 1970 to 2;126,719. Institutional settings-included
correctional institutions, homes for the aged, mental hospitals, institutions for Me mentally
handicapped, homes for neglected and dependent children, facilities for juvenile delinquents,
detention centers, institutions for the physically handicapped, and homes for unwed mothers.
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The increase in the total institutiorfril pqpulation, however, coincided.with dramatic shifts in
the relative population size in different of institutions. Whereas mental patients con-
sisted of 39 percent of all institutionalized persons in 1950, they made up 33 percent in 1960
and dropped to 20 percent in 1UDIn comparison, the respective proportions of residents in
homes for the aged were 125, and 44 percent. (Kramer, 1977) Selected shifts in in-
stitutionalized populations were impacted by mandates and court rulings. A case in point is
the 1978 court-ordered dispersion of a large State institution for the retarded in Pennsylvania. .

In that case, placement in community group homes was ordered for Mier 1,006 severely,'
retarded. Thus, though some types of 'Institutionalized populations ineased, others de=
creased. Still other populations experieficed rapid turn over, resulting in significant
wieinstitutionalized subpopulatidns being out placed in the community.

Population shifts (i.e., increased older as well as increased crime-prone populations),
coupled with changing patterns of care of .the physically handicapped, the retarded, and the
mentally disabled, have resulted in a lack of definitive information about the scope of differen-
tially disablsatand differentially visible commwity subgroups. Having insufficient political"'
strength and advocacy, deinstitutionalized perOns tend tobecome invisible, orrritto reappear
when tragedies, such as boarJing home fires, strike. ,

The plight 9f deinstitutionalized peiOns has bean described by the media and the profes-
sional literature, using the highly emotional arguments, pro and con, in which most public

--legues tend to be posited. The literature, abounding with attempts to document one point of

view or another, was aptly reviewed by Bachrach (1976). Bachrach listed the conditions for
desirable outcomes as, first, precise definition of deinstitutionalized populations; second, the
identification of service needs; and third, the development of services and designatiorlf
responsibilities, all of which this section will address.

Identification and Definition of the Tar et Groupi
of Concern

,Common to all deinstitutionalized clients is a history of:

separition trim one's natural environment and network;
a duration of drastically decreased independence in which control and authority over one's
life were delegated to a social institution;
a return to-the community;
an assumption about a long-lasting condition resulting either from an intrinsic disability,
from the impact of institutionalization, or boat

The precise definition of each deinstitutiohalized client-group-has-to-be-articulated, since, it

would vary with the reason that brought about the institutionalization. Thus, thEktafget grtSup
of the physically handicapped will be differently defined from that of the mentally handicapped
orfrom that of former prisoneis. All three target groups share a history of separation from their
natural environment and orinstitutionalization. The.long -term disability of the physically
handicapped, however, is easier to identify, define, and measure than that off ormer prisoners.
Still, one can assume a need for services and reintegration foralldetinstitutionalized persons.

Deinstitutionalized mentally disabled clients have been defined via the three d's: diagnosis,
disability and duration, or "persons wrio suffer severe and persistent mental or emotional
disorders that interfere with their functibnal capacities in relation to such primary aspects of
daily life as self care, interpersonal relationships, and work or schooling " (Goldman,
Gattozzi, and Taube, 1980). The Attiors suggest that target groupdelineition might be based
on functional incapacity, i.e. impaired self-care, mobility, self-direction, capacity of indepen-
dent living, or economic self-sufficiency. In contrast, it might be operationally defined a§
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recipients of SSI due to long-lasting disability. The easiest target group definition, of cgurse,
can be constructed as a simple function of having versus not having a history of institutionali-
zation. The decision whether to broaden target group delineation by using Multiple criteria is
related to intent. For instance, interest in prevention should focus-on all persons who are at
high risk of future institutionalization rather than on those who have been institutionalized in
the past.

General Facets of Need of the Delnstitutlonallad

As with definition, delineation of the needs of the deinstitutionalized spans over several
dimensions and is highly !plated to the nature of the target groups. The needs of the physically
handicapped tend to be task related, e.g.,,,the handling of daily activities, mobility,

'productivity/eMployment, or recreation; secondary disabilities of social' and interpersonal
difficulties may also follow aewell. The formerly incarcerated might be subjected tO social and
e p uyment-difficuities.-BeinstitutionalizedLdevelopmentally-end-mentally disabled usu
exhibit functiona) impairments in most of the areas of self -care, self-direction, interpersonal
relationships, social integration, learning; and recreation. It should be noted that delineation
of need is highly affected by prevailing views of needs in relation to service availability and
effectiveness, all of which have a ,history of shifts and changes.

Finally, delineation of need that is.conducive to planning of services is aided by augmenting
information about disability and need with that of location. ComprehensiVe target group
assessment is little more than the counting of people by categories orneed and location of
residence; that is, who the deinstitulionalized aretype and defkiencyand where they are.

Methods and Procedures of Need Assessment
Identifying service needs can be approached by individual assessment of every member of

the group or via inferences made from population assessment. The former is akin to personal
evaluation in clinical medicine, while the latter is parallel to population medicine and
epidemiology.

Clinical medicine focuses largely .on the medical care of sick individuals who present, .

themselves for help. In population medicine, the community replaces the individual patient as
the primary foals Of concern. The intent of population medicine is Jo evaluate the health of a
defined community; including those members who couldabenefit from,° but do not seek,
medical care. This epidemiological approach is related to an emptosis on identification of risk

, and on prevention. It is closely related as well to the conceptual shifts of the last 35 years, from
a focus on biological and intrapersonal etiological dynamics to determinants of well-being,
located in the community and associated with interpersonal dynamics.

t a
Assessing' the need of deinstitutionalized clients can be accomplished by assessing the

needs of persons identified as having a history of deinstitutionalization (which parallels the
approach of clinical assessment) or by assessing populations, relating the prevalence cif
deinstitutionalized residents and population characteristics and inferring about needs-from
these data. Since the whereabouts of deinstitutionalized persons is usually not known and
assessment of every household is not feasible, assessing the needs of deinstitutionalized
people usually involves a combination of clinical and population assessments.

Need Assessment and the Process of Planning

Needs assessment is the first step in a four-step process of planning. It is a diagnostic and
problem-identification activity that describes existing states and situations. The second'step .

consists of forming conclusions about the desirable states and situations; where we should be
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ascompared with where we are now. The desired situations provide the identification of
direction, goals, and objectives toward which future activities are to aim. Once the goals and
objectives.are identified, thethird step consists of choices of means for reaching the goals and
objectives. The fourth and last step is evaluative; assessmeril both of the method and of goal
attainment, as illustrated by the following example.

A followup of youth who were discharged from a detention center revealed that recidivists
report having too much free time and "hanging around with other guys with nothing to do."
Further examination led to the conclusion that youth discharged from detention centers need
structured recreation and the support of peers whp value staying out of trouble.

A program is 'designed and implemented, the goal of which is to provide "graduates" of
detention centers with structured recreation and to create a positive support systpm. These
goals are to be attained by establishing' "a graduates club" which has available a facility for
gathering as well as recreational activities and involvement. The evaluation of the program is
accomplished via comparisions of recidivism among participants versus nonparticipants and
of the costs of funding thp program versus costs of services to recidivists.

Definition of Needs Assessment

Needs assessment is any activity which provides a description and/or measures of either the
relative or the absolute needs of people living in a defined area for: (1) enhancement of a facet
that.is lacking in the residents' lives such as recreation; (2) specific services, interventions, or
programs,such asieaching daily activities/living skills; or (3)the prevention of problems that
will require interventions, e.g, prenatal care as means of reducing the incidence of physical,
health, and emotional disorders due to problem gestation. The objective of needs assessment
is to provide a typological definition and indications of magnitude of whatever aspect of life is
being addressed.

Needs assessment studies might reveal that retirees are likely to suffer functional deteriora-
tion if they are lacking in social interaction and relationships; that is, it reveals an identified
need for added or enhanced programs in these areas. Without such services many elderly
might require placement in nursing homes. Or,t needs assessment could address thedegree of
availability of counseling programs for truants, or of ,educational programs for parents which
are designed to prevent truancy.

Needs assessment, as a set of cooAdinated activities, might also be characterized as a frail
and weak offspring of evaluation ariB planning, which is both in vogue and in a struggle for
survival. A prevailing requirement for most social and health programsit has become the "in
thing." Hoyvever, ten references to needs assessment, once probed, are likely to describe 10
different activities. It is possible that the premature push for p rly understood technology
and concepts has resulted in misuse.

The last 20 years witnessed a shift from the funding of soci I and health programs out of a
philosophy of humanitarianism and abundance to a decisio making and allocation process
bound by finite resources and a requirement for justification of expenditures. Where monies
were previously provided freely, the present period sees an increasing emphasis on accounta-
bility. Caring for the disabled, previou'sly assailed socially desirableoand generously funded,
now must be justified with cost-benefit data. Similarly, preventive'prigrams, willingly funded
in the past, now require documentation of impact. This is no less true with respect to services
for deinstitutionalized clients, a fact that further strengthens the need foraound rationale and
methodology in the needs assessment and services planning process.

Thecontent of needs assessment may vary considerably even for the same target popula-
tram With respect to the education of the retarded, for example, assessment might apd ress the
need for infant stimulation programs, for adult educ tion courses, or for vocational tracks in
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public high schools. In public recreation, assessment could involve the need for outdoor
recreational facilities, or for athletic programslor teenagers. In mental health, the purpose of
needs assessment is usually to reveal the incidence and prevalence of mental disabilities in a
total population and in potential risk groups within that population (e.g., the elderly). However,
other mental health need assessments might involve early screening or prevention via consul-
tation and education. In any of the above, community residents' lives may be examined in
relation to the level 'of a desired facet (e.g., better education), the degree to which there is g,
lack of identified component (e.g., recreation), the magnitude of a problem (e.g., mental health
disabilities), and the desirability/necessity of possible remedies (e.g., progfams). In areas of
health care, the purposes of social programs are to: (1) reduce the number and severity of,
existing disabilities; (2) maximize the proportion of residents free from problems and dis-
abilities; (3) prevent the development of disabilities; and (4) prevent further deteriotation of
those who are disabled. Resulting health programs accordingly most usually consist of
treatment, prevention, and rehabilitation.

Since there are no agreed-upon standards for an acceptable level of education or of
available recreational-facilities, assessments of need are often based either on comparisons
with other similar communities or on the expressed views of residents. In such cases, the
purpose of social programs could be to bring a community up to par with other similar
communities or to respond to the expressed desires of potential consumers.

For the past decade. or so, an increasing emphasis has been placed on the tenet that
deployment of resources for health and social programs should be based on the needs of the,
community. Thus, Roen (1971) suggested that objective information of a community and its
need and risk groups should be the basis for establishing priorities and program planning. As
communities were entrusted with the responsibility for providing comprehensive services to
those people residing within geographic service areas, data were needed to describe and
detail local needs. However, emerging assessments of community needs varied. Some studies
were traditional epidemiological examinations of the distributions of social, health, and
mental disorders in a population and the variables associated- with those distributions.
(Mechanic, 1970) Bloom (1969) studied local needs through community surveys. Gruenberg
(1969) elaborated on epidemiological methods (trends, age of onset, and risk), and associated
factors.

In these efforts, ainew problem emerged: the task of deciding what constitutes either a
disorder or a socially unacceptable behavior. Examination of the interrelationships among
demographic, environmental, and ecological variables on the one hand, and social and health
needs on the other, are found in studies by Dunham and Fads (1939), Hollingshead and
Redlich (1958), Srole, Langner, Michael, Opler, and Rennie (1962), and Redick and Goldsmith
(1971). However, lack of clarikabout definitions (c)f "caseness" existed throughout. Con-
sequently, numerous studies examined the rate of admission to institutions even at the time
when most health and social service clients were served on an outpatient basis.

Nevertheless, increasing am
well-being and the relationshi
and the incidence and preva
teristics were found to be in
'described a two-step process
to a defined social area, and

nts of data supported the concept ot studying the ecology of
etweerithe characteristics of a geographically defined area

of problems among residents of that area. Those charac-
ct measures and indicators of service needs. Blum (1974)
ssessing community needs: (1) applying measurement tools

2) assessing, via judgment and inferences,..the information
obtained in order to determine pribrities for planning and program development. Social area
analysis, a methodology for derivation of indicators, assessing needs, and providing data for
program development, emerged and has been gaining acceptance ever since.
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Major Needs Assessment Methods
Needs assessment data identify and describe ,health and social disabilities in a defined

community in order that service.providers plan and improve programs. Needs assessment
strategies range fric direct to indirect measures and involve the eliciting of data from
community resident-ON from service providers, and the making of inferences from available
data. Needs assessment utilizes any one or a combination of four generic methods: (1) direct
assessment of needs via an epidemiological, household survey, (2) tapping the perception of
needs of either key community people or of community residents, (3) inferring needs froen
patterns of ongoing service utilization, and (4) inferring needs from known associations
between social area characteristics and the prevalence of social and health problems.

Epidemiological Survey Si
The epidemiological survey is the most valid and comprehensive needs assessment ap-

proach. It can be designed to survey the total 'population, a specific age group (such as the
elderly), or a population sybgroup (such as residents of group homes). A sound epidemiologi-
cal survey requires: (1) a gbod sampling procedure; (2) a well-designed and pretested inter-
view schedule; and (3) trained, reliable interviewers who know the community, who will be
trusted by residents, and Who will adhere ,to sampling and predesignated procedures.

Epidemiology is the study of the distributions of states of ill health in defined populations
and the corresponding distributions of variables that are' associated with those states of ill
health. The purpose is to learn about the etiology of the problems understudy and be able to
control them. The epidemiological survey initrumenTisiritended to measure the presence and
magnitude of a problem, such as the existence of a physical handicap, mental retardation, or
an emotional disorder. It also aims to'elicit sociodeniographic data and any other information-
that is likely to be related to the problem of concern. Thus, if mental disorders are assumed to
be related to poverty, marital status, and community cohesion, the interview schedule should
include a measure of mental status and Het% that tap income and other sociodemographic
characteristics, including marital status, and questions about the structure and organization
of the community.

Data collected in epidemiological 'surveys can provide information about:

problems of concern, their prevalence, degrees of severity, and the personal and environ-
mental characteristics that tend to cooccur with these problems;

'individuals who are afflicted, and ;their service histories and needs;
whether persons who need services utilize them, including their attitudes toward providers
of sen.ftees and perceptions of barriers to services; and
the community, residents' attitudes, and residents' knowledge and understanding of social

problems.

The communitysurvey is most useful in establishing clear delineationsof need, knowledge
of what problems tend to cooccur,,identificationr problems of service accessibility, and
understanding the 'role of attitudes. .

Epidemiological surveys have several advantages:

They can provide factual information about actual prevalence of problems and a`firm base
for both assessment of need.and ;fdr planning of services.
They enable thause of established instruments, coupled with options to modify instruments
and procedures to meet local needs.
They offer opportunities to asseseThe relationships among vtarious problems and personal
and community characteristics.
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They make it possible to test residents' familiarity with and attitudes toward service provid-
ers.

At the same time, there are some disadvantages and limitations, which include:

The need for clear and rigorous definition of the problems of concern and of a potential
,"case;"
The need for careful and sound sampling procedures;
The need to include both attitudinal and behavioral measures; for example, inclusion of an
assessment of the frequency and type of alcohol consumption, in addition to any requests
for self-description of drinking habits;
Care must be taken to avoid antagonizing reidentswho might consider the interview an
invasion of privacy;
Interviews. may raise unrealistic expectations in the community;
The design of a sound survey requires a great deal of expertise;

tI

In order to be representative; household surveys usually.require interviews with a large
number of residents and tend to be costly.

COnducting an epidemiologibal survey is a sequential procedure consisting of numerous
subtasks. All needs assessment procedures require careful determinations of what informa-
tion is needed and what resources are available for the actual assessment. Once an
epidemiological survey is selected, the following tasks need to be carried out:

Step 1. Delineation of responsibilities; whowill design the instrument, whowili select and train
interviewers, etc.

Step 2. Identification of data needs; what information is desired, what questions are to be
answered by the survey, and what should be the corresponding sections of the interview
schedule.

Step 3. Review of existing instruments; choice of suitable existing instruments or sections
thereof, design of an instrument, solicitation of reactions, modification (as needed), and a,
pretest. Special attention must be paid to clarity of quesfiohs, and suitability of terms to be
used with each study population.

Step 4. Design of sampling frames and procedures; sampling has to assure/that findings will
be both representative of the intended population and generalizable. If certain subgroups
within the population are of concern (for example, the elderly or minority groups) the
inclusion of a sufficient number of member's of these groups need to be assured v' the
sampling procedures.

Step 5. Drawing the sample; the sample size has to be determined for each stratum f the
population under study. Allowances have to be Made, in the form of including addi io al
cases, for an anticipated 'number of refusals to participate and/or being unavailable for
interviewing. In addition, certain respondents will not be able to participate dUe to dis-
abilities or language barriers. In all cases, procedures have to be detailed in advance,
including the choice of an interviewee in each household.

Step6. Preparation of training material and procedures for intended interviewers; this shoUld
include instructional material, strategies for gaining entry to homes, how to conduct
oneself, how to handle objections, how to deal with evasionsand how to probe, and other
common difficulties. All these should be included, with detailed instructions, in an inter-
viewer's manual.

Step 7. Selection and training of interviewers; interviewers should be presented With the
training material and made very familiar with the instrument, to the point that reading the
questions is easy and natural. Role playing of both easy and difficult interviews is a helpful
training technique.

Step 8. Preparation of the community; thoUgh often overlooked, this step is crucial .for
assuring positive community response and cooperation. The aid of key community leaders
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should be enlisted for the task of advertising the impending project and encouraging
positive responses of residents via advertising and other public information methods.
Interviewers can be provided with copies of newspaper articles about the project (pasted
on cardboard) to be presented to household residents to facilitate entry into homes.
Prominently displayed identification tags are also likely to facilitate gaining entry to
households.

Step 9. Data collection; field supervisors should assure that the interviewers follow all
specified instructions.and procedures, including the number of required callbacks on
households where there have been no responses to prior calls. Additionally, there are
several methods of verifying the collected data, such as brief mail or phone communica-
tions in which thanks are conveyed to respondents and a few inquiries made (e.g., when
did the interview take place, how long did it last, etc.) to assure that interviewers submit
truthful and accurate data.

Step 10. Data c6ding and editing; all completed interviews must be reviewed for data comple-
tion and interviewers notified when forms are not properly completed. Precoded data of
completed interviews need tu r d u ated-crrtfirectiy-enterechinto the computer
database. Further editing can be performed by computer, such as checks for contradic-
torA\adswers.

Step 11. bate analysis; analysis of the collected data consists of: frequencies and descriptive
statistics; predetermined analyses that have been designed to providepnswers to the
research questions; additional analyses, based on findings.that emerge from the initial
computer runs. It is important that the major analyses are designed before the survey
instrument is finalized. This will assure the inclusion of needed items for the desired
information.

Step 12. Sharing of findings and solicitation of feedback; data and findings should be pre-
. sented to service providers, key community persons, and individuals knowledgeable

about the field in question. Reacti ns and criticisms can be helpful in the design of further
analyses and/or any modificatio s. .

Step 13. Wheneyer possible, s ey data. shoUld be integrated with additional relevant
informationfindings from other methods of need assessment, data-on service utilization,
and available service resources. This will enhance the reliability and quality of inferences.

Step 14. Final report; a, report, consisting of the project description, summary of the data;
inferences, and findings should be prepared and widely disseminated.

Key Informant Approach

Needs assessment by means of a survey of key informants is based on the assumption that
certain individuals are in a good position to perceive the patterns of needs in the community.
Thus, it is assumed that school personnel can generalize beyond daily experiences and
particular classes and describe the prevailing needs of children. Similar assumptions may be
made about other strategically placed community members, including policemen, social
agency staff, ministers, health professionals, and community leaders.

The key informant method is generally simple and inexpensive. It provides for input from
broad yet knowledgeable segments of the community and fosters relationships between the
agency conducting the needs assessment and the community. As such, a key informant surely
is desirable both by itself and in conjunction with othermethods. Key informants, by virtue of
their roles in the community, are in a position to identify the problems that are likely to become
public issues, to indicate what actions are likely to elicit - public support, and to lend their
knowledge of the community.

The major advantages of the key informant iThethode

its ease and relative low cost;
it enhances interaction with the community and becomes a form of public relations;
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it makes possible use of existing instruments and available staff;
it provides for broad community input, including information about politically sensitive
issues.

The main limitations and disadvantaNs of this approach include:

Key informants miry introduce biases toward the individuals or organizations that they
either formally or informally represent. Thus, school personnel are likely to view problemp of
children as having the highest priorities, while workers with the elderly are likely to em-
phasize-the eldedy as a high priority target group, etc.

,

By nature of the procedure', input is assured for population segments known to the key
informants; while other community subgroups might be overlooked.
Selection of the key informants to be utilized is made more or less arbitrarily, leading to the
possibility that some bias might influence which informants are asked to participate.

Steps in conducting a key informant survey include the identification of intended respon-
dents, the design of the instrument,, and the specification of procedures. The following steps,
should be followed:

Step 1. Identification of key informants should start with agency personnel and provider staff
who interact with the community. To assure broad community coverage, each identified
key informant might be asked to name two additional participants for the survey, who in
turn might be requested to name other people to be interviewed.

Step 2. Existing instruments, local data needs, and issues to be covered by the intended survey
should be carefully reviewed.

Step 3. The key inform'ant survey instrument shduld be designed and 'subjected to pilot testin
Step 4. The procedures should be detailed. For example: interviews can be conducted face

face, or alternatively, the survey instrument can be mailed with a cover letter and a reque
for response. (A useful compromise is to mail the interview schedule with an explanatio
and indication that a phone call, will follow in which answers will be requested.)

Step 5. The areas and populations of concerns should be identified, and questions formulated
to elicit the needed data organized into the key informant survey instrument. Questions
might inquire about high priority service needs, request identification of high tsk groups,
estimates of prevalence of problems, perceptions concerning attitudes toward services,
and barriers to services. A draft instrument should be presented for reactions and sugges-
tions before the final instrument is prepared. The intended framework for data analyses
should be detailed at this stage, to assure that the final instrument and items provide the
desired data.

Step 6. The next step is the selection of key informants. A master list of all such informants
should be compiled, including each potential respondent's occupation, affiliation and
constituenclips, if any. A stratified random selection should be used to the number
of key informants to the desired size, while assuring the inclusion of all major categories,
such as service providers, physicians, ministers, police, school personnel, etc.

Step 7. An announcement and explanation of the key informant survey should follow. A letter
signed by a recognized and reputable person, i.e., a program administrator or agency
director, should be mailed to all identified key informants, announcing and %plain ing the

urpose of the.project and requesting the respondent's cooperation.
Step 8. collection is next. Among the several procedures which can be employed are

face-to-face interviews, mailed survey, or the recommended procedure, as follows: The
survey instrument should be mailed several days after the announcement and explanation
of the project. Three days after the mailing a phone call should be made either to elicit
answers or set another time for the data collection. This provides respondents with time to
review the material and with a mechanism to designate a more convenient time for the
actual data collection,

;
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Step 9. Finally, analysis and writeup should be performedlAnalysis should consist ot frequen-
cies and descriptive statistics, predetermined analyses, and additional analyses based on
initial findings. Results should be circulated for feedback before a report is prepared. The
report should be widely disseminated, making sure that all key informants receive a copy.

,

Rates-Under-Treatment Approach

The most accurate predictions of future service utilization are based on trends derived from
patterns of past utilization. Examination of who are the service utilizers (in terms of
sociodemographic characteristics), identification of their respective problems, and the dura-
tion of services received can help refine predictions by generalizing to populations of concern.

)

The main advantages of rates-under-treatment is that it capitalizes on existing information
and does not require further data collection. It is also quite easy and straightforward to
execute.

The major drawback of the rates-under-treatment method involves the discrepancies bet-
ween true population needs and prior service utilization patterns. Due tobarriers to services,
lack.of information, and lack of appropriate prior program, frequently differences exist bet-
ween need and utilization, referred to as unmet need. Since rates-under-treatment addresses
only utilization, it does not provide for identification of unmet need.

Social Area Analysis and Social Indicators
The most indirect method of needs assessment is based on inferences drawn from knoln

associations between social and environmental characteristics and the prevalence of health
and/or social problems of concern. The objective of social area analysis is to discover sets of
observed variables that display nontrivial patterns of correlations with criteria. These are
empirically discovered regularities and are used to predict health and social problembccurr-.
ence. Although social indicators are sometimes related to etiological determinants of the
problems under study, the state' of the art suggests that they be viewed as abciated
"symptoms," rather than as indicative of a cause and effect relationship.

A major advantage of social area analysis as a method for conducting needs assessment is
its utilization of available data, e.g., U.S. Census data or indicators available in the Mental
Health Demographic Profile System. (MHDPS, HEW 1976) The limitation of utg social-
indicators in needs assessment is twofold. The method is most indirect and inferenti I, and the
generalized associations between indicators and problem prevalence do not,account for
specific differences among localities.

The steps to be taken in needs assessment based on social indicators can vary in depth and
sophistication. The basic procedure includes the identification of a few recognized indicators
that are consistently related to social and health problems, e.g. socioeconomic status, social
cohesion, family disruption, and the like; second, the compilation of indicator data per real
unit: that is, the percentage of families in poverty, the percentage in broken homes, etc. per
service area; third, the ranking of service areas according to their respective indicators data;
fourth, the combining of all ranks to create average ranks that are based on several indicators
as a means for prioritized needs.

Comparison of the Four Major Types of Needs Assessment ProcedUres

There is no single definitive method of needs assessment. Each o'f the four procedures
described above has advantages and disadvantages and is more applicable in some situations
than in others. The community survey is most direct and probably most valid, but it is also
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cori pi x, extensive, and expensive. The keyinform-ant-survey provides for important input and
is e , quick, and inexpensive. It is likely, hdwever., to be biased. Rates-under-treatment
utiliz s existing data for generalization from service utilization to expected further utilization
patt ns. It is weak, however, in addressing and assessing unmet needs. The use of social
indic tors requires existing data and no data aollection. It is indirect and inferential, but lends
itself quantitative manipulations and analytical procedures that range from the simple to the
sophisti ted. .

Needs Assessment' Issues and Deinstitutionalized
Clients

Needs should be assessed for defined populations. In some situations, information being
sought concerns the social service needs of all fesidents within a service area; that is, total
population need assessment. In others, since prevalence of health and social problems varies
from one population subgroup to another, assessment-might_aim_atidentifyin
high -risk Subpopulations only, or for any other clearly identified subpopulation or target
group, which might include particular age groups (the elderly, children, etc.), or. a group
defined by selected sociodemographic characteristics (children in broken homes, the
deinstitutionalized). The smallest group for whom assessment of needs may be undertaken is
the registered clients. These groups overlap with each other as can be seen in Figure 2-4

, .
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Assessing the needs of registered clients is
.
easiest because, by definition, registration

Monsists of a complete enumeration of group members. Assessing the needs of all community
residents can be accomplished by sampling of households. Needs assessment of a population
Subgroup, such as the elderly, is more complex because households are not identified by the
age of residents and numerous doorbells need to be rung before a suitable interviewee is
found, a difficulty tjlat has to be made up for in the sampling procedure. Identifying the needs

C of deinstitutionalized persons is most difficult, for two reasons: 1) The prevalence of
doinstitutionalized persons in the community is low, making it difficult to find them by means
of a random survey, and 2) the visibility of deinstitutionalized clients, who tend to "disappear
into the woodwork," is also low. The rates-under-treatment method for assessing needs of
deinttitutionalized clients is ineffective because, either due to.disabilities or to low level of,
functioning, a discrepancy usually exists between_the needs. and service utilization of the
formerly institutionalized. ' '

Various governmental agencies compile statistics relevant to deinstitutionilized groups.
Using the U:S. Census and data compiled by NIMH, the National Nursing Home Survey, the
National Center for Health Statistics, and the Social Security Administrfttion, Goldman, Gat-
tozzi, and Taub& (1981) have estimated the number of the chronically mentally ill (mostly
deinstitutionalized mental health clients) in the community to be between 800,000 and
1,500,000 in the late 1970's; that is between .38 and .71 percent of the total population.

,

Kramer (1977) gathered information on pll institutionalized persons in the United States:
° From 1950 through 1970, institutional inmates made up about 1 percent of the total U.S.

population. However, changing compositions :of institutionalized populations (increased
proportions of elderly in homes for the aged versus decreased proportions of the mentally ill;
tie rapid turnover in homes for neglected children, unwed mothers, and correctional institu-
tions; and recent emphasis on normalization and shifts in focus of careof retarc(ed'and of
physically handicapped in the com unity) suggest that many previously institutionalized
persons currently live in the com nity. .

.i
1

The trends of annual numbers f residents, admissions, and discharges of institutional
mentally ill persons between the ye s of 1955 and 1974 (based on Kramer 1977) are shown in
Figure 2-e The data indicate annual discharget of close to 400,000 former mental hospital
patients. 'In comparison, Goldman, et.al. (4981) estimated the number of annual
deinstitutionalized persons to be 650,000; approximately 160,000 who return to live with their
families and the rest to the community at large..
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elected Methods for Assessing the Needs of the
Deinstitutionalized

Need assessment technology is not yet fully developed. Available data are !finned and often
incomplete. Extensive data collection presents its own restraints and is beyond the pcope of
most projects. The relatively, low base rate (or proportion in thepopulation) of
deinstitutionalized,clients further hinders locating the appropriate individuals and provide for
their needs. Consequently, an eclectic combination of procedures is to provide optimal means
for the desired needs assessment and planning.
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Disabled persons by reasons of physical, developmental, and psychosocial disabilities are
entitled to various fiscal, health, and social sprvice benefits. Since all these services, including
assessmentpf eligibility and service accountability, require record keeping, resulting data ban
provide valuable information about the number of persons with persisting:health and social
problems, their sociodemographic characteristics and their area of residence. Of these ser-
vices, the most suitable for assessing the needs of deinstitutionalized clients are records of
medicaid, medicare, Social Security Disability benefits (SSD), Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), vocational rehabilitation and Title XX services.

Aggregate figures about long-term, work-disabled persons could be derived from SSD and
SSI records and obtained from the Social Security Administration. Sincediscrete counts of
specific disabilities are not available, the total number of recipients can be multiplied by the
proportion of the target group of interest to total recipients in order,to estimate the group size
of the target population in question. Thus, if the developmentally disabled make up two-thirds
of SSI recipients and a particular area hai-3,000 such recipients, then 1,000 developmentally
disabled can be expected to reside in that area. The same procedure can be employed for the
mentally-disordered, physicallyLhandieappecIT-etc.

Similar sources of information are provided by medicaid and medicare. Contingent on
appropriate local record keeping, pharmaceutical records of prescription of medications
which are unique to specific disabilities can augment the information. These, though, are
rarely sufficient when considered alone.

Good records are maintained by State and national vocational rehabilitation agencies.
Recipients are classified by disabilities, type of needed rehabilitative services, and outcome.
The quality of the data are the main advantages of this source. Its main limitation is the fact that
neither clients receiving nor app g for votatiOnarehabilitation represent the total group of
'persons needing the service.

A final source of information about services provided to groups that might include-
deinstitutionalized clients is the information compiled by service providers funded by title XX.
Although title XX is a Federal funding source, different States have implemented varying
information systems. Neverthelest, most records contain information on disabilities and

. service history. Sirce eligibility is largely determined by financial need, rather than disability,
additional assessment should ascertaimthe proportions of the different deinstitutionalized
clients among both applicants and recipients.

Integration of Information and Suggested Procedures

Based on the review of (1) th ituations and status of deinstitutionalized clients, (2)
common methods of needs asse ment, and (3) constraints and unique informational sources
concerning deinstitutionaiized ersons, the following needs assessment activities and data
integration are recommended. ,

In order to obtain estimates of thesize of the deinstitutionalized client group of concern, five
sources of information are likely to be Fitful. First, national reports and estimations pro-
duced by relevant governmental agencie NIMH for mental health clients, LEAA for the
formerly incarcerated, etc.may be usedAs rough boundary estimates for average popula-
tions. Many of these agencies produce low and high estimates within which actual group sizes
are likely to be found. Second, service entitlement and health care records suc as SSD, SSI,
and medicaid provide information. However, these sources may provide low e imates (be-.
cause some eligible persons do not avail themselves of services) by States, a d often by
municipality, and therefore can be used to establish "floor" or lower limits. Third, ficlusion of
social area indicators known to be associated with the prevalence of problems of concern can
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be added to differentiate among small areas. Thus, if the number of deinstitutionalized
persons in a particular town is estimated as 500, and the town has known areas of concentra-
tion of such persons, then most of the target group individuals are likely to reside in those
areas: Census-derived data of "percent living alone," and "percent living in group homes" are
instances of such indicators. Fourth, data collected from service providers and community
agfincies and organizations as part of a key informant survey can further refine estimates of
numbers and locations of deinstitutionalized clients. Fifth, boarding homes licensing and
enumeration, which is being implemented by an increasing number of States, provide infor-
mation. Records of licensed boarding homes can be used both for estimating the number of
deinstitutionalized clients (who typically are the majority in such residences) and as sampling
frames for accessing individuals for interviews.

Assessment of the characteristics of the group of concern can be derived from two sources.
Key informants prOvide data descriptive of the,target group. Surveys. of, deinstitutionalized
persons can provide descriptive information to be generalized to similar persons. These can
be either registered clients who are known to the service system or boarding home residents,
identified through licensing records. _

esiment of service needs can either be inferred from the type and severity of disabilities
of tie target group or directly measured by means of the following three procedures. First,
detailed assessment of institutionalized clients who are scheduled for discharge can be
performed: their characteristics, type, and severity of problems; the corresponding services
designed to ameliorate or reduce the problems; and generalizations of findings to
deinstitutilanalized persons. Numerous States and different types of institutions have de-
veloped such assessment docaments. An example is the Systematic Treatment and Evaluation
Procedure used at the Norristown State Hospital in Pennsylvania. Second, detailed ass
ment of deinstitutionalized persons who are registered for or receiving aftercare service
be utilized for generalization of findings to all deinstitutionalized persons. The Service Utiliza-
tio6 and Need (SUN) document by Jon Muller at the Alabama Department of Mental Health is
an example, although numerous others have been developed. Third, a key informant survey of
servic p viders, related community agencies,y and, if possible, relatives of
deins tutionalized persons can provide additional data and perspectives about service needs
of d institutionalized clients.

The planning of service programs should begin with an assessment of available resources,
ongoing programs, the degree of development of existing' systems, and potential barriers' to
services.-Available resources can be ascertained via: government listings of programs; re-
cords of funding and allocations; data collected from service providers and key informants;
and information derived from patterns of service utilization.

Both available resources and service utilization are measures of the extent of service system
development and should be integrated into these data. Comparisons of available programs
and service utilization can reveal barriers to services. For example, high need identified in a
location in which there are appropriate service programs yerlow service utilization usually
indicates barriers to services and accessibility problems. Barriers could result from lack of
awareness, misunderstanding disabilities, lack of trust in the value of services, problems of
mobility or unavailability Of transportation, and culturally rooted negative attitudes. Indica-
tions of inaccessibility should be followed with a probe into the nature of the barriers and a
determination, of appropriate interventions.

Data dealing with assessment of unmet need and of needed funding should ntegrated.
An identified service need coupled with an absence of a Program to meet the nee represents a
gap, an "unmet need." High need, coupled with insufficient programs, documented low level
of resources, and/or waiting lists, indicate that either additional services or improved effi-
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ciency of existing programs are called for. Relating needs assessment findings to funding is a
complex task because it requires comparisons across two types of dataneed and available

4 programsand inferences about a thirdallocations.

Three different procedures can be utilized in integrating these divergent data..The simplest
and least informative is data integration via ranks. Area&san be independently ranked on (1)
assessed need,(2) assessed amount of available resources, and(3) service utilization. Service
utilization should be corppared with available resources to check on possible barriers to
services, and then the two can be averaged to produce a rank of system develOpment.
Assuming that high need indicates high priority for funding, the obtained rank can be used for
categorizing areas in terms of priority for allocations. The main advantage of this procedure is
its simplicity. Its limitation concerns its ordinal nature. Conclusions can-suggest higher and
lowerfyities but not the extent of the differences.

A second method focuses on the translation of assessed need into required funding, which
involves 5 steps: (1) ascertaining the number of persons with unmet need in each area; (2)
detailing the unmet need in terms of specific services within residential and a-mbulatory
service settings; (3) estimating the number of units of-service to be required for an average
recipient; (4) inserting the cost of each relevant unit of service; (5) calcyjpting expected
needed funds per area. It should be noted that limited funds may prevent meeting the total
needs. This procedure, however, might provide for allocations that are proportional to asebs-
sed local needs.

The third procedure avoids the need to determine the exact number of people with unmet
need yet, using somewhat sophisticated statistics, provides for equitable division of available
funds according to assessed need. The first step is to ascertain need via either a direcrmethod
(number of people needing services, as reflected by SSI), or an indirect method (data derived
from social area analysis), and traQsform assessed needs of all service areas to standardized
scores. Second, available resources must be ascertained: available beds, full-time eqUivalent
service staff, or available funds. Any or all three are to be transformed into standardized
scores. If more than one type of available resource is used, star11ardized scores allows
averaging of the data. Third, data on service utilization should be compiled. These can be in

'terms of total numbers, and in terms of weighted (e.g., inpatient having higher weight than
L.-- outpatient services) or unweighted services. All Compiled data shduld b6 transformed info

standardized scores. Fourth, compare and contrast data on need, available resources and
service utilization for each service area in order to reveal possible barriers to services. Fifth,
integrate the three types of data. Sixth, apply the final, standardized need scores to available
funds in order to derive the proportion of the total fundsjo be allocated to each area, i.e.,

area score
x available funds = funds be allocated to that area

total score #
'114s

A final consideration with respect to expenditures is to besgiven to start-up, as co-mpar.ed
with operational costs. This is especially relevant to costs for residential services for deinstitu-
tioftalized persons, such as security deposits on rentals, equipment, furnishing, and staff
training.-
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a Summary
. iiThe present paper addressed the assess ent of needs and planning for services for

deinstitutionalized clients. Touching upon g iwal notions of the difficulties experienced by
deinstitutionalized persons,.a review was provided of the background, scope and problerris of
identification, and description and assessments of interest.

Needs a t was define&and its major approaches were described, including pro-

cedural et ps, adva taged, and disadvantages of the various methods. Utility for planning was

discuss . Limitations of needs assessment m'ethodcilogy in general and difficulties unique to
assessing the needs of deinstitutionalized clients in specific were noted and discussect
Sources for relevant data and examples of useful instruments were cited and briefly described.

Recommendations were made in terms ofa relevant procedural sequence of steps and
potential applicatibns. These included assessment of size and description of target group,
ascertainment of needed services, estimation of costs of needed services, and a procedure for

delineating need-based allocations.

e
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T. III. Funding-Sources for
Deinstitutionalization Services

Trevor R. Hadley, Ph.D.
Office of Mental Health
Department of Public Welfare
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

,

Introduction
Although the concept and process of dei stitutionalizatiOn have been advancing for over 25

years, the funding patterns required to implement this system of care have been slow to
---,develop. (Baron aad Rutman, 1980; National Institute of Mental Health, 1978) This chapter will

focusibn the types of funding both required and available for deinstitutionalizatIon programs
and the various funding patterns that may be utiliied:

Until quite recently, funding for the community care of the aged and disabled came primarily
Arom private philanthropy. (Paul, et al., 1977; Rubifl, 1980) Government programs at local,
State, and Federal levels provided little by way of significant resources for community care,
but rather focused almost entirely on the development and maintenance of various kinds of
"asylums" including county homes, State psychiatric hospitals, -and-State-schaols-farthe
mentally retarded. It is important to remember that institutional care was not only encouraged
by prevailing funding patterns, but also by a service ideology which viewed institutions of
various types as the most cost - beneficial and humane system of care. Over the past three
decades, this 'ideology of care has substantially changed. (Scull, 1980; Tabor, 1980)

Current policies and perspectivei toward deinstitutidnalization are described in other'
chapters of this monograph. Although the professional ideology has changed, government
funding sources' have been slow to follow this change.(Ashbaugh and Bradley,1979; Comp-

. troller General of the U.S., 1977) While it is true that some new sources of funding have been
develOped in the last 10-20 years (e.g., Title XX of the Social SecuritydAct), most observers
would agree that the primary structure of funding with respect to community-based care has
not substantially shifted correspondingly. For example, a recent survey of State Mental Health
Authorities reveals that although patient populations have dramatically declined over the past
15 years, often by as much as 200 to 300 percent, State governments still spend about
tWo-thirds of their funds to support State psychiatric hospitals rather than community care of
the mentally_ilL(Aslabaugh anclBradle9, 1079; Comptroller General of the United States, 1977;
Epstein, 1978) At the Federal level, the same inequities tend to persist. Similarly, despite the
fact that medicaid (title XIX) funds can be used for noninstitutional care, the great bulkof these
dollars are spent for' nursing homes, general hospitals, and State facilities for the mentally
retarded. This occurs because Federal law and regulations mandate these services and
require them to be cost reimbursed. (Cpmptroller General of .the United States, 1977; Horizon
House Institute,..1978)

4
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The reason for the disjunction between the professional ideology of deinstitutionalization
and State and Federal fLinding patterns is complicated and exacerbated by many variations at
State and Federal levels. However, there appear to be two primary issues involved. The first is
that there is a confusing array of funding sources at all levels of government. There are
separate programs for housing, for medical services, for social services, for income' mainte-
nance, for vocational rehabilitation. There are, in fact, literally scores of Federal programs
which provide funds to support partially or comprehensively, one or another aspect of the
deinstitutionalized individual's personal, medical, social, or vocational adjustment in society.
These programs are administered at Federal, State, and local levels. The recent Comptroller
General's report on returning the disabled to the community details and deploresthe
confusion at the Federal lev-el in funding ,sources for the deinstitutionalization of various
disabled groups. (Comptroller General of the United States, 1977) This same confusion and
discontinuity of funding exists at State and local levels of government as well as for disabled
populations. (Department of Health and Human Services, 1980)

The second reason for the lack of clear and adequate funding for deinstitutionalization has
h been the tremendous increase in the costs oifinstitutional care. For example, in 1960 the cost

of inpatient care in a State mental hospital averaged $15 per day. By 1979, this cost had risen to
$85 per day. (Kane and Kane, 1980; Redick, 1974) Deipite the decrease in institutional
populations nationally, .the actual costs of operating institutions is higher than ever. This
increase has occurred for four reasons: the altruistic attempts of governmentspurred by
professLortals_and _a dkocatee=to_providedecent,_hum ane_carain the institution; the_substan
t i al growth in salary and benefits of institutional employees as a function of the unionization of
public employees; the impact of standards of care promulgated by national accrediting and
certifying agencies; and court decisions which have mandated increased levels of care for
institutionalized groups. (Task Panel on Deinstitutionalization, Rehabilitation and Long-Term
Care Report, 1978) This enormous growth in the costs of institutions has made the struggle to
fund reasonable programs for deinstitutionalized disabled populations all the more difficult.
(Bisogno, et al., 1980)

The increase in institutional costs and decrease in clients is illustrated in Figure 3-1 which
shows a comparison of community and hospital funding and clients for Pennsylvania's public
mental health system.

.
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.,. Figure 3-1. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Institutions for Mentally Ill
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Institutionalleriu0 Community Care
From the inception of the deinstitutionalization movement there have been arguments and

counter argu nients abotit the relative costs of institutional and community care. These have
been sometimes technical, sometimes political, and sometimes ideological in nature. (Sharf-
stein,1980)Advocates of deinstitutionalization have claimed that community care is signific-
antly less costly than institutional care; unions, politicians, and-some community groups have
argued that, community-based service costs are only a fraction of the real costs to the
community;-whictr must-in-additiorrprovide-increased-public-services: Researth -e-on-the
questions is lacking, but in general, evaluations tend to stiggest that communitycare is less
costly and more effective for some clients than institutional care. On the other hand, 15 years
into the phenomenon of deinstitutionalization, it is clear that some severelydisabled clients
will always require an Institutional setting, if an institution is defined as a place, which
produces total life support to disabled clients.
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Basically, the question is: what clients are best served in the community? The determination
-of.tlae_costetfectiveness of deinstitutionalization should therefore not be an either/or issue,
but rather a question of matching the level of client functioning to the level of service required.
Some States and Iota' service providers have begun to examine the probV3m from this
perspective, but significantly more data are needed. In many places the question of institu-
tional versus community care is a moot point.Since clients have already been discharged and
courts have.ruled that they must be permitted to remain in the community, the key question
must be how to care for.them in the community, not if.

Services R4quired for Deinstitutionalization
The deinstitutionalization of clients both consists of and requires much more than a dis-

charge from an institution to the "community." In many cases over the last 20 years, disabled
clients have been discharged to the "street" and to living situations that were grossly in-
adequate to meet their basic needs. On the other hand, institutions by their very nature were
designed as total life support programs for clients. They provided not only health, ed u ional,
and other personal" services, but all the life supports required by their reside such as
housing, food, and clothing. In designing a program to deinstitutionalize cli s, the same
combination of Life support and personal services need to be combined. As de iled elsewhere
in this monograph, successful deinstitutionalization requires an appropriate mix of services.
This includes the same ingredients we all need to survive independently as well as the
specialized services required by the disability, e.g., personal income for food, clothing, and
other necessities, housing and medical care, social services, advocacy, and service coordina-
tion.

Institutions have been traditionatly funded by one or two funding streams and have provided
a total life environment for clients. As previously noted, a primary problem with securing
funding for deinstitutionalization programs is fragmentation and the multiplicity of funding
sources. The basic services required by clients in.the community can be categorized as
housing, personal maintenance, medical care, social services, rehabilitation, socialization,
and-reoreation,-(Budsonr1-976Budson-, 1979)-Each-of these swv,ices may-be funded by one or
more Federal, State, and local funding source.

Multisource Funding -
Disabled clients who-are deinstitutionalizgd will generally be supported by separate funding

sources for every major type of service they receive. Thus, a client may secure personal
maintenance through Social Security Disability payments, receive social services from an
agency receiving title XX funds, and obtain medical services from an agency reimbursed by
medicare and medicaid. ..

It is therefore essential that the-planning and implementation of deinstitutiohalization of
disabled clients be based on a multisource funding tnodel. (Smull, 1980) Multisource funding
is a concept which is quite common in public programs of many types and means simply that
programs are supported not by a single funding resource but by various funding streams for

s different services. Considerable questions have been raised regarding the cost effectiveness
of such an approach in the operation of medical and social programs.,Critics claim that it
substantially increases the administrative costs of the services and periodically efforts have
been made at the Federal and St to levels to simplify and consolidate funding streams so that
these costs can be reduced. ( an, 1979) Currently, however, the prevailing structure of

. funding for the disabled makes well-designed multiscairce system a requirement.
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Designing a multisource system for the'funding of deinstitthionalization is a complicated
process. At a_State or local level it requires: 1) the identification of the services needed by the
disabledclient group; 2) identificetion of the funding streams available for the services; 3) an
evaluation of the potential of each\ of these streams; 4) an evaluation of the stability of each of
the funding streams; and 5) a program designed to capture enough of these resources to
mount a service with some reasonable chance:of success. This last factor, program design, is
perhaps the most critical issue. In many cases the resources for. adequate services to
deinstitutionalized clients exist but have never been "packaged" as a multisource sy4tem in
such** way to create the program. Designing programs to meet the requirements of funding'
streams is anathema to many planners and service providers. Either they believe their profes-
sional ideology of care should be funded on its merits, or they are concerned that modifying
program design to meet the requirements of funding streams is somehow unethical. It should
be noted, therefore, that most resources for funding are quite flexible and that ideqlogical
disagreements about deinstitutionalization are often more semantic than substantive.

Funding Resources for Deinstitutionalization
The following are some major streams currently available to disabled clientsand to agencies

providing services to deinstitutionalized populations. As previously noted, many of these
services vary in accessibility and level in different states and local areas. This inventory is not
exhaustive but is offered as a guide to those that are most frequently used. See attached Chart

3-1

Client Cash Income Programs .

Supplemental Security Income,(SSI) for the aged, blind, and disabled was created in 1973 to
provide a minimum level of cash assistance to individuals who are disabled. ItJs t Federal
program for all disabled persons who meet uniform income eligibility requirements. For,
clients to be eligible, they must meet both income and disability requirements. This program
pays clients directly (depending on living arrangements and other income) up to $238'per
monthAtostdisablectolients_who_are deinstitutionalized are eligible for SSI; however, eligibil-
ity determinations vary from area to area and advocacy is often necessary for disabled clients----
to receive full payment Payments under SSI may be made directly to the client, or in those
cases where appropriate, to a representative payee who may be an agency or person. There
are several variations of SSI payments that are possible, partly as a function of the Scicial
Security Disability Amendments of 1980. Basically these amendments permit persons on SSI
to keep some earned income without losing disability payments. SSI is complicated but does
provide a basic level of support for all disabled clients. (Department of tHealth and Haman
Services, 1980.

Although SSI provides a minimum level of support for the disabled client, most States
provide some funds to supplement the Federal Skpayments. This supplementation varies
widely from State to State. Some States have specifib requirements that must be met before
client income will be supplemented, e.g., the client must be in foster care setting. In general,
these programs were devised with the view that supplementation was less costly than !cooping
or returning clients to institutions.

General Eisatance which is known by various names from Stale to State (e.g., welfare,
public assistance, etc.), involves cash payments made to clients on the basiS of need and
Income requirements only, with no consideration or disability status as occurs with SSI.
Monthly payments vary considerably from State.to State.

The food stamp program, which is administered by the Socia' Security Administration and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is designed to supplement client cash income. The
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program is based on income level (not disability), and provides clients the opportunity to
purchase food stamps which can then be spent in commercial grocery stores for food. It is
essentially a client income supplementation program. Food stamps were recently made'
available to residents in group living situations.

Federal Housing Assistance Programs

Cormunity development block grants are funds allotted to city, county, and other local
gov riment entities which are to be used for the acquisition, construction, and rehabilitation
of facilities, parks, recreation facilities, and senior centers for the handicapped. These funds
are distributed by local authorities on the basis of a plan submitted annually to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Although these funds cannot be used for the creation of
residential facilities for clients, they can and are used for the development of day treatment
centers, renovation of vocational facilities, and other purposes. All communities which receive
community development block grEints must also submit a Local Housing AssistanCe Plan in
order to be eligible for all other types of Federal housing assistance. In this plan, the local
government must specify the local housing needs for elderly and handicapped persons in the
community. Although this plan does not directly provide funds, it provides the priorities which,'
determine other types of Federal housing assistance (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development 1968).

The housing assistance payments prpgram, commonly known as the HUD section 8 rent
subsidy program, is-astuallylitied-the-seetien-8-housing-assistance ptlyment-prograr---
Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1976) All section 8 ograms have specific
eligibility requirements: either the clieht must be disabled, or handicapped, or have an income
low enough to qualify. Most clients with a history of institutionalization should qualify for this
program. Basically, section 8 subsidizes client payments for rental housing. Eligible clients
are expected to pay 25 percent of their annual income for rent and the section 8 subsidy pays
the balance of the rent up to the "fair market rental value." There are "existing 8" subsidies
available from local housing authorities at a city, county, or State level which can be assigned
to clients. There is usually considerable competition for these funds and careful planning
often is required to access them. "Ekisting 8" subsidies can be used by the client for housing
in any building meeting HUD requirements.

Met section 8 subsidies are not assigned to clients under the "existing 8" program, but are
attached to buildingsconstructed, renovated, or financed by HUD under one of its mortgage
programs. Under these programs the housing unit itself is assigned the section 8 subsidy and
only eligible clients can live in these units. Access to such projects by disabled populations is
possible and, for some projects, encouraged.

Many government entities operate traditional or local public housing projects. Clients are
eligible for these projects when they meet general income limitations similar to the limitations
under the section 8 program. Although most of these projects were developed for low-income
families, Federal law prohibits discrimination against the handicapped and many disabled
clients are eligible for placement into one of these projects. The Federal Goverrhent support
for these projects is to the housing authority for the management and maintenance of the
projects.

The HUD section 202 prOgram for the elderly and handicapped provides direct or indirect
financing (mortgages) forihe construction or rehabilitation of housing for these populations.
Under this program, HUD provides mortgages at far below market rates for private nonprofit
agencies to create suitable housing for elderly' nd handiCapped people. (U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 1976) After section 202 funds have been committed, an
application for section 8 assistance can also be submitted. Most 202 projects have section 8
payments assigned to all units. Although most of these funds have generally been used for the
Construction of high-rise buildings for the elderly, HUD has financed projects forthe disabled,
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and for the past three years has spcinsored a demonstration. program for housing targeted to
the deinstitutionalization of the chrohically mental lyill.funding under section 202 is a stable
and reasonable mechanism to promote deinstitutionalization. It is, however, a complicated
and lengthy process requiring substantial housing experience and expertise.

1
The farmers home loan administrationprogram is available in rural areas. It is a variant of the

section 202 process. There are no specific restrictions regarding the use of this program for
disabled clients. Most projects under this mechanism also have section 8 subsidies available
for clients. (Department of Health and Human Services, 1980)

g

Many States have State housing authorities which provide and administer various housing
assistance programs. In general, State housing authorities offer financing for th e construction
and rehabilitation of buildings which operate similarly to HUD programs, and which often
provide rent subsidies for these projects. Although most have not been involved in housing for
the disabled, they frequently have significant amounts of funding available and have shown
positive interest in the housing needs of the disabled.

Funding for Services - Federy-and Stateti

Medicare, which was enacted 1n1965, is a National program of health insurance protection
for the aged (over 65) and disabled. Medicare consists of two separate bLit coordinated
program;;: hospital-insurance and supplementary medical insurance. Hospital insurance (HI)
pays for part of the costs of inpatient hospital care ana the costs of services providelAysialted
nursing facilities (SNF's). For both these services, the recipient must pay a deductible amount
before medicare pays the rest. All people eligible for medicare hospital insurance are also
eligible to purchase supplementary medical insurance (SMI) by paying a small monthly
premium. Supplementary medical insurance pays 80 percent of all medical and health-related
costs after a yearly deductible is reached. There are numerous restrictions pn benefits and
recipients must pay the SMI premiums and deductibles for all services. Client eligibility is
determined on the basis of age or disability during the usual- SSI disability determination
process and funds ate, administered by the ,Federal Government. (In many States, medicaid
funds are used to pay the deductible and supplemental medical insurance' premiums for
disabled clients with low incomes). Medicare has some significant limits, particularly for
WohiatilcuawFaraisabtect-ctients-(not-agea)rthere-is-a-2-year-walting-period-before-c 'lents
are eligible for medicare benefits; that is, clients must be on SSI for 24 months before they are
medicare eligible. In many cases, those c i nts will be covered by State medicaid programs.
(Department of Health and Human es, 1980)

Congress enacted title XIX of th Social Security Act, usually referred to as medicaid, to
furnish States with matching FedePal funds to provide basic Medical services to the aged,
disabled and needy. Medicaid programs are administered `by the State under Federal
guidelines and regulations. Each State has its own regulations for client eligibility, payment
provisions, reimbursable services, and administration of the program. States are reimbursed
by the Federal Government for a percentage of their expenditures under title XIX. This
percentage is based on the per capita income of the State.

Medicaid varies a great deal from State to State. In general, each State must pay for inpatient
care in general hospitals, for nursing home care, for fees to physicians, for drugs and
medications, and for clinic services in hospitals. The medicaid law also permits for the

-.payment of a wide range of optional services covering other health care and rehabilitation
services. (Department of Health and *man Services, 1980) Examples include psychiatric'aay
treatment, prosthetic devices, and tied& care. Although these servielk are permitted, each
State has designed its own Het of reimburseable services and uses varying income eligibility
requirements for clients. A State-by-State 'review is required to determine the applicability of
medicaid to each deinstitutionalization program.
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Title XX is a Federal/State grantin-aid program for social services under which States are
allocated a fixed amount of funding (ceiling) on a 75 percent Federal, 25 percent State match
bast& Title XX, in contrast to many Federal programs, places primary responsibility for
administration of the services and funds on State govern ment. There are stated Federal goals
which include maintenance of economic self-support, maintenance of self-sufficiency, pre-
venting abuse or neglect of children and adults, reducing inappropriate institutional care, and
securing information and referral of client sA Within these goals and-objectives, States have
chosen to provide a wide-ranging array of jervices. There are currently over 1,200 different
service titles listed in States' title XX plans, extending from information and referral to
homemaker services. Although there is a maximum income eligibility limit set by Federal law,
most States utilize their own client eligibility requirements. In many cases, States require
clients to lay some portion of the services funded by title XX. Each State must prepare an
extensive title XX plan each year for public review. It is through this plan that funds are
distributed to various disability groups, services types, and geographic areas.

In 1963, Congress passed the Community Mental Health Centers Act (Public Law 94-63)
which was designed to create a nailonal network of locally based, community-related mental
health services. These centers are mandated to provide a variety of mental health services to
all in need, regardless of ability to pay. Centers are required by recent amendments in the law
and regulations to focus services on the mentally ill who had been institutionalized. Specifi-
cally, centers must provide Short-term inpatient care services, outpatient services, day treat-
ment, court screening, consultation and education, specialized services to children and the
elderly, services for drug and alcohol related disorders, and transitional living services. The
facilities are funded on a deficit basis by the Federal Government in the for'm of direct grants to
the agency; each center must serve all people-in a defined geographic area called a catchment
area. Community mental health centers are in nearly all cases administered by local nonprofit
corporations which are responsiblesfor the delivery of services. As noted above, in recent years
the Federal Giertynment has placed a heightened priority on centers providing specialized
services to m the needs of the chronic patient population, including the deinstitutionalized.
(y.S. General Accounting Office, 1979)

The Developmental Disabilities Act (Public Law 95-103) was`created to provide services to
persons Who -are developmentally disabled. Included in this group are mentally retarded,
victims of cerebrarpalsy, epileptic, and physically handicapped clients. The Developiciental
Disabilities Act authorizes funds to be administered by State governments through State
Developmental Disability Councils. These organizat'ons then fund various projects intended
to assist the developmentally disabled to live in the ofnmunity. This funding, is usually in the
form of a grant to a specific agency. Developmental isability funds are quite limited and are
often used for shqrt-term demonstration or services- oordination purposes, rather than long-
term funding.

The Federal Government funds States on a matching basis to provide vocational rehabilita-
tion services to all disabled persons. The rehabilitation prbgram is administered Federally by
the Rehabilitation Services Ad ministration,(RSA) and at a State level by a rehabilitation agency
'often called the Division (or Bureau or Office) of Vocational Rehabilitation, In general, the
program funds the evaluation of a client's level of vocational potential, and then provides such
services as counseling, job placement, job training, vocational training, education, and
placement to help assist the client to become competitively employed. State vocational
rehabilitation agencies tend to follow their own evaluation procedures and 'requirements.
Although the rehabilitation act and RSA policy requires State vocational rehabilitation agen-
cies to focus their efforts on severely disabled persons, many vocational programs continue to
serve clients who have a relatively high potential for employment. Ma result, severely disabled
deinstitutionalized clients may not receive sustainedfehabilitation services from this prog-
ram. (Berkowitz, et al., 1975)
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The Education for all Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142) makes Federal support
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available in o1der to provide education s: ices in programs and faCilities that are as "normal"
as possible in nature and style. It covers handidipped students up to age twenty-one, guaran-
teeing a free and appropriate education. In addition, it requires that supportive services (e.g.,
transportation, corrective appitinges)'be provided to the children. Federal funds supporting
this program are allocated, for the most part, directly to local educational agencies and
facilities.

Despite the myriad of Federal funding programs, it is still probably the case that most
funding for deinstitutionalization of clients comes from State Government. This includes both
Federal programs administered by States, suctl as medicaid or title XX social services,
augmented by a substantial amount of State - generated tax dollars. Each State supports
programs to serve specific disability groups (e.g., mental health, mental retardation, etc.).
However, since significant differences exist between these programs, they are not detailed
here.

Other Funding Sources
qiikPrivate foundations and donations are often important sources of funds f tervices to

deinstitutionalized disabled clients. Typically,lunding from' these sources is no. on a long-
term basis. Foundations tend to fund innovative or demonstration programs and are not .

customarily interested in underwriting the costsof ongoing operations. However, startup of
community residential programs for disabled clients Is particularly costly for agencies, and
funds from private donations and foundations can often be obtained for expenses such as
renovations, equipment, and furnishings. Private foundation fund policies and funding
priorities vary significantly;,(Smull, 1980)

Inlecent years there have teen some efforts'to combine vocational rehabilitation and client
.business ventures. This type`bf funding was pioneered by Fairweather in the "Lodge" prog-

- rams for psychiatric patients,, (Horizon House Institute, 1978; Sihull, 1980)
,, .... ,

This plan is baSki anon agency's cOmOinirdratesidence with. a supervised work setting for
clients. The work sett-1051ton, a client -orerated small business, such as a cleaning or
maintenance service. ome fromthe business, accrues to clients and thbir)iving or service
costs. There are a series of these arrangements in variaps agencies throughout the country.

^

V

An Example of Multiieurce Funding.
The Community Aesidential Rehabilitation id% program in Pennsylvania is an example of

a program to deinstitutionalize disabled psychiatric clients that ilizes multiple sources of
funds and permits significant local program flekkility.

Community Residential RehabilitAtion services Vie tra
community settings for persons with psychiatric disability

. , assistance, and psychosocial rehabilitation to clients in no
either of two levels of care, which are distinguisAcity the!
served and the intensity of supervision and training provided

agency) acts as landlord to the client. °

itional residential. programs in
They provide housing, personal

edical settings. They may offer
e,10 functioning of the clients

M both levels,,the provider

Full-care CRR is a program that provides living accommodations with maxirnim supervi-
sion and a full range of personal assistance andpsychosocial rehabilitation for persons who
display severe community adjustment problems and Who require an intensive, structured
living situation. A full-care CRR offers an integrated prOgrilm of personal assistance and
rehabilitation to enable clients to gain aptimal independence in residential and community
functioning. The services are both intensive and extensive; for example, a full-cate CRR has

f
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staff on site whenever a client is present in the facility.

Partial-care .CRR provides living accommodations with staff at the sites on a regularly
scheduled basis. A more limited range of personal assistance and psycho-sodal-services:law_
offered for psychiatrically disabled persons who display less severe community adjustment
problems. A partial-care CRR is also intended to aid clients to reach independence in residen-
tial and community functioning.

PennsylvaniEs CRR program was fashioned to take fullest possible advantage of the
various funding sources available to clients. It provides housing and personal maintenance,
psychiatric services, psychosocial rehabilitation, and services coordination.

Housing and Personal Maintenance Costs

The provider agency purchases or leaies group homes, apartments, or other types of
.hou sing. Clients then rent this service from the.agency with a portion of their income from SSI,
SSDI, or general assistance. Food and other necessities are provided by the agency o he
client; the rent is reduced. In at least half of these facilities, client income is suppleme al
through HUD section 8 housing assistance payments, State supplementation of SSI, men I

health agency funds, or other local community mortgage or housing assistance funds. Clien s
may also benefit from State rent rebate programs for the disabled, food stamps, and ener
assistance programs.,The agency therefore supports the housing and personal maintenanc
services through the various programs designed to maximize the client's income level t
enable living in the community. sys

.Psychiatric Services 7A

Clients receive the psychiatric services they require from outside agencies funded in most
instances by medicare, medicaid, and Federal CMHC funds. Because of their income level and
disability, CRR residents are typically eligible for medicaid and attend clinics or psychiatric
day treatment programs for up to six hours per day. Although clients themselves do not pay
directly for these services, the agencies providing such care are reimbursed by a combination
of Federal and State funds.

Service Coordination

6

Service coordination (case management) refers to a process in which each CRR client
receives a functional assessment, a service plan and ongoing service coordination. For the
CRR prog Fern this is provided by the agency that provides the housing, psychosocial activities,
and superyision. It is funded by a combination of State and local funds which are paid to the
agency on the-basis of the number of clients Served.

There are currently
.4

2300 such CRR client spaces and more than 25provider agencies in 400
sites in Pennsylvania. Although they all follow this general funding model, there are significant
individual agency and client variations. The models differ in-terms of rehabilitation ideology,
level of staffing, and costs of service. Each is designed to meet the needs of the clients, the
characteristics of the funding streams, and the community standards of the area in which they
are located.

......"
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IV. System Design, Social. Change,
and Service Linkages

P

B. Noel kesbitt, R.N., C.P.Ad.
ColoraffDivision of Mental Health
.Community Support Systems Director
Denver, COlorado

"Whoever desires constant success
must change his conduct with the times.-

***
_ N._Machiavellir1520

In

O

additionaddition to "System Design, Social Change, andService Linkages," we could also title
this _chapter service. design, social linkages, and system change, or service change, system
linkages, and social design. Each combination has a slightly different twist and yet each
accurately reflects the issues and concerns to be considered when planning for community-
supported systems for deinstitutionalized persons. However, individually none of these issues
is simple. When they are compounded one upon the other they become increasingly complex.

By focusing from. the start on the client to'whose benefit all these efforts are directed,
perhaps we will be able to maintain appropriate priorities througehe remainder of our
discussion. Basically. we are addressing the needs of people who equ' entlyiack-avarlety-of
basic living skills, abilities, and attitudes that most of us take for granted. Some have spent an
extended 1eriod of time living in an environment which fosteredor even insisted upon
dependency. The institutioRilization period for others may have been just long enough for
them to lose their boarding room& apartmentrtheir jobrtheirinsurance coverage, their social
contacts and their self - esteem. Dependency upon the community's human services system is
thereby created, even with some of the short-term institutional diachargees.

Obviously, the dependency problems created by the institution are exacerbated by the
individual's maladjustment problems. These problems may be antisocial behavior, debilitat-
ing health condition, mental illness, developmental disability, or any combination of these or
other conditions. Although much improvement, in functioning can be achieved within an
institutional tting, these gains often weaken or dissipate when the client returns,to the
community. lamond, 1979) Therefore, we have a subpopulatlon of people with rnaladjust-,
ment probi s, learned dependent life styles, and all of the basic needs which each of us
experienbe food, shelter, clothing, money, friends, transportation, medical care, education,
recreatio and a sense of worth. (Turner and Tenhoor, 1978; Benjamin and Ben-Dashan,
1979)

.

It w Id be helpful here to reconsider the configuration of multiple community-supported
servi .es and linkages exIstIn between them for meeting these different needs. The structures
of c mmunity servIc s a agencysystems were originally built largely without the benefit of a . 113

m ter plan. These rent services and systems were developed at different times to meet
t.
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different needs. As early as 1952, Buell, et al., in their Community Planning for Human
.Services, observed that professionals and agency specializations were posing service-

relationship problems dhly slightly less confusing to professionals than to the citizens of their
communities. (Buell, et al., 1952) These same specializations and resulting problems they
create are part of today's confusion.

Some examples of existing agency-systems with separate specializations are: Social Sec-
urity Administration, Department of Housinand Urban Development, Rehabilitlition Services
Administration, Social Services, Community Corrections, Public Health, Mental Health, and
Mental Retardation. Within each of these agency-systems, there are subsystems for providing
their specialized services, such as income maintenance housing, employment and job train-.

ing,.etc. Also, within each of these agency- systems, there are stems for attending to the
support services necessary for the success of their specialized service. Consequently, each
agency-system integrates subsyStems to meet all the needs of their clients with fine tuning
applied to their area of speciality. Ostensibly, one individual may be concurrently receiving
supportive counseling from the local community corrections agency, a vocational rehabilita-
tion program:the welfare office, the local public housing authority, the parole officer, the
community mental health center; a pri t, and/or the family.

It is certainly a "land of plenty" when we consider the example above. But more is not
necessarily better; it does not ass re effectiveness and certainly raises concern for efficiency.
These specialized,ervices ands stems are found at multiple levels of governmental bureauc-
racies. Since Ore traditional view of top-down authority and control places the Federal Gov-
ernment at the top, Figure 4.1 reflects tradition. (Our n'ent administration at the Federal level
may create some changes in this arrangement.)

Figure 4.1. Srtem Levels

/Intermediate
Bureaucratic Level.

(Municipal, County, Regional, State, etc.)

Federal
Agencies
(Central and

Regional Offices)

Service Providers
IP te, Public, Institutions, Churches

Service rganizations,_ Self-help, Families, etc.)

"ol

Although it is not clearly demonstrated, there are many connections between each level, not
just one. Consider the center stalk as a long-distance telephone cable with many different
communication wires. Without becoming overly concerned with the diagram, it can be easily
seen that anrindividual-eitizen-ean-be-impasted-by-manyspecialized_ay.stams frorn_a_variety of
bureaucratic levels. At different times this can be either positive or negatiVe. The positive
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aspects include the opportunity for a multitude of services available to meet the needs of any
individual. Among the negative concerns are questions regarding the true accessibility of
such a myriad of programs and, of course, the necessary and appropriate linkages of services
to meet the needs of any One citizen.

. Although it is necessary to note that these various hierarohies and levels of influence exist,
g'onsider the local community and its service providers. This chapter focuses first on

the concept of community and second on systems theory. The components of community are
considered, as is the planning required to effect community change. After a general review of
systems theory and design, the application of systems theory to the provision of "human
services is explored.

The Importance of Coinmunity
A discussion of `cummunity-is-importent-here-beeause it-is only-through-the-established
elements of a community that necessary interpersonal and institutional community supports
become accessible and systems become generalized. The reintegration of deinstitutionalized
persons back into the community is not ,accomplished by agencies and followup services

- alone. Lasting success is achieved when the community accepts these persons as valued
members or citizens, even though they may not be fully functioning.

A community can be viewed as an extensive yet spraWling- network of subsystems With
representation of speciak nterest groups and organizations. The relationships between these
subgroups, according to Bates and Bacon (1972) and Bates and Harvey (1975), are of two basic
types, exchange and coordinative. Therefore, to understand the community, attention must be
paid to the representatives df the'various subgroups and to the types of relationships between
them. Nix (1977) agrees with BOell, et al. (1952) when he claims that the exchange and/or
coordinative forces which underlie community-wide cooperation are not so much- common
goals as they are-interdependencies brought about by the increasing specialization of profes-
sionals and agencies. Nix defines community as "a social system whose function is to manage
the competition and conflict which arise out of the necessity to exchange limited goods and
services which, in turn, arise out of division of labor in society and the scarcity of resources."

In an early view of the community as a social system, Sanders (1958) developed a list of nine
major functions of a community: (1) recruitment of new members; (2) communications; (3)
differentiation and status allocation; (4) allocation of goods and services; (5).socialization; (6)
social control (allocation of power); (7) allocation of prestige; (8) social mobility; and (9)
integrating through adjustment (internal accommodation and adjustment to forces outside
the system). 4

Several of these functions are very relevant in providing critical community supports for
deinstitutionalized persons, especially the allocation of goods and services, socialization, and
integration thrpugh adjustment.

Next, it would be helpful to consider some general conditions surrounding how e'commun-,
ity typically addresses the needs of its deinstitutionalized population:

A large number of the reintegration concerns of delnstitutionalized clients are known by
religious leaders, family nieobers, private physicians, and counselors, self-help groups,
institutions, and others, not only by human service agencies;
There are a large number of persons with dependency and maladjustment problems who
receive no help at all from professional sources";
The deinstitutionalized persons' and their families often experience disorganization so
pervasive and chronic that they occupy a greatly disproportionate amount of uncoordinated
services from a multiplicity of agencies;
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The process of asking for and receiving help in today's complex society can be both
overwhelming and difficult. Althdiughthere has been some relaxation of the negative
injunctions against becoming dependent, there are also persuasive expectations that the
individual seeking help define himself in a dependent role, such as that of patient, welfare

- recipient, or sinner, which to some extent automatically makes him a stigmatized member of
society;
Interagency linkagesand cooperative efforts between the various community groups which
either formally, spontaneously or casually provide supportive interventions can strengthen
the help offered and the potential for commupity acceptance. ./")
These five points support the notion that a community-oriented, systems approach could

and would be effective. For years, politicians (community leaders who are often the funding
debisionmakers) have been asking for the application ,of a systems approach to a variety of
pressing problems. Furthermore, in the late sixties, there was an acceptance that general
systems theory was definitely applicable to the human sciences. Buckley (1967) argued that
"Modern systems research can provide the basis of a framework more capable of doing justice
to the complexities and dynamic propeRIPSOTThe sT:sdio-cultural systems."Grinker fT967)
extended this view even further: "If there be a third revolution (i.e., after the psychoanalytic
and behavioristic), it is in the development of a general (system) theory." The sociocultural
system for the reintegration of deinstitutionalized persons into the community,must actively
recognize and apply the general systems theory within their planning and implementation
efforts.

ti
Examples of specific program principles and models are offered in a later chapter. But the

development of needed community linkages, and networks requires a continuation of the
discussions of the late sixties into a description of a community-supported system, its parts, its
objectives, and its environment, before specific programs become relevant. In many in-
stances, the establishment of these systems may .ifnpose change on currently operating
subsystems,,programs, and individuals.

To plan for the process of community change for establishing critical program components
and their service integration, we benefit from the three basic assumptions presented by Nix
(1977): (1) technical change includes social change; (2) a clear description of what is to be
changed is essential; and (3) th_pre are differences bptween the subgroups of communities, as
well as between communities as a whole. Clearly, as Etiioni (1972) expresses it, "What is
becoming increasingly apparent is that to solve social problems by changing people is more
expensive and usually less productive than approacheOhat accept people as they are and
seek to mend not them but the circumstances aroundi;hem." Therefore, we must give
attention to each local community's character, service functions, and subsystems for
deinstitutionalized citizens in addition,to ttie'direct service activities being offered.

When Plianning-for-comMunity change, the following-principles-should-be keptin mind: (1)
people will both resist and accept change; (2) when one part of a social system changes,
change and adjustment are also required in other parts of the system; (3) there are both,
negative and positive effects of any change;(4) the members and groupsbf a system differen-
tially bear the cost of social change; and (5) other problems usually arise with the solutiOn of .

one. These points are not presented to dissuade consideration 9f change, but rather to
maintain a realistic view during the planning process of the Potential tensionsand'outcomes
which may arise and need-to be anticipated.

A ;$ystems Approach
For nearly 50 years, "systems" has been a fashionable, catchword to identify a variety of

problems and their solutions:
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In the last two decades we have witnessed thl emergence of the'system' as a key concept in scientific
research. The tendency to study systems as an entity rather than as a conglomeration of parts is
consistent with the tendency in contemporary science no longer to isolate phenornina in' narrowly
confined contexts, but rather to open interactions for examinatign and to examine larger and larger
slices of nature. (Ackoff, 1959)

Scott (1963) observed that the theory of formal organizations is "framed in philosophy
which accepts the premise that the only aleaningfu I way to study organization is to study it as a
system .. Jo modern orgarkzation theory leads alniost inevitably into a discussion of general
system theory." In studieof systems it is frequently recoghized that the translation of
mechanical and formaUptems to ones for human services often incurs problems with the
"human element." Hower, even though Boguslaw (1965) considers the "human element" as
the most unreliable component of their own created systems, Hall (1962) points out the distinct
advantage of creative thought provided by human involvement.

The appropriateness of applying general system theory to human services is further sup-
ported by Karl Menninger's (1963) admission that he has basPed his system of psychiatry on
general system theory and organismic biology. Similar references can be found in the litera-
ture for corrections programs, for health care programs, and for other human service prog-
rams dealing with deinstitutionaiized populations.

A paradoxical condition is experienced when there is no clear definition of "system", and we
then proceed to use "system" in ow discussions. The most elementary form of a system and
the most commonly referenced forrnin human services addresies three basic elements: input,
process, and output. Figure 4.2 places these three elements in their most common perspec-
tive.

5
Flbure 4.2. SIMple System Scheme

Process

0

We need to mov beyond this extremely simplistic view of a system, however, if we are truly
committed to a stematic approach for community-based services. Too often, there is a
reluctance to take a closer look at the intricacies of the process phase. We are more than
willing to study the characteristics of the "input," our clients, and Perfahim extensive needs
assessments. We will also evaluate the change in the client, the "output," and the community's
acceptance of those people. But often, those in charge of review and evaluation will -resist any
close attention to their own performance (through the activities of the process phase) as
though their professionaliim were being threatened. This defensive attitude of some profes-
sionals must be challenged. For many, the challenge may grove to be supportive when the

'results are tallied; for others, there may be good cause for their fears.

Moving beyond the most simplistic scheme fOr a system, let us first consider a basic
definition of a system and its components: . / .

- - , .. 4) ...00. - .
A system is determined by a given set of objects, propertIei and their relationships. The system objects
areolnput, process, output, feedback and restriction ... There are three separate sub - processes ... the
basic process, feedback and restriction. The basic process transforms input into output. feedback
performs a number of operations: it compares the actual output with an objective (a model output) and

0 identifies the difference; ... and it interacts with the basic process with the aim of achieving the objective ''
using the utual output. The restriction is initiated by the purchaser of the output system.
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Every system consists of subsystems ... The boundary of the systerjs"determined by the separation
between the totality of inputs, processes and outputs (required to operate a given system), and the
surrounding environment ... A problem situation is characterized by the difference between the
necessary (desirable) output and the existing output. (Nikoranov, 1969)

The elbments that need to be common to all systems are identifiable entities and identifiable
connections. Do our systems for the deinstitutionalixed citizen's in our communities have both
distin,ct, identifiable entities and clear, identifiable connections? As existing systems are
analyzed, problems recognized and solutions recommended, new systems are essentially
being designed.

There

designed.

characteristics of systems which should be considered when.designing one.
Jordan (1960)1042oses the following classification of three bipoplar dimensions as a possible
taxonomy of systems characteristics.

Structural-Functional (Static-Dynamic); What emerges as a structural figure and what
emerges as a functional figure is determined by the time span ,undesr,attention.
Purposive-Nonpur osiv -Purposive behavior is directed either toward the environtnent or
towardthe systrim_i Man-co trivet systems-are production systems and; hence, are__ _

purposive.
Mechanistic-Organismic: It is possible to ch ange ogremove elements and/or the connec-

tions between them. A system in which the remaining elements, and their connections
undergo no change when this occurs is considered mechanical. Where an effectis felt and a
reaction occurs, it is an organismic system which exists.

From these three bipolar dimensions, it is easy to define the human services system as
functional, purposive, and °organismic: There are other peripheral properties of systems,
particularly of,organisMic systems. Hqevever, attention must be focused on the central proper-
ties of organismic systems, in that little will be learned froits peripheral aspects.

Another: set of dimensions universally accepted is that of open and closed systems. The
basis of the open-system model is the dynamic 'interaction of its components while the
ultimate objectives are,open to frequent alterations. The basis of a closed system, sometimes
referred to as the cybernetic model, is the feedback cycle in which, by way of feedback of
information, a desired value-is maintained, a target is reached, etc. (von Bertalanffy, 1968) A
simple feedback scheme as von Bertalanffy represents it is found in the Figure 4.3.

Stimulus

it*
Figure 4.3. Simple Feedback Scheme

Receptor- .
Message Control Message

Apparatus "---+

Feedback

Effector
Response

You may recognize a correspondence between this scheme and the process for integra-
tion of the deinstitutionalized through community-supported systems. Certainly w can agree
that the stimulus for our system would be the identification and/or referral of a
deinstitutionalized person. The eventual response or ou ut of our system would be the
individual's attainment of the highest level of Independ nt functioning of which they are
capable, combined with the community's acceptan a f' them. The components of this
scheme correlate quite clearly with the input and outp elements of the simple system in
Figure 4.3.
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There is an expansion of the process component from Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.3. Within the
"Simple-feedback Scheme" consider the substitution of "case manager" for the receptor, of a
"community human services team" for the controlapparatus, and of a "treatment process" for
the effector. It is very feasible that messages could flow from the case manager to the
community human services team to the treatment process.

The feedback cycle provides a methodology for the maintenance of a desired value. The
feedback cycle is, in fact, the basis of a closed, or cybernetic model. Initially, the emotional
reaction to a_ concept whith proposes a,'closed" system for human services will be that of
protest and rebuttal. The hue and cry will be that wemust be "open" to the changes within
people and to the changes within society. There is no argument with these reactions. The
human services system was earlier defined as also being'functional, purposive, and organis-
mic. It is the organismic dimension of the system which will allow for, and in fact demand,
fluidity within the system so that the nuances of the human element can betaken into account.

The feedback cycle is critical for quality control. The feedback of information regarding the
Progress and/or outcome of the "treatment process" must return to the point of origin to
determine the system's effectiveness. It is incumbent upon the human services 'system to
explicitly state its desired outcome, to work toward it clearly and distinctly, and then to
--iraluate the dynamics of its accomplishments in relation to its predetermined target.

An example will clarify this point: If atonstruction company sold its services with a promise
that so many units would be completed within a given period of time and that those units would
maintain a predetermined level of quality, that company would perform to meet those condi-

, tions or go out of business.Sdrely they would not be so foolish as to promise more than they
were'able to produce. Therefore, both the company and the community receiving of their
services would have common expectations of the product. It behooves the company periodi-
cally to assess its accomplishments to determine whether adjustments are neceuary, i.e.,
extra shifts, higher quality materials, more appropriate labor, different subcontitclors, or
fewer employees.

A human services system can gain insight from this brief example of a private, for-profit
N.. approach to services. For a human services team whose focus is deinstitutionalization, there

are obvious expectations of the system's product:. reduced institutional episodes, the client's
improved community living skills,-and the community's acceptance of the client. It is also true
for the human services team that it would be foolish to promise more than they are able to
produce. Thus, the human services system should engage a feedback loop by which to assess, -
its accomplishments and determine whether adjustments are necessary. This is not meant to
imply that assessment is never attempted in the human services, byt that it is rarely done within
a systematic framework or specifically linked with the "desired value."

The translation of the Simple Feedback Scheme Introduced several new concepts: "case
management," "community human services team," "treatment process," and "quality con-
trol." These will be discussed in greater detail later. At this point, it is important that there is an
understanding and acceptarkce of the applicability of formal systems' concepts to the plan-
ning and implementation processes for community-based human service systems. This sim-
ple feedback scheme offers a clean, disentangled view of the system. Becoming a little more
sophisticated (or perhaps a little more entangled), let us take a look at the Basic Adaptive
System (with feedback) as proposed by Hall (1962):
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Figure 4.4. Basic Adaptive Scheme
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Hall considers systems of social organization as always involving adaptive beh-WioCThis
type of system allows for adjustment as the process characteristics change due to changes in

_one_orinore_envircnmental factors (those factors which are outside the system). Clearly, the
6asic adaptive scheme reflects the process necessary for a basic agency-community support
scheme for deinstitutionalized persons. For the operational application of this scheme, con-
sider Figure 4.5: 0

Figure 4.5. Basic Agency-Community Support Scheme
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To'understand the elements of the basic agency-community support scheme we must
review the definitions of the five process blocks: Intake Worker, Case Manager, Community
Human Services Team, Treatment Process, and Quality Assurance Review.

Intake Worker' - the contact person within an agency or organization.
Case Manager - the person who has the decisionmating responsibility for assessing the
client's strengths and, needs and for facilitating the client's access and effective utilization
of resources necessary to meet that/need. In smaller agencies or organizations the intake
worker and the case manager may be one and the same person, although this is not the
ideal.
Community Human Services Team - a group of representatives of relevant human service
agencies or organizations. The case manager, providing recommendations for a specific
client, automatically becomes a member of the team when that client is discussed. It is also
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important that the team members have the authority for actuating resources necessary for
an effective treatment process.

There May be different team compositions within the community for different client popula-
tions. Some people may be on several teams, but with a different role and level of responsibil-
ity. For example, the sheriff may be on a community human service team for ex-offenders
returning to the community, as well as on the team for the discharged client from the State
home and training center for the mentally retarded, and so on. The mental health co r,
the public health nurse, the local rabbi, and others may find themselves responsi le'for a
variety of community human service teams. But in each instance there is likely to be a variation
in each representative's function and level of authority from team to team. Based on the size of
the community as well as the size of the agencies or organizations, the representatives may or
may not be the same individuals as those on the various community human services teams.

Each community human service team decides Which agency or organization is considered
relevant. According to Hoag (1956) there are two classic errors regarding relevant alternatives
within a system: (1) an unduly restricted range that excludes_really interesting alternatives;
and (2) an impossibly Ivoadcgmparison of the total universe of alternatives. These errors can
certainly apply to the com_pasftions of these teams. The variety of service providers at the local
level, as indicated in Figure 4.1, are broad. There are those in the private sector, those in the
public sector, the institutions, the churches, social organizations, family and friends groups,
service agencies, self-help alliances, and many others. It may be necessary to have a core
group with auxiliary members. It is critical that both institution and community-based service
providers are represented if continuity of care is to be maintained for the deinstitutionalized
clients.

Treatment Process - a multiplicity of subsystems which are actuated through the treatment
plan by the community hi man services team. Hence, these subsystems will depend upon
resources from the variot.Ts agencies and organizations represented on the team and are not
limited to those resources of the intake agency or organization.

To focus the difectioh of the full set of potential objettives of a treatment process, it is useful
to consider the five broad objectives defined by the State of Michigan, Department of Mental
Health, 1980. They are applicable to services typically needed by deinstitutionalized clients.
with maladjustment problems other than mental health. The five categories are:-Prevention,
Crisis Resolution, Psychosocial Adjustment, Habilitation /Rehabilitation and Maintenance/
Sustenance.

Prevention programs are aimed at reducing the incidence of emotional impairment or
developmental disabilities by identifying and ir*pacting on circumstances effecting the indi-
vidual and environment.

Crisis resolution is to be used in all cases opened in response to acute mental, emotional, or
behavioral stress for the purposes of reducing the stress, and ensuring the safety of the client
or others._It is also effective for currently open cases in which the client experiences acute
enough stress to cause a substantial revision in the ongoing treatment plan.

Psychosocial adjustment is to be used jn all cases in which the primary reason for interven-
tion is to improve the client's functioning within family, school, or community life when the
client is experiencing problemithat are not severe enough to be considered a crisis.

Habilitation/rehabilitation is to be used in all cases in which the primary reason for interven-
tion is to increase basic self care, daily' living, and work related skills or to provide case
management services to facilitate such skill attainment for thd purpose of increasing the
client's capacity for independent living or maximum functioning. This objective may be used
for clients who are living in dependent arrangements, living alone, or those who are living withb
family or friends and who would requirerdependent care if the family or friends could no longer
provide for the client.
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Maintenance/sustenance is to be used for clients who have attained optimal functioning
levels through psychosocial adjustment, crisis resolutions, or rehabilitation/habilitation ser-
vices, and for whom continued services are required to sustain achieved functioning levels.
This objective may also be used for clients who have never received other mental health
services, but require serves to prevent deterioration of existing functioning. The mainte-
nance objective should not be used for client's for whom improved functioning is a treatment
goal. The client is almost completely dependent on the system to maintain present functioning
level.

The treatment process not only needs to be clearly direcied towards an outcome, but also
requires a community resource manager. The rolectof the community resource manager is-
slightly different from that of case manager even though it may be the same person. It i§ the
responsibility of the community human services team to determine the most appropHate
person or,organization for followup through the treatment process. It is possible that the case
manager, presenting recommendations to the community human services team, may be a
public health nurse and the community resource manager may be the sheltered workshop
supervisor, the social services case worker, or any other member of the team based"on the
thrust of the treatment plan and the objective of the treatment process. Figure 4.6 presents an
expanded view of this complex element.

Figure 4.6.Treatmeift-Process

Community
Resource Manager

1. Prevention
2. Crisis Resolution
3. Psycho-Social Adjustment
4. Habilitation/Rehabilitation
5. Maintenance/Sustenance

Community Resource Management is critical if the client truly handicapped with 'depen-
`dency and/or maladjustment problems. Barriers to the netw rk of community resources are
, legion. (Bassuk and Gerson, 1978; Turner and Tenhooi, 197 ; Caragonne, 1980) In a recent
paper by Waters (1981), an excellent example of the complexities involved is depicted:

- -
For instance, to get medical care, the (mental health) client may have to see a psychiatrist who will

certify mental disability so the client can get Medicaid. Yet Medicaid in turn is administered (in Colorado)
by the Department of Social Services, which will require the prior approval of (and a visit by the client to)
the Social Security Administration. Only then is the client ready to approach the Medical care establish-
ment, which has its own complex intimidatingsbureaucracy. Another barrier comes at entry to an agency.
Simply completing the usually extensive application procedures, with the demands for pages of paper-
work, is usually beyond the tolerance of manyclients ...The client who does not meet the criteria for the
particular agency at which he or she has finally arrived, usually after much delay and after overcoming
considerable anxiety, is then faced with beginning all over again. This is simply more than many clients
can,handle.

Agencies also compete for control of the client's life. The Depakment of Social Services may have
assumed legal management responsibility for the client's life through its Adult. Protective Services
branch. If the client should then commit a series of minor legal offenses, the Department of ComMunity
Corrections may assume responsibility through the criminal justice system (deferred prosecution,
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probation, etc.) These agencies often give complex, pervasive directives to the client. The same client
may also have a treatment plan through a mental heilth center therapist. The author (Waters) has had
experience With some clients who had two or even three "therapy" sessions a week, each from a different
agency, each of which had assumed major responsibility for the client.

This testimony is not unusual, particularly for the deinstitutionalized population. Consider
the frustrations that a fully functioning individual would experience in these situations if he or
she were left alongie resolve all of the barriers that may arise. The deinstitutionalized person
can only hope to successfully negotiate this maze with the assistance of a community resource
manager, who has developed the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and ,abilities to move-through
these subsystems,

Quality Assurance Review - A review based on the criteria of professionally accepted norms,
of clinical practice, professional codes of ethics, current research and evaluation findings,
and existing state and federal .stanilards, rules and regulations.

This eletrient of the basic agency-community support scheme can also become fairly
complex depending upon the agency or organization involved. This subprocess of the system
demonstrates to the client and the community that the treatment process has provided optimal
care. Quality assurance review "is the responsibility of an agency to demonstrate that ...
practices are performed, documented, and eval ated in o der to determine the effectiveness

lef the procedures involved .... In reaction to emerging and continuous requirements for
internal reviews ... programs need to integrate their qual ty assurance efforts into t e total
administrative activities of the agency. This necessitates ctive incorporation into t e total
ongoing management structure of the organization. Without this crucial component, quality
assurance is reduced to various disjointed efforts with little or no system-wide impact."
(Winfrey and Olson, 1980)

A comprehensive quality assurance review includes program evaluation activities, program
quality assurance reviews, client outcome studies, staff skill delineation, clinical staff de-
velopment, utilization reviews, and quality of treatment reviews. An extensive explanation for
each of these can be'found elsewhere in the literature. For the purpose of this discussion,
program quality assurance reviews must address the appropriatenesi; effectiveness, and

A efficiency of the treatment process. The results of the review must be fed back tolhe case
manager for the continuous adjustments required by an adaptive system.

The question we must now address is, How does this theoretical discussion apply to real
life? First, the specific terms and functions described in the preceding few pages are not set in
con creteior inviolate. In some States and communities, existing systems will employ more or
less differing terms and definitions of these functional elements. In the same vein, some of the
sequences and interrelationships 'outlined below may also unfold somewhat differently in
different locales. The point, then, is not that the system described (i.e., actors, functions, and
relationships) is the only or ideal arrangement for all to emulate, but rather that it is a
prototypical system illuminating the essential processes which should be in place. With these
caveats in mind, let us perform a quick overview of what this particular scheme is suggesting.

First, a client referral puts the system in motion. An intake worker is charged with three
functions: the identification of an appropriate case manager, (i.e., geriatric specialist, alcohol
counselor, parole officer, etc.), the completion of release of information forms and the
notification of the community human services team. This notification is not a perfunctory
exercise. It alerts other human service providers that an individual has entered the 4ystem.
They may (in fact, often) have had or are having contact with this person and will be better
prepared when)he team convenes. This dual notification also offers a check and balance to
ensure that persons are not lost within the system; but instead that care has begun.

It is the responsibility of the case manager to prepare recommendations for the community
huMan services team to consider in developing a treatment plan. The recommendations are
developed with the knowledge of the results of quality assurance reviews performed for
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similar client referrals. The case manager presents the recommendations to the team and
becomes an active team member in finalizing the treatment plan.

The treatment plan maximizes the coordinated efforts of each &the agencies and organiza-
tions represented on the human services team. The plan has two critical elements: an iden-
tified community resource manager and a coordinated set of activities directed toward a
specific objective. The treatment plan then feeds dire .tly into the treatment process while it
also enters into the quality assurance review. The parallel activities once again provide a
safety catch within the system's process by which oversights can be caught.

Throughout the treatment process it is the role of the community resource manager to
monitor, evaluate, and document the client's progress toward the treatment objective. At least
every 6 months, there should be input into some phase of 'the Quality Assurance Review
processthis is the beginning of the feedback loop. When the review process is ac-
complished, the results are fed backto the case manager who then assimilates the information
and carries it back to the community human services team. This fug cycle of feedback is
important whether change has occurred or not.

Agency'
ORM

Figure 4.T. crmunIty-Based Support S4iem Scheme
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Several principles of systems logic derived from attributes of human behavior might be
helpful to consider at this point. These principles are adapted from Wright (1960): (1)e system
should be arranged in order to provide rewards for appropriate behavior; (2) cues provided by
the system should be structured in such a way as to be coipatible with existing values, beliefs,
and sanctions; (3) systems'should enhance learning by providing appropriate warnings and
reinforcements and models ;pr imitation; (4) knowledge of results must followesponse with
minimum delay in time; and (5) this last principle is included specifically for the basic agency
community support scheme: the client should be involved with each and every step of,the
process as much as possible.

As you begin to consider the integration of one basic agency-community support scheme
with another, and then another, it is easy to recognize that the common threads for each are
participation on the community human services team, development of a treatment plan, and
the actualization, of the treatment process for a desired outcome. Figure 4.7 illustrates these
concepts. The dual lines display how the responsibility of a client may-move from the agency of
origin to another organization within the total system.

Components of a Community Support-System

ill

However a particular locale arranges its services for deinstitutionalized persons, a com-
prehensive community-support system will need to ensure that the necessary components are
provided in order to help these disabled persons help themselves. The following pages
present a series of direolions, goals, and objectives developed by the Colorado Community
Support System (CSS) to guide its activities. Although this system was created to ass4one
particular deinstitutionalized populationthe chronically mentally Iliits perspectives and
operations are essentially applicable to all populations of concern.

Measures of outcomes indicating improved functioning are expected within each program
component listed below. Some suggested expected outcomes are included at the ehd of each
program component description.

CRitnmunIty Involvement

C&ecerned community members should be involved in planning community support prog-
rams. They may volunteer their services or resources, provide jobs and housing, and become
friends with mentally disabled people who are functioning in normal social roles. The com-
munity must accept the responsibility for Its mentally disabled members and exhibit this
responsibility by,,establishing a formal structure for advising, planning, and monitoring of
services. Such a structure would include concerned community members, consumer rep-
resentatives, and service providers who meet regularly on "community support issues." A plan
for public education about the needs of t target population and the services offered by the
CSS should be provided. Public educati an be offered through participation in the CSS
planning process, presentations at com nity gr9up meetings, use of local media, involve-
ment of community' in volunteer programs; etc. The community should serve as an advocite
for the Insurance of clients' rights and must seek to guarantee accessibility and provision of
services for all its disabled members.

Among the examples of expected outcomes from community involvement are Increased
community awareness of this population's existence and needs through public meetings and
public media announcements; increased community ownership of program and resources for
clients by an increased number of volunteer's for programs specifically for this target popula-
tion; increased agency participation with other agencies or community groups by two new
affiliation agreements.
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Vocational Services

Improved employability can be attained by providing vocational evaluation, a variety of
prevocational and actual vocational opportunities, transitional employment, job trial, job-
seeking training, and assistance in developing work-adjustment skills. Supportive work op-
portunities of indefinite duration can also be offered, either in specially designed' work
situations in commerce and industry, in dile-operated self-help businesses, or in sheltered
employment.

(1* "vat
Expected outcomes from vocational services include improved work skills and habits by

having six or so clients experience supervi ?it ovary employment placements, increased
periods of time/productivity involved in wo aq vities as shown by 20 workshop_pariicipants
increasing their weekly income by 25 per1ent.

Residential Alternatives

,In order to obtain or provide appropriate livingg arrangements in an atmosphere which offers
incentives and encouragement to assume increasing responsibility and to exercise self-
determination, residential alternatives shoulq be offered. These should include a range of
-alternatives for various levels of required sup isien, independence, and treatment intensitr,
i.e., lockable and open nurse omes, crisis omes, family care,homes, group homes, adult
foster care facilities, b ing homes, group apartments, independent living withaftercare.

Examples of expected outcomes from rosidental iltern4tives include 10 pew residential
,settings established and occupied by 20 pbople who would be maintained for a 4-6 month
length of stay.

Socialization Programs

Socialization programs<should be iput
services. These programs should include
strengths and weaknesses and particip
services; training clients in community 11
grooming, shopping, cooking, housekee
setting whenever possible; developing s
provide a sense of participation and pers
appropriate daytime and evening activitie
ment but who need a place to go and thi

Expected outcomes include clients pa
ing and using the public transportation to
citents-ptann MT-preparing and ratto-din

'

f' 4
in place in order to provide soctill rehabilitation
but not be limited to helping clients evaluate their
e in setting goals and planningfor appropriate
ing skills such as medication use diet,'Imercise,.
ing, etc; these should be taugh natural

cial skills, interests, and leisure ti e abtivitles to
nal worth; organizing age appro riate, culturally
for persons who may not be ca able of employ-

gs to do to help them feel worthWhile.

icipating in communication classes; clients learn-
shopping center once every two weeks or so; and,

0-elebrations such as i hanksgnimg Day.

Medical and Mental Health Car Services

Adequate medical and mental health care should be provided, including but not limited to
diagnostic evaluation; generat medica 'care; physical rehabilitation, where needed; prescrip-
tion, periodic review, and regulation f psychotropic drugs as appropriate; and, community-
based psychiatric, psychological, a /or counseling services.

Examples of expected outcome from such services would be complete physical examine;
tions for severely disabled adults t the loca/ public health clinic each quarter; progress from
daily participation and supervisi y n in programs at the mental health center to 1 day per week
for severely disabled clients.
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Crisis Intervention

Crisis intervention services provide 24-hour, quick response crisis assistance aimed. at
improving community ties. Such assistance should be available to the disabled in their homes
or on their jobs, when necessary. There must also be adequate provision for sheltered
environments to be used when other options are insufficient, Emergency care in psythistric
crisis should also be provided, with face-to-face intervention as needed involving appropriate
community agencies and persons significarttly associated with the client for his/her "inde-.PTh
pendent" functicfning.

.

, Outcomes from crisis intervention Would include interventions (within 30 minutes of an
emergency phone call) provided at places otemployment resulting in only 90 minutes loss of
work time; and interventions in family disputes which prevent client eviction from the home
into an alternative setting.

,

Support for Significant Others

Programs should offer backup support,,aSelstence,-:and-coneultation-rofamilies, friends,
landlords, employers, community agencies, and community members,who come in contact
with mentally disabled persons,-to maximize benefits and minimize problems associated with,
the presence -of these persons in the community.

This support should result in weekly classes (day and evening) established for and attended
by significant others to improve their understanding of the needs of the severely disabled

". client. A ':buddy" system for mutual support among the significant others of clients should
1". also be established.

.Catie Management

A case management component facilitates the movement of clients through the_system, so
that at any given time they may avail themselves of appropriate services. This would include
identifying the population-at-risK.whether in hospital or in the community, through outreach
programs which-assure that clients most in need of help are aware of the Services available to
them; helping disabled persons apply for income, medical, and other benefits tb-which they
are entitled by reasdn of citizenship, residence, or othereligibility criteria; providing suppor-
tive services of Indefinite duration, designed either to sustain functional capacities or to
reduce the rate of their decompensation when they are inevitably declining in ability to
function; locating or providing supportive living arrangements of indefinite duration, in which
clients may remain as long as they need the snttport; and establishing grievance procedures in
compliance with Division of Mental Health's Standard 27 and mechanisms to protect Client
rights, both in and outside mental health facilities.

Examplift-of expecTIB d) outcomes Include monthly me etings with a case manageribman-
severely disabled client. Also, blients will be assisted by their case manager in applying for
public assistance during a 6-month period.

. Interagency Agreements-
, ti

_ .

.14

.

As new policies emerge and new relationships are established within these parameter's, r"
agencies, organizations, and individuals will be anxious not to risk loss of their power or 1

autonomy. Iris, in fact, important for them to retain the necessary decisionmaking powers and
resource distribution control within their responsibilities for the overall system. On the other
hand, their autonomy often must be moderated. One vehicle for rsconcilinVhese seemingly
conflicting directions is the interagency agreement.
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Interagency agreements create and mediate change. It is desirable to have these agree-.

ments at each of the systems levels (Figure 4.1). Some of those agencies/organizations to be
considered at the Federal level are: housing, health and welfare, labor, justice, education, -td

others; at the intermediate bureaucratic level there may be: manpower development, mental
health, mental retardation, public health, social services, corrections, housing, and others;
finally, at the service providerjocal level there are numerous interagency agreements possi-
ble: Iipspitaisi- jails, nursing homes, employMent agencies, public housing authorities,.
churches, service organizations, and others.

An 'example of, an interagency agreement which has passed successfully through the
various levels of bureaucracy,is that which has been effected between vocational rehabilita-
tion services and mental health programs. In the spring of 1978, the directors of the Rehabilita-
tion*Services Agency (RSA) and the N6tional Institute of .Mental Health (NIMH) signed a
cooperative Agreement which provided the momentum for similar agreements at other levels.
By summer of.1978, the Executive Directors of the Colorado Division orRehabilitation and the
Colcrtado Division of Mental Health signed'a cooperative agreement. Within months, negotia-

tions on local le'vel working'agreements were begun.

A`copy of du ch a local level agreement is presented in Appendix A as an example of the types
of mutually he)pful service linkages and interagertcy accommodations that can be developed
and implemeitted,,,between tivo separate systems.

9

Appendix A
di

Local Level Working Agreement
L'arimer ounty Mental Health Center (LCMHC)
and the DNision of Rehabilitation.

I. Purpose
c..

This working agreement is entered into between the Larimer County Mental Health Center
and. the Division of Rehabilitation in order to assist in operationalizing the Agreement for
Affiliation entered into on August 22, 1979. This ag"reement places a Rehabilitation Counselor,
who is an employee of the Colorado Division of Rehabilitation, onsite at LCMHC for the
purpose of serving psychiatrically disabled clients for whom responsibility is shared by both
agencies.

II. Legal Basis

A. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (P.L. 93-112).
B. The Health Revenue Act of ,1975, as amended (P.L. 94-63).
C. The Public Health Service Act, as amended (P.L. 78-410).
D. Colorado Revised Statutes, 1973, Title 26, Article 8.
E. Colorado Revised Statutes, 1'973, Title 27.

III. Role

,r

The role of both mental health services providers and rehabilitation service providers is to
enhance the capacity of their clients to achieve higher levels of functioning. Rehabilitation
focuses primarily on assisting a clientto function more effectively inthe area of productivity or
work, while mental health agencies focus more on increasing the client's capacity to function
more effectively and independently in emotional, social, and recreational areas. The key issue.
is that all of these areas interweave and overlap.,
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However, in the case L C, certain areas of primary responsibility have been
defined to facilitate servicet6 ent. These areas can be classified under three headings: 1)

.Y.. responsibility of the Mental Health Center; 2)hbesponsibility of the DVR counselor; 3) joint
-, responsibilities.

Ay

1. Mental Health Center
..........;;

Social History
Case Management
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Recreational Therapy
Within the workshopongoing therapy, group activities, onsite clinical supervision,
schedule meetings /
Psychiatric Examinations
Short-term therapy
Long-term therapy 4

Hospitalization for psychiatric problems
Crisis intervention
24-hour Emergency services f

Followup care after discharge-from a treatment facility
Residential treatment services
Medication 'regulation--__.
Partial hospitalization services
Psychological testing
Medical and drug use history
Daily living skills training ,

Counseling family members and significant others
Function is consulting resource for DVR counselor

2. Responsibilities of the OVR counselor (either provided directly or purchased)

Secure work history . -N
Secure physical examination
Within the workshop: screening and referral, ongoing monitoring of work progress, arrange
transportation .

Job development
Consulting service to MHO staff
Provide for physical restoration when appropriate ..

Work skills evaluation
Work adjustment training f'
Vocational training and education
Short-term sheltered employment
Long-term sheltered training ,

Work-site supervision in competitiveCe-mployment
Provision of occupational licenses, tools, and/or equipment
Job - peeking skills*

1 Job-placement services
...
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Vocational guidance and counseling
Followup service's after job placement
Shprttterm employment

3. Joint Responsibilities

Provide consultation and advice to workshop persbnnel
Maintain confidentiality
Evaluate client's motivation, to change
Interpersonal skills development

.
Communication skills development
Consultation and education service -both interagency and to the greater community
Development of client's social skills, interests, and leisure time activities

IV. Continuity of,Care

Liaison is maintained by the DVR counselor with (1) each individual therapist who has
referred g client and (2) workshop staff. The VR counselor is available to these individuals at all
times. Therapists retain the role of case managers, and a 'client closed by Rehabilitation can
continue to receive services through MHC staff.

._ .

, V. Referral and Followup

Referrals are made by individual therapists and/or the workshop staff. The VR counselor
attends initial presentations of all workshop clients and attends all staff ings regarding such
clients. Other meetings may be arranged as necessary by various parties involved. The VR

_counselor maintains contact with- the-therapistand provides medical information and fol-
lowup medical service as necessary. Because of the fairly small size of the MHC staff, informal
meetings are proving satisfactory.

K To refer a client to DVR, a therapist fills out the referral form, meets with the DVR counselor,
and if it is agreed that thee referral is appropriate, the therapist instructs the client to contact the
DVR counselor.

It is understood that each agency is legally bound to protect a client's confidentiality.
..

1

VI. Joint Staff Education

The VR counselor N included in all Center staff meetings and may attend training sessions..
The counselor has visited all-of the teams within the MHC to make initial cont t, but more
detailed information should be provided to help establish the credibility of DNA' within the
MHC. The VR counselor will continue to visit teams to develop and maintain satisfactory
rapport. As needs are identified, _LCMHC staff will be notified of relevant training available
through DR.

VII. Use of Facilities
. ,

The VR counselor is housed in the MHC and has constant access to the sheltered workshop.
'At present, the sheltered workshop is the only major facility, outside of the MHC itself, which
specifically serves the psychiatrically disabled in Larimer County.

There iS a need for a reSidential'treatment program bey nd the scope of the current halfway
house, which would probably be allied with the workshop. Therd'is also a need for a system of
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transportation, both within the Ft. Collins area and throughout Larimer County. Currently,
there is limited public transportation available within the city (some buses, no taxis), and
effectively no public transportation outside the t ity. The MHC owns a van, but there are np
drivers available on a regular basis, and funds for gas are limited.

VIII. Joint Fundirig

The workshop serving psychiatrically disabled is presently operating under a shared Jund-
ing agreement. Foothills Gateway Rehabilitation Center, with grant monies from DR, provides
equipment, sub-contracts and staff. LCMHC provides a building and the case management
component. DR provides a Rehabilitation Counselor. if

Several areas of need, specifically a residential component and transportation, have been
identified. These will be jointly addressed if resources are available.

./
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V. Community-Based Services:
Characteristics, Principles, and
Program Models

Irvin D. Rutman, Ph.D.
Director
Horizon House Institute
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania

Introduction i

{ The development of community-based programs to serve deinstitutionalized populations

did not take place in an orderly or systematic manner. Rather, these programs emerged in
response to a variety of social, politicAl, and professional motivations, some primarily
humanitarian in nature, others economically inspired, still others brought about by clinical

innovation.

This idiosyncratic pattern of development of community-based alternatives characterizesto

a considerable degree all of the major human services systems in which deinstitUtionalization
policies have made their mark, i.e., mental health, mental retardation, aging, juvenile, and

adult criminal justice. Thus, Braun et al, in reviewing outcome studies of community-baskl

programs for the mentally ill, state, "there appears to have been little scientifically based

information for'planning community programsand for identifying types of patients fpr whom
deinstitutionalization would be appropriate ... new (community) programs took Ielace In

response to administrative fiat rather than is the result of controlled;-raFefully performed
experimentation." (Braun et al., 1981) Bradley, describing the deinstitutionalization of de-
velopmentally disabled persons, points out "attempts to improve services continue to show
little evidence of the strategic* precision needed to ensure that changes are successfully
integrated into a mature, predictable and ongoing system." (Bradley, 1978),And Scull, report-

ing on the decision to closeinstitutions for juvenile offenpers in Massachusetts about a

decade ago, observes, "This was a process the final and most important stages of which took

-place almost overnight. The initial plans were drawn up only 3 to 4 weeks before their
implementation and the final decision to gO ahead took place only days before (the closure)
began ... Only after taking this actiondid the department begin the task of creating
community -based altanatives.". (Scull, 1977)

Anther factor that has contributed to the uneven pattern of services development has been
the differing emphasis in program content and priority employed by thelespective systems in

implementing deinstitutionalization services.Although all systems have in common the basic

objective of lessening or eliminating the institutional experience for their clients, the ap-
proaches they.use to accomplish this tend to vary in form end emphasis. In the instance of

mental retardation, for example, the major thrust has been given to developing community-

based facilities designed to provide the most normalizing, least stigmatizing ehvironments in
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which formerly institutionalized persons can reside, strengthen social relationships, learn the
basic skills needed for community functioning_ and prepare for the pursuit of job or other
productive activities. (Willer et al., 1978) The mental health system, while assigning high
priority to these same objectives for clients who have been discharged from hospitals, has
focused in addition on developing programs designed to create alternatives to hospitalization
itselfi.e., to prevent institutionalizationas well as on programs that modify the length and
patterns of care offered within the hospital. (Braun et al., 1981)

For juvenile and adult offenders, the major emphasis has been on diversionary programs
such as pretrial adjudication, probation, work release, and assignment to civil commitment'
procedures, in order to enable individuals either to avoid admission into the penal system
&together or to shorten their stay therein. For discharged offenders, the major priority has
been on providing residential settings in the community. (Bakal and Polsky, 1979; Hussey and
Duffee, 1980) Gerontologists and health planners concerned with community alternatives for
the aged have focused their attention on developing noninstitutional housing environments,
such as retirement villages and supervised apartments, group and foster hombs, in an effort to
forestall inappropriate or premature institutionalization. The institution for this group may be
a nursing home, a hospital, or a State mental facility. For persons placed in community-based
residential settings, service development for the aged population has also stressed case
management and outreach and referral systems. (Kostick, 1978; Huffman, 1975; McFarlaQd,
1976;, Newman and Sherman, 1979)

Client Characteristics
There are, on the face of it, obvious dissimilarities in the physical, psychological, and

(experiential makeup of deinstitutionalized client populations served by the systems under
discussion. Clearly, a woman of 75, a juvenile delinquent, a moderately retarded adult, and a
schizophrenic in remission will exhibit distinctive needs, motivations and behaviors. Yet,
despite these diff erences, is-often found that-in-many-basic.. respects-deinstitutionalized
individuals, regardless of the particular nature of their, disability, share a pattern of similar
social and personal characteristics: These include: heightened dependency, problems with
mastering the skills of everyday living, weakened or nonexistent social and family connec-
tions, difficulties in achieving satisfactory, interpersonal relatiOns,hips, poor vocational history
and work skills, high vulnerability to stress, and low motivation 'for seeking out and utilizing
helping resources in the community.

These characteristics may be associated wittier residuaiito the condition which required the
individual's institutionalization in the first place (e.g., retardation or mental disorder); may
have arisen as an iatrogenic consequence of the institutional experience; or may result from a
combination of both factors. Numerous writers (Goffmail, 1961; Gruenberg, 1967; and
Rosenhan, 1973, for example) have described syndromes of personality and behavioral
change that frequently occur in conjunction with institutional confinement. Among the re-dc-
ti&ns commonly exhibited are apathy, loss of self-respect, depersonalization and feelings of
powerlessness. And, as Brown et al. caution, the problem is further complicated by the fact
that many deinstitu- tionalized persons are inclined, even after discharge, to adopt living styles.
which continue, their accustomed pattern of dependency and constricted social activity
(Brown et al. 1966). These are, without Oestion, significant limitations which act, on the one
hand, to depress the client's potential for a satisfactory cornfnunity adjustment and, on the
other, to challenge planners and providers of community-based programs to design service
Interventions which maximize the individual's opportunities to achieve effective reintegration
in society.

Before leaving the discussion of client characteristics, a final point should be stressed.
Deinslitutionalized clients come in manyshapes, size's, and patternsand just as many sets of
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needs. Some, like elderly State mental hospital expatients who spent 20, 30 or more uninter-
rupted years of their lives behind institutional walls, return to society with a feeling of having
been uprpoted from what they have come to regard as their homethe place that housed, fed,
and clothed them, looked after them, afforded them whatever social and recreational oppor-
tunities they may have enjoyed. Others, like younger psychiatrically disabled persons, hake
experienced a quite different pattern: periodic short-term ingtitutionalizations, marginal job
and social adjustments; but, at the same time, show a much greater familiarity and identifica-
tion with living in society. The aged, retarded, and offender populations exhibit comparable
variations in their institutional histories, physical impairments, and social and psychological
functioning.

It would be of inestimable help if theft bars, pro Monate rates, geographic distributions
and clinical/social attributes of these groups were charted and available to program planners.
These data would provide great assistance in designing, siting, and operating effective
community-based services. But, as has been discussed in earlier chapters of this monograph,
such information' neither exists nor has ever been systematically collected. Thus, planners
must rely on needslassessment techniques (as described in Chapter Two) to arrive at the most
reliable estimates of the magnitude, service requirements, and characteristics of the groups

awaiting care. a

Community-Bised PsyChosocial Service
Since the late 1960's there h`as been a growing tendency to apply the term psycho'cial

- services to the array of community-based programs that have been developed to serve
deinstitutionalized clients. These services nge several interrelated objectives; as described
by Stein and Test (1978), they are: (1) to assure that clients are helped to secure the material
resources such as shelter, food, clothing, medical care, and recreation necessary to support
adequately their lives in the community; (2) to.assist clients to learn, and use the coping ski&

t the JeJemancmunity life; (3) to motivate clients to persevere and remain
involved with life in society; (4) to aid the client to brOdma free-of-p-athotogibatlydependent----
relationships and to encourage their growth toward greater autonomy; and (5) to foster, and
help'clients utilize, a supportive system which assertively assists clients to accomplish the
above four objectives. Td4Ihis list might be added these additibnal objectives: provide informa-
tion and support to families, neighbors, and otherobncerned community members; advocate
for and safeguard clients' personal. dignity, ri§hts to confidentiality, and civil rights and
liberties; and help reduce stigma and negative community reactions toward
deinstitutionalized clients (Bachrach, 1976; Turner and TenHoor, 1978).

. .
4

. ,

As the deinstitutionalization movement has expanded, so has therange of services that are
considered to fall under the psychosocial rubric. Among the programs most frequently
identified are: supervised and semi-supervised residential settings; social skills development;
recreational and.leisure-time activities; job training, wols habituation, Oleo mentand fol-
lowup; crisis intervention and crisis stabilization; education; family counselin and support;
and case management. In 'addition, medication review, personal counseli and day,car9.

activities are also, sometimes categorized as ptychospcial programs.

Psychosocial Principles,.

Before reviewing some principles of PsychOsocial programs, let us place these programs rn

context, relative to the broad Spectrum" of health and social services. Deinstitutionalized
clients, as noted above, often require.many types of treatment and support services. Some-
times thete are provided coneurrently, sometimes sequentially. ; services may *offered
by hospitals health clinics :mental health and retardation ce s outpaient-olinics social,t,-

agancies and/or psychosocial .facilities. Alnugh psychosocial services are generally re-
,
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garded as being uniquely responsive to meeting the needs of deinstitutionalized clients, they
should not be viewed as the only rograms that can effectively serve such persons or as being-
in a competitive relationship with ore traditional treatment methods. In fact, they are often of
greatest help when used in collal3 ration with other treatment techniques such as medication,
psychotherapy, counseling, or casework.

With the above in mind, let us turn to the principles which underlie psychosocial programs.
They can perhaps best be delineated through comparison with more traditional treatment
methods such as might be provided at a mental health center, clinic, or social agency.
Presented below are discussions of eight dimensions along which the two types of ap-
proaches tend to differ, recognizing again that each approach has a helpful role to play for
most clients at one or another stage of their postinstitutional adjustment.

Normalized setting. Psychosocial programs are usually provided in settings that are more
normalized and less clinical in flavor and Style than traditional treatment services. Not
infrequently they are housed in churches, Y's, family-sized residences, store fronts, etc.
Some of them, of course, are located in their own buildings, but in most such instances care
has been given to creating a homelike and informal atmosphere. Missing are such institu-
tional trappings as hard-benched waiting rooms, nurses' stations, and uniformed staff.
Instead, the feeling conveyed is that of a club house orpfivate dwelling.
Emphasis on experiential 4earning. Psychosocial programs are designed to effect change
through experiential learning. A variety of activities and opportunities for social interaction
are usually provided and, even more, tailored to meet the unique needs of the individual.
Clients may spend as many as 25 to 30 hours each week in the program, participating in
activities; relating to peers, volunteers, and staff; performing tasks and household chores,
etc. Social and behavioral norrYftere inlarge part maintained by the group, within estab-
lished guidelines or limits. In some psychosocial programs, clients select classes or ac-
tivities in a manner not unlike registratiorrat a school or college,Ihe emphasis throughout
is on active participation, on testing out relationships, and on improving skills and confi-
dence through involvement witand reinforcement from others. Traditibnal approaches,
pn the other hand, tend to rely on verbal interactions between client and professional as the
primary helping mechanism, with such sessions usually taking place f or 2 hours a week at

. the most.
"Here and now" orientation. Psychosocial services address the client's c t needs and
directions. They stress events occurring in the present and deal with t so that the
experiences gained can be helpful to the client the future. Unlike many traditional
treatment methods, they place relatively little emph sis on prior relationships or earlier
setbacks experienced bystheyclient; neither.are, the inclined'-to dwell on retrospective
analyses of the significance of such prior experiences in predicting future potential fpr
adjustment. The approach is v&ry much one of conveying to the client an attitude that says,
in effect, "We don't care that much about all the bad things that happened to you in the past.
You're here nOW and We're here nOw -and the only important thing is what happens from
this point forward."
Emphasis on strengths. Many traditionarhealth and social services are orientedto diagnos-
ing and treating an underlying pathological condition or impairMent,that besets the indi-
vidual. The psychosocial )approach, on the other nand, -attaches less jnipertance -to the
notion of patholdgy and rather focuses on the client's existing strengths and capabilities..
Diagnosis and .cure, in thielyi.pw, are,less relevant than formulations such as "reducing
inapproptiatet3ehaviors". and "improving personal cerhpetencies."To this end, psychoso-
cial programs utilize techniques such as function assessment scales, goal planning agree-.>

mentb, and performance contracts. These Elre entered into muttony by client and staff and
. t highlight current strengths while identifying areas in which further improvement-is needed.

High expectancy clitnate. Psychosocial programs tend to be characterized by a quality of
high but reatjstic gxpectaftOris reflected throughout the facility's activities and client-staff
Interactions, This helps transmit and reinforce several important messages to the client:

.
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that his or her motivation to improve needed skills and capabilities is valUed; that staff is
skager and able to assist in this process; and that the goal of increased independence is
pared, valued, and reachable. While traditional treatment approaches may also make use

jot. positive expectations, they tend to do so less actively or consistently and are usually
inclined to adopt a neutral or noncommital stance regarding the future outlook for the
client.
Nondoctrinaire approach:Both the philosophical leanings and programs of psychosocial
facilities typically are broadbased and eclectic. They incorporate into their programs ele-
ments drawn from many helping approaches, such as learning theory, client-centered
cou ling, behavior modification and cognitive therapy. This readiness to "mix and
matc ' practically diverse theoretical components hai the effect of increasing the flexibility
an spontaneity of the service provided; the deliberate rationale seems to be, "if this
procedure doesn't seem to be Working, let's modify it, add a different piece, or try something
altogether new until we arrive at a method that does work." Traditional treatment ap-
proaches, in contrast, tend to adhere more closely to a preferred therapeutic technique or
school of thought. While they too, of, course, may introduce changes and modifications in
their work with clients, it is often the case that these practitioners arelmost comfortable
relying on the methods they were trained in and that have served them well in the past. This
presents little problem when good results are being achieved. Howevat, if progress with a
client slows downor'never really beginsresponsibility for the'lbw leiel of accomplish-
ment is more likely to be attributed to the client (e.g., poor motivation, not being responsive,
resistance) than to the method being used.
Practical egalitarian focus. Many traditional treatment approaches are structured such that
the practitioner is ascribed tsuperior knowledge and understanding concerning both the
problem being discussed and the steps that should be followed to solve it. The helping
person thus tends to assume the role of authority figure and provider, and the client the
more passive role of recipient of care. Moreover, much of the interactive process often
centers on intrapsychic mechanisms (e.g., analyzing feelings, gaining, insights) which may

O or maVk not have ready transferability to events and -situations occurring outside the
therapeutic office. Psychosocial programs tend to differ in both respects. First, relation-
ships between client and staff mernbers are usually more balanced and egalitarian. The
worker does not presume to have all the answers and encourages interactions with the
client that are based on active give-and-take and on mutual suggestions of approaches to
solving problems. Hierarchical distances are reduced and everyone relates on a first -name
basis. Second, the focus of most activities is placed on the practical concerns of everyday

efi

living, i.e., on living arrangements, job finding, social relationships, and integration kite
society.

X

Innovative staffing patterns. Psychosocial programs usually select and utilize staff more
flexibly than do traditional services. This is reflected in several ways: hierarchies based in
professional discipline and degree are discouraged; functional role specializations (e.g.,
social workers counseling with families, psychologists administering batteries of diagnos-

, -,%tic tests) are seldom practiced; innovative approaches to selecting and using staff, includ-
ing paraprofessionals, ex-clients and persons trained in fields other than the established
health and human services, are commonplace. Most psychosocial programs favor ,a
"generalist: approach regarding staff roles iri which workers perform functions more Or
less interchangeably. Further, they are likely to attach greater importance to the quality of a
staff worker's relationship and communication-with a.client than to the worker's formal

-credentials.rrraditionalitreatment approaches are more frequently found to maintain staff
authority hierarchies, to utilize specialist rather than generalist role fpnctions, and to select
personnelfrom established disci ines who possess appropriate academic credentials.

(
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/ Program Types and Models
On the following pages, the characteristics and service components of three basic types of

co munit9-based psychosocial programs are reviewed. Since appropriate hou'sing is such a
critical need for deinstitutiondlized persons, a major emphasis is given to this topic. However,,
ttemtwo other important areas of rehabilitative and supportive services that must be planned
an provided are also'discussed. As noted earlier, the first of these consists .of programs
offering skills development in socializatibn, recreation, and similar community-readaptation
functions. The second category is geared to helping clients acquire vocational motivations
and competencies which will allow them to reenter the Work world.

Residential Services

Many formerly institutionalized individuals cannot or should not return to their ilies.
Others have no family to'which to return. Still others require various types and levels of
supervised residential services to help Maintain and improve their functioning. For all such
individuals, programs need to be established which are sensitive to their needs and are geared
to the achievement of an optimal level of independence.

Although the emphasis of this chapter is on'community-based programs, it again should be
noted that the problems affecting deinstitutionalized clients are complex and often the
consequence of the type of careOceived within the institution. Since institutional confine-
ment creates norms and behaviors that reinforce dependency, these behaviors are frequently
at odds with those needed to survive successfully in the community. Thus, innovative rehabili-i,
tation programs within the institution, including special preparation-for-discharge residential
settings, may also be considered as part of an overall strategy. Many models for such prog-
raps have been developed, including ",quarterway': houses, "outward bound" transition
units, etc. Designed to create a continuum of related transitional facilities, they have achieved
but limited success in.preparing clients for community living. (Test and Stein, 1978)

4

Morepertinent, however, are the residential programs servingclients. directly in the com-
munity, either upon discharge from the institution, or as an alternative to serve a variety of
client groups, including those who have had long-term stays, short-term stays, or o institu-
tional experience at all. Usually, they are operated to serve one disability group ex sively, but
may combine disability groups, or even include individuals who have no disabi 'ty.

Numerous writers haitie commented on the functions served by community-ba'sed residen-
. tial programs. 'Thus, Sharp (1964) has suggested that such programs help provide clients with

places in which tOprovelhemselvessocially effective while protecting them from the stresses
of to rapid integration into the community. Bacon (1962) points out the Importwe of such
programs yehen clients' family environments are not suppOrtive and their anxieties about
remaining in the community can be lessened by living with a similar group oft persons.
Rothwell and Doniger (1963) highlight the absence of medically oriented supervision, the
small and homefike.atmosphere, and the anonymity afforded the individual. .

The term, "Commupity-Based Residential Program" (orthe more common terrn, "Halfway.
House") does n nvey a clear-cut meaning. Residential treatment programs and halfway
houses differ w and there' is, as yet, no agreed-upon set of definitions which neatly
categorizes thes ilities. Intake criteria, length of stay, treatment goals, target population

`served, services d, quantity and quality of staff, location costs, and other factors tend to
be so diverse that ified classification system becomes difficult to agree upon. One reason
forth is is that programs have been developed to meet varying needs of their target populations
and communities. Another is that such programs tend to reflectthe conditions, constraints,
and philosophies of theirJounding bodies and locales. For example, the goal of a residential
program working With alcoholics would stress that its residentrema sober. A 'program for
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paroled offenders would emphasiie clients' disavowal of further criminal activities. A resi-
dence for the mentally ill and/or mentally retarded watikl focus on teaching behaviors that
increase self - esteem and competencies necessary for everyday life.

Modalities

The following types of programs are generally included within the continuum of residential

care facilities:
Foster Homesfamily settings in which relatively small numbers.(typically*, 1-6) of individu-

als, adolescent adult, live in a private home with a sponsoring family in a setting
characterized by a familial environment.
Boarding Homes (also board and care facilitles)residential facilities providing room and

y board to groups of from 3 to 4 to as high as 35 to 40 individuals.typically boarding homes
are operated by untrained proprietors`, and offerfe4 services other than provision of room,
board, and minimal supervision. .

. Halfway housescommunity-based residential settings providing transitional living ex-
periencts to groups of 6 to 18 clients, with the average number about 12. Predominantly .
nonprofit, they offer a variety of personal adjustment, counseling, and socialization experi-
ences, in addition to room and board. Many halfway houses are free-standing organizations;
some however, are affiliated with other organizations such as rehabilitation centers, hospi-
tals,- community mental health centers, etc. Most, although' not all, are established as
transitional residences and operate under time limits which range tom 6 to 12 months.

.., . Apartment Programs (also sheltered apartments, cooperative apailments)units normally
accommodate 2 to 4 persons in apartment settings. They are usually designed for individu-
als capable of higher levels of independent functioning so that live-in staff are not required.
Often affiliated with a parent corporation such as a rehabilitation center, community mental
health center, hospital, church organization, etc., they may be developed in,clusters or as
individual units within apartment buildings. Either the agency or the clients may sign and be

responsible for the leasing arrangements.
Speoialized Transitional Facilities (quarter -way houses, three-quarter-mai' houses
residential facilities designed to provide a transitional experience between an institution
and another protected environment, or between another protected environment (i.e., half-
way house) and the community. Quarter-way houses tend to bi4 located in or., near the
grounds of the institution; three-quarter-way houses are usually located in regular
neighborhood locales. , , '',-
Long-Term Care Facility (also long-term community home, personal care home)
community-based housing for individuals who reclaim-long-term or permanently super- '

a'

vised living situaiions and wlio may need minimal nursing-type care. Such individuals are
usually physically -mobile, ale to accomplish some of their self-care needs with some ,. .4

. supervision, but otherwise tend to laqk the resources to cope with the problems of daily
living and will seldom be able to live independently in the community. 9.

Lodgesa speciEttized residential-vocational model utilized primarily-for the mentally dis- 4
abled in which formerly hospitalized patients are helped to secure, furnish, and operate a

communal residencelvith little r no staff involvement. In addition, lodges typically estab- . ,

lish small semi-skilled business Mures to enable the lodge members-to become employed " ,..
and self-sufficient. Lodge-type programs exist in sortie 20 States throughout the nation.
(Fairweather, 198b)'
Domiciliary Care Programsprograms authorized as part of the Supplementel Security
Income (SSI) legislation were intended to facilitate residential care for disabled and aged
Individuals.* Special supplementary fundirlikincentives are designed to facilitate the'crea-
don of domiciliary care settings which, in general for9r are similar to boarding home
programs at described. above. SSI guidelines, however, require additional case manage-
ment, monitoring, and training procedures to assure the provision of adequate domiciliary

4
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c care services, as well as some thinimalpersonal supervisory care by the domiciliary care
, proprietor. * ,

.. .

Given this array of community residential alternatives, it may be helpful to organize them
accordffig to certain key variables. Although several typological schema are possible, we shall
limirtiurselves to the fbllowing.two, the first based on size of facility, the second on functional
level of client! It will be noted that in both tables some overlap exists between categories.

SIZE OF FACILITY

1J"'
Persons

5-8

Persons .

9-20
parsons '

20 or more
Persons

Foster home
Sheltered apartment
Special transitional
quarter-way and
three.quarterway
house

Grotlp foster
home

Boarding home

Halfway house
Boarding home
Long-term
Care Facility

Lodge

Long-term Care
Facility

Boarding home

!FUNCTIONAL LEVEL
1

Lowest .Functional
Level: Needs ..

Limited Independent
Functioning; Needs

Partial Independent
Functioning, Needs
Moderate to Uttle
Supervision

Nearly Independent
Functioning Needs
Minimal Supervision '

-..A.Regular Super
vision

0n-going Supervision

.., .

Longterm
Care Facility

Boarding Home

.c
..

c

Quarter-way house
Individual and os
group foster
homes

,Boarding h;NV-.".....
Domiciliary care .
Lodge

Halfway Mouse
Three quarter-way
house

Individual and
group foster homes

Lodge

. . -
Three-quarter-way
house.

Supervised apartment
program

Cooperative apartment,
program

.

1- 111

Costs of Housing Alternatives

As might be expected, cost factors in this field vary widely, and are somewhat difficult to
ascertain. Several variables tend to correlate With costs: the auspice of the residentialprog-
ram; whethel-it Is nonprofit or profit- making; the extent to which additional service l (i.e.,
counseling, recreation, vocational preparation, followup, etc.) are provided; the sia. and
qualifications of the staff; and the condition and location of the physical plant and furnishings.

'et
It is impbssibleto discuss all of, these factors m detail. However, some general trends

regarding costs may be briefly noted. First:it is almost axiomatic that\the more extensivathe
total program offering is, th9.more expepsive the residential costs will b% therefore, facilities
which provide counseling, resocialization, medical followup, vocational training and the like,
as part of the total prograni, Wilt show higher operating costs. Next, there is a tendency for

11P 'free- standing facilities to be lets costly4han,those associated or affiliated with parent organi-
zationsThis may be the result of duplication of certain administrative overhead and/or
personnel costs.
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These relationships, as well as the findings presented below, wereconfirmed in.,a national
study of determinants of costs of residential facilities serving the mentally ill, the mentally ill

o aged, and substance abusers conducted by Horizon Mouse Institute in 1978 (Piasecki, Pit-
tinger, and Rutrpan, 1978). The study's results showed: -

Costs for residential services are highlyzelated to the level of services provided inhouse and
to the disability group served; in 1976, average per-diem 'costs for 61 halfway houses,
surveyed were $19 per, client, for 19 apartment programs abut $3.25, per client, and fob!)
boarding homes about $6 per client.
These differences in costs are largely attributab(1) the prdvisipn (o$ absence) of
inhouse rehabilitative services; and (2) the number and type of staff employed by the
pr9gram.
Services to mentally disturbed juveniles are typically more costly, averaging in1976 a per
diem cost of about $27.75 per client.
Startup costs are substantial, ofte equaling the annual costs of operating the fac ility.

Halfway house startup costs may b 5 to 10 times more per client bed than aparte nt
programs.
Facilities operated under government aus were fo ave somewhat higher c is
than proprietary, and nonprofit facilities.
The rate of inflation for residential services has matched or exc eded the general'inflati
rate.
It is uncommon for a single facility to serve more than oneeability group or to mix juveniles
with adult clients.
Size, in, terms of number of clients, was not found to be a majpr determinant of costs'.

a

Piogram Model
O

Over -the past 25 years, a quite.extensive body of experience and literature has been
accumulated regarding Many types of residential programs. ThOollowing descriptions and
reference should offer a helpful verview of,,the,most frequently encountered stylwof

.residential care.for the respective dis

Mentally

ility groups.
r

1 In many respects, residential programs for asychiatrically disabled clients have been the
most diverse, the most carefully assessed, an the mpst emulated by other systems serving
deinstitutionalized clients. Probably themost familiar models are halfway houses and gfoup

... homes,swhich have beenton the scene since the 1930's, although their growth was quite slow
until the 1980's. These programs are defined by the National Institute of Mental Health as

r "residential facilities in operation seven days a week,-with round-the-clock supervision (or a
staff member living in) and providing room, board and assistance with the activities of daily
living." (Cannon, 1973) Although wide variations exist regarding the quaky of inhouse prog-
ramming, the degree of client involyenaent in the operation of the facility and the range of

, activities offered, this is a serviceable definition not oply.tor such facilities serving the mentally
ill. but also for similar progra vinvin all the disebaity groups under consideration. . D

, until recently, the 'great majority of halfway house ksidentgan 'estimated 80 to 90

/ percenthad been previously ins tutionalized, and most entered the facility_directly frorma
hospital.'Dttring ,theltrast-elecade; however, there has been -a growing tendenty for group
homes to be used as alternatives tolhe institution--a tendlitIcy that isalso found among the
other systems, deinstitutionalizetion services. . , '-

. .
. , . ,

-
,.

.

Although the actual number of psychiatric halfway houses4n the United States has dot been
accurately determiried (a problem that plagues all types of residenfial programs serving all
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disabled populations), it is estimated that,they currently number 500 to 600. (Discussions of
the philosophies, methods, and characteristics of several versions of this type of modality,are
presented by0asscote et al., 1971; Rausch and Rausch, 1968; Rog and Rausch, 1975; Dincin,
1975; Lynch et al., 1p75; Budson, 1p78; Mosherand Menn, 1978; and the Florida Department of
Health and R6habilitation Services, not dated.) . .

. .
Apartment programs are used extensively in providing housing to this group. They vary in a

number of dimensions such as degree of supervision, staffing pattern, funding, and leasing
arrangements, etc., and may be sponsored by psychosocial agencies, community mental
health centers, hospitals, or various community and civic groups. Their popularity has in-
creased significantly in recent years, partly because they are the most normalizing style of
supervised housing, partly because they require less staff coverage, and partly because they
oan be developed more quickly, less expensively, and with less likelihood of community
opposition than group homes. Reviews of principles and methods of a variety of apartment
programod have been precrared by Gold meier et al. (1977); Chien and Cole (1973); Riehman and
O'Brien 1973y; Kresky et al. (1976); and Goldmeier (1975).

e

The type of community housing program that by far serves the largat number of
deinstitutionalized psychiatric clients is the boarding home (also referred to as Card and care
home). These can be nonprofit or fbr-p ofit in auspice (almost always the are the latter) and
range in size from a home serving 2' or clients to alacilitY caringior over 100 persons. In
recent years, boarding homes have come der the scrutiny of governmental agencies as well
as the public news media becau,se of substandard conditions, exploitatirrpractices, and fire
and safety violations that were known to exist in some of these settings. As a result, many

-'"\States and local communities have mounted a series of new legislative, programmatic, and
regultitbey initiatives to correct these problems. These initiatives often include developing and
enforcing upgraded licensing standards that cover phySical and, increasingly, programmatic
requirements of such facilities., ...

Boarding home programs have been criticized strongly by professionals on several counts.
aAs Carling states:

. ,

"

Some critics charge that it is virtually-impossible to maintain an independence-fostering environment in
this type of setting. Others indicate overwhelming difficulties in 'controlling agd monitoring such
facilities to assure a quality environment ... (T)hey-are biojelly custodial, and ... (just) as the custodial
function of large state hospitals was enormously overufilizbd so too has this-been'the case with board
and care homes. (Carling 1978)

.

In)response tb these concerns, States 'and Wail agencies are increasingly -sponsoring
fraining programs for bdarding home proprietors. These address a range of issues designed to

°bring about improved client services as well as closer integratiow with professional facilities
and staff members. Such training curricula may include topics itch as the nature of mental
didorder, mediations, techniques for crisis intervention and dealing *ith behavioral problems,
health and nutrition, and fiscal/administrative 'management. Discussions about the role and
services of boarding homes can be found in 'Lamb (1979); Lamb and Goertzel (1971); and
Segal and AViram (1998); reviews of training programs for boarding home proprietors in Egan
(1978), and Pitman (1974).

.1 'Foster care placement for the mentally disabled has received less public and professional
attention than have the types-of housing discussed above. This form of residential care is
unevenly distributed 'throughout the nation; a few States, notably Mich igan;have developed
extensive and carefully monitored foster care systems, but most States have not assigned it a
high priority. Foster care involvesthe placement of the deinstitutionalized'client into a family
home in which one or mortmebbers are paid a fee to provide care to the individual. When only
one or a small number otplients is placed in a family unit, there usually develops a closer
relationship with the caretaker then takes place in ahalfway ho,use or-apartment program. But
as the number placed increases; foster, care placement begins to resemblefgroup home or
boarding home care (Carpenter:1978) For a discussion of the Michigan approach, see Clark
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(1978); for reviews of additional innovative foster family care approaches, see Chouinard(1975); and Polak (1978).
,.

Mental Retardation

A great many of the values, principles, and methods noted above for the psychiatricallydisabled hold true with respect to the retarded. Strongly influenced by Wolfensberger's (1972)concepts of normalization in designing systems of care for this group, professional andadvocacy organizations have achianced steadily and decisively over the past 2 decades onbehalf of community-based program development. Numerous Statesnotably Nebraska,Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New York, California, and Virginiahave fashioned networks ofresidential programs serving the retarded. Group homes (i.e., halfway houses, communityliving arrangements, community living systems), apartment programs, and foster care ar-rangements have been established quite widely, albeit on a somewhat smaller scale than thosefor the psychiatrically disabled.

Philosophically, programs which return the retarded individual to a family setting tend to beviewed as most desirable for this population. Placement with the client's own family is, ofcourse, the most advantageous Alternative. But when this is not feasible, forwhatever reasons,the next favored choice is foster care, followed by group home or apartment liOng. In a fewStates (California and New Yorkamong them) foster care placement is the type of residentialcare most frequently utilized for this group, but nationally, less than 20 percent of all commun-ity placements are to family care. Evaluative studies of this modality snow that reinstitutionali-zation rates are quite high among clients placed with families, ranging from about 30 to 50percent. (Willer et al., 1978) Halfway houses and group homes, on the other hand, reportsignificantly more favorable readmission rates for their residents. According to studies alsocited by Willer,readrnission to institution for clients placed in group home programs stands atabout 7 to 11 percent, a rate that is even slightly better than thatof clients who are discharged..to live with their own famtlies.

In keeping with its preference for providing family care for clients, the mental retardationsystem has innovated the development of a number of family support services designed tq,assist families in maintaining clients at home. These include; respite care, the provision of.temporary residential care for theclient whose family is under stress or who needs to get away;homemaker services, in which homemakers or aides are provided to help with the care of theclient or with household duties; transportation services, which are offered to families totransport family members or the client to l'Iday programs or work-activity centers; and familyeducation at training programs to help Parents and other family members deal with the .adjustment problems of the development ly disabled client.
- Descriptions of major types and models f residential programs for the retarded are offeredby O'Connor (1976); Bergman (1975); radley (1978); Paul et al. (1977); Cherrington andDybwod (1974); Wyngaarden at al. (1976); Bjaanes and Butler (1974); Arnold and Goodman(1966) ; and Hozejsi (1975).

Juvenile and Adult Offenders

As noted earlier, the corrections systems rely on a variety of diversionary programs as theirrf
pririciptil deinstitutionalization strategies, one of which consists of group homes, halfwayhouses, and other residential programs. It would be inaccurate to suggest, however, that these'programs lend themselves to an orderly system of definition, classification, and description.Just the opposite is the-case; in dernstitutionallzation, a field generally characterized byimprecise planning and coordinaiion, by professional disagreements and tugs-of-war, and by .Adamaging` community opposition, the correctional field is particularly hard hit. There are manytypes of divertionary programs including residential alternatives, but their directions seemore or less unclear to thevariousgrlirps in the system directly involved ,planners, staff, andometime§ clients themselves.

p
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As with the other systems, residential services for offenders were largely conceptualized in

the 1950's, tested via innovative pilot programs and demonstrations in the late 1950's and early

1960's, and have since experienced gradual but steady growth. Two basic target populations

are servedadult offende'rs and juvenile offendersand the types of programs for both vary

widely. It is difficult to ascertain the number of residential alternatives that currently exist for

these populations, but there are probably no less thah 300, an estimate that would increase

significantly if community-based programs for alcohol and drug abusers (who are frequently

categorized within correctional systems and statistics) were included in the total. Auspices

vary widely and include Federal and State government correctional authorities, private non-

profit social agencies, church and community organizations, county goverpments, and en-

trepreneurial operators.

With respect primarily to adult offenders, James (1973) identifies four types of group

residential settings that are utilized at different stages of the correctional continuum: proba-

tion hostels, which are "alternative means of housing those who, because of unsatisfactory

domestic conditions would otherwise have been deemed unsuitable for probation and so

committed to a penal institution"; prerelease hostels (also referred to as prerelease guidance

centers) designed for persons still in custody and which may be located in a special wing or

building on the prison grounds, or in the community; halfway houses specifically developed

for inmates who must have both a job and a place to live as a condition for parole; and halfway

houses for inmates who remain in prison until the completion of their sentence and who,

James-suggests, may be the most in need of a supportive transitional residential program.

Spurred by the urgent quest for practical and humane solutions to the enormous problems

associated with incarcerating youthful offenders, community-based alternative programs for

juveniles have been designed and implemented in numerous locales since the late 1950's.

Here again, it is difficult to characterize tt1ese programs in a few summary'sentences, since

their diversity of philosophy, auspice, style, and program emphasis isso considerable_ Con-

siderable too, is the continuing debate among authorities regarding the effectiveness, in costs

and outcomes, of the programs that have been implemented (see, for example, Cohen, 1979;

Bullington et al., 1978; Lerman, 1975; and Scull, 1973).

Critiques regarding thd utilizatiOn of community programsas they have been adminis-

tered in the correctional fieldquestion 'whether alternative settings actually reduce re-

. cidivis,m, provide more humanitarian treatment, cost less than traditional incarceration.

methods, or are in fact less coercive than traditional methods. (Cohen, 1979) Nonetheless,

most observers support the need for and the objectives of community-based residential

settings and the promise they offer, if not necessarily their accomplishments to date. This

viewpoint is reflected by Hussey and Smith (1980) who list the "core characteristics" that

many, but not all community programs display: a greater degree of interaction with, the

community; relative smallness; frequent separation of living and punishment situations;

greater specialization of program; greater 'continuity between various program phases; and

. attention of staff to improving relations with the community.

. Three approaches to the decarcefration of juveniles through community-based alternatives-

- 'are noteworthy because they are among the most carefully studied programs and <because

they have stimulated the development of similar programs in other locales. These are, first the

Community Treatment Project developed by the California Youth' Authority. This program

. transferred, to community settings youths wha otherwise would have been incarcerated in

State institutions. S.ome youths were placed in these settings in lieu of confinement, others

after confinement All received parole,supervision. A review of this project and its results is

presented by Warren (1967). Second, Highfields was established in New Jersey agafesidential

alternative for delinquents who would otherwise have been sent to traditional training

sctiools. Hjghfields featured the use of guided group interaction, a confrontation styled form

of group thqrapy'angi, also thEt notion of shared group responsibility of individuals' behaviors.

As with the *California project above, evaluations of the Program were mixed, but fairly

o
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positive. A discussion of the Highfields experiment is found in McCorkle et al. (1957). The third
approach follows from Massachusetts, closing of the its correctional institutions and sending
juveniles into alternative residential care in the community. In this instance some clients were
discharged into these settings, and others placed there directly on probation. The program
also innovated the use of advocacy services and trained volunteers who offered support and
supervision several hours a week. Reviews of t Maissachuseffs experiment are found in
Bakal (1974), Holden (1976), and Behn (1976). .

Among those who have written descriptions of halfway houses for aclu It offenderi are James
(1975); Rachin (1975); Kerby (1975); Durham (197f); Seiter et al. (1977); Perlstein and Phelps
(197,5); and Nice (1964). In the area of community alternative services for juvenile offenders, ,

additional reviews of principles and methods of such programs have been published by Alper
(1974); Emprey and Erickson (1972); Handler (1975); Kingsley et al. (1975); Miller (1977); Paul
et al. (1677); Sargent (1973); and the United States Congress (1973).

/ .
.,,

Aged /-
Note: I wish to gratefully acknowledge the valuable assistance of Ms. Deborah L. Rutman in the
preparation of this section.

i

Interest in identifying and implementing community alternatives to institutionalization bf
the elderly has been strong among gerontologists for several decades. At present, while the
majority of older pdrsons continue to maintain their homes independently, there is a growing
number ofdpeople who have opted to relocate to more protective settings, in which some
combination of personal supervision, social services and health care is either routinely
providdd or is available upon request.

.
There is a great variation regarding the amount of protection or restrictiveriess that

noninstitutional housing environments for the elderly provide. At one end of the scale, jor
exarnple, are retirement villages, which are especially utilized by More active and financially
secure elderly. At the other end, there are group and family boarding homes, which provide
both daily supervision and some medical services for the more frail and/or infirm aged. In
general, all of these alternative housing programs share an emphasis on either inhome or
community services for the aging resident, with the goal of forestalling or preventing inap-

- propriate or premature institutionalization. A brief description of some of the more popular
typeS of Specially designed housing prtgrams for older people follows.

.
Retirement Villages. This form of specialized housing for the elderly is the least restrictive
insofar as it caters to the needs and preferences of the most mobile and healthy clientele. .°
Retirement villages were first developed in the early 1960's and can be characterized as
communities in which criteria for membership are primarilytne's age and, to a certain extent,
one's financial situation. Retirement villages, Similar In concept to retirement hotels and trailer
villages, are minimally supervised communities in which home maintenance is provided, and,
because they are affilbst exclusively rental units; costs are relatively low. Nevertheless, resi-
dents of retirement villages tend to be middle to upper income older people, and are inost
frequently socially and ethnically homogeneous: (Hunter, 1973; Sherwood, 1975)

As with all community housing for older
,
pe6ple, the Dumber of medical and/or social

services provided by retirement villages varies from site to site. Typically though, 'because
residents are primb.rily younger persohs who are actiye and physically able, social activities
rather than medical services predominate. While not all retirement villages offer all of the
following services, programs frequently include recreational activities, work opportunities,
craft and religious clubs, and cultural and educational activities. Nursing or medical care is
usually available only on .an emergency basis, since most retiremenrvillages feel that the
provision of this type of care is beyond their jurisdiction on an ongoing, basis. (Hu r 73)
Retirement viltitges also vary in terms of the spurce of their. funding. Althou Federal or
publicly supportedgetirement communities exist, the majority of these settings are financed
either by religioudibr private organizations. .
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Congregate Care Homeq. Congregate care homes have been described as "residential envi-
ronments which incorporate shelter and services needed by tha functionally impaired and
socially deprived banot ill elderly." (Hunter, 1978) Because congregate housing residents are
primarily physically well older people, this form of housihg for the elderly is one of the less
sheltered environments along the "restrictiveness" 'continuum. Indeed, most congregate
housing tenants would be capable of living independently in their own homes; they elect to live
congregately because of the convenience, and because they feel congregate housing pro-
vides services which may become important if not indispengible in the future. (Kostick, 1978).

The variety of services which congregate housing provides is great, and rapges from
age-segregated apartment buildings offering no 'additional services to homes providing a
wide array of social and medical programs. Despite this range, congregate housing almoSt
always includes sometype of centralized dining service, and some type of housekeeping or
chore service. In addition, nursing and medical staff are usually available daily, sometimes
living on site. Social and 'recreational facilities are also usually present in varying degrees, and
personal counseling is alsaavailable at some of the more fully serviced facilities. Finally, while
almost all congregate homes provi eprivate bedrooms and usually offer private baths, they
vary in terms of the degree of fur 'shing of each unit, and whether they contain individual
kitchens and living areas. (McFarla d, 1976)

funding for congregate housing can be either private or public. As the concept has in-
creasecTi n popularity, more federally financed orassisted buildings have come into existence,
enabling low-income older people to become eligible for occupancy. In addition, many
congregate, homes are supported by religious or other charitable organizations, thereby
reducing the costs to tenants. However, for nonsubsidized financed buildings, the costs of
rental May be extremely high, preventing all but the most economically secure elderly from
applying. (McFarland, 1976)

Boarding Homes. 'Boarding homes were originally established toprovide inexpensive shelter
to physically well older adults. Yet, while tenants usually entered boarding homes in reasona-
bly good physical health, as they got older, their physical condition frequently deteriorated,
significantly reducing their functioning capacity. In response to these needs, boarding homes
began to offer a moderately wide range of medical services and nursing care, finally evolving
into semiconvalescenehomes for long-term occupancy. (Sherwood, 1975)
0

Boarding homes vary in terms of the number of clients they serve, ranging from 3 to 15
adults. Tenants have private, furnished rooms, but usually share a bathroom and take.their
meals in a communal dining area. While boarding homes sometimes provide some social and
medibal/nursing services, they also stress the use of community facilities for their clients, and
supervisors generally lry to encourage residents to be active. (Ske.ilie and Coan, 1980)

Poster HomrCare. While fetter homes have long been used as an alternative living arrange=
ment for children, it is only within ,the past several years that foster family care .has been
initiated for the elderly. Foster famity homes can be distinguished from boarding homes in that
they are under the jurisdiction of a governmental agency who pays the operator and sets and
enforces standards and regulations: (Kraus et al., 1977)

Presently, almost all residents of foster family care programs are females; the majority are
also widows, and nearly three quarters of them have come from either psychiatric or long-term
care institutions. (Newman and Sherman, 1979) Foster homes provide for the2are of up to five
residents, and function most successfully when the number of tenants is he!to a minimum.
Foster homes are typically managed by a single operator or caretakerwhose responsibilities
include food purchasing and preparation, housekeeping and varying degreesof personal and
emotional care of clients. As was the case with boarding homes, residents are encouraged to
use community facilities and to participate in neighborhood activities. A recent study found
that after'taking up residence in foster family homes, 75 percent of the clients had.met their
neighbors and had been Involved with tome community events. (Newman and Sherman, 1979)
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While fosterfamily care a an alternative housing environment for older people is still young,
preliminary data suggest tht it is a promising option for elderly persons in search of sheltered
"community care.

Group Homes. Of all of the forms of housing described thus far, the environment of the group
hpme probably bears the closeet similarity to a mini-institution. While the structure and *,,
organization of group homes vary, in general-the operators have a.greater Impact on the lives
and daily activities of their clients than do the caretakers of other forms of housing. (Kostick,
1978) Moreover, group homes serve a More physically disabled population than do the other
types of specialized housing for the aged, Most of the tenants of group homes were in-
stitutionalized prior to their admission to these programs. (Kostick, 1978)

Like all of these alternative forme of housing for the elderly, group homes vary with regard to
both/he number of clients they ey shelter, and the nature of the services they provide. Because
the clientele of group hom tend to be less active and mobile, there is usually greater
atterition directed to personal and-health related care, rather than to social and recreational
programs. In addition, group homes, especially smaller ones, tend to fostera considerable
degree of Nestrictiveness and may inhibit independent behavior in its elderly clientele. (Sher-
wood, 19757 d

C 0
ServicerAddressed to. Socialization and C mmunity Coping Skills

To facilitate the deinstitutionalized client's reintegration and adjustmeht in tt(d community,
services need to be provided that assist in the strengthening of social skills, self-confidence,
and competencies in coping with the requirements of everyday life. Such programs can be
either transitional 'or lorig term in nature, and can focus on interpersonal relationships,
activities of daily living, personal growth and development, and/or recreationaLancLleisure
time activities. Whatever their emphasis, they are designed to provide support and acceptance
to the individual and to ease his or her readjustment through a process of learning,sehearsing,
and polishing the skills of sociarinvolvement and self-autonomy.

Resocialization Programs fOr the Mentally Ill

Resocialization programs and social clubs had their origins in England and the Soviet Union
in the 1930's and were amon si e first psychosocial modalities developed in this country. The
major growth of social club took place, after 1960, as part of the reformationeof the American
mental health system that !began to take shape at about that time.

Social clubs attempt to establish a climate that is supportive and democratic in nature.
Writers have characterized/heir mile and flavor in the following terms: "(Clubs have) therapeu-
tic andirehabilitative effects that aid ex-patierits over the transition from a hospital sub-culture
to the community culture, a process fraught with potential cultural and personalicon-
tinuities".4Lanciy and Singer, 1968, p. 133); as a place where the client can find needed
acceptance, where problems can be freely discussed, support offered, interest evinced and

N..acceptance assured (Barton, 1962); a sheltered environment in which the clients meets
acceptance and the stigma of institutionalization is at a minimum... a place in which the client

can test himself and the group, and develop behavioral patterns which will hasten his move-
ment into/he wider community (Wechsler, 1960); as a crucible of social learning, in whi h the
client can utilite the responses of the other group members and staff as touchstones o cial
reality.(Rutman, 1965) . ,

. c)
At the same time, there have ,been 'some questions and cautions raised about the net

effectiveness of this type of program for former psychiatric patients. Hawxhurst aod.Walzer,
for example, observe thatsome clients may see the club as an end in itself, that a steady diet of
Socializing and relaxing is inconsistent with the challenges of the real world and might
reinforce the client's negative self image. (1970) Wechsler notes that participation in such-

-8S
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programs may hamperclients' development of new forms of self identification, and 'that, if this
occurs, the club Can become a permanent ref eregce group rather than a socializing agent.
(Wechsler, 1960) And Olshansky points out that the relationship between social functioning
and work capability has never been determined, and that well developed social skills do not
necessarily imply an improved readiness for work 'adjustment.- (Olshansky, 1968) Not-
withstanding the possibilitythat social clubs may be potentially limiting and do not represent a
panacea for all problems, prevailing opinion and experience support the usefulness of sociali-
zation programs ih reducing or overcoming the dependency and apathy that is so frequently
exhibited by former menctal patients.

As noted ,above, social clubs and centers offer activities of several types. Thes& can be
delineated into t?rograms thatprovide informal social and recreational experiences, programs

t that focus on training in'the functions of daily living, and programsrthat offer opportunities for
`self-growth and development. In Practice, however, it is unusual to d a facility which

restricts its offerings to just one of these categories. Rather, most make available a
combintion of forms of socializing experiences such that the client is encouraged to become
involved in many styl s and levels of social interaction.

programs that focus on ormarsocializing and recreation are relaxed and low key in
nature. They usually are estab a drop-in bails; clients may visit during the day or
evening, for a fratooments, several hours or the whole day. Typically, one finds card or board
games in progress, an area for reading- books and magaziges, a music-iistening room, table
tennis or pool, a kitchen for snabks and coffeeand mostly, small groups of people simply
chatting and relaxing with each other. Such clubs may be in operation every day and evening

s of the weekor may be open only on a part-time basis. However, because evenings, weekends,
and holidays are particularly lonely tinfes for deinstitutionalized clients, Most programs mak
a point of being available during at least some of these periods. A variety ofsocial-recreation
activities may be offered: dances, movies, group dinners,. lectures, etc. Or, events may l e
arranged by staff to take place in the community: picnics, trips to dearby places-of 'Mere t,
hikes, bowling, attendance at sports events, and the like.

.

The second type of socializing programtraining in thl activities of-daily livingis usually
organized on a more structured basis. The emphasis in such Programs is on aiding the cliehtto
learn and incorporate the practical skills needed to cope with I ving in Society, stith as
cooking, shopping, money management, hygiene, nutrition, tra sportation, etc. To ac-
complish this, a classroom approach is often used, with' staff sere ng as teachers and role A.

models. In addition, practical experaience with these fulhotions is introduced into the training
agenda whe?tever possible. So, for example, a group of clients may be asked to take resporisi-
bility for preparing a group dinner. This will entail planning the menu, bOdgeting costs, I

shopping at the supermarket, cooking, serving, and cleaning up. Staff assists in these func-
tions as needed and is close at hand as the tasks are carried out. Larger psychosocial agencies
may outfit stria mock living units that contain the appropriate equipment and appliances
(e.g., ranges, washers, dryers) on which clients can receive training and practice.

Ah,other important dilly living need faced by many clients is that of literacy training and
further education. Some socialization programs, in cooperation with their local school sys-

items, make arrangements for their clients to receive instruction Iri literacy and arithmetic skills
_ and/or to take classes leading to'a generil equivalency (high sohool) diploma. These classes

-are often provided at thefacility and may includpersons from.thecommunity whO also need
such help but are not former psychiatric patients.

0 -

A number of skills-tralping methods andhystems have been prepared by pracaltionersin this
field. Spiegler and Agigian have designed an education-behavioral skills model that provides
in-depth training in social and ,communications skills. (Spiegier and Agigian, 1977 A some-
what siMilar approach has been developed by Beide( and. Bello of dated). e Florida
Mental Health Institute has produced a series of some 15 curricUla pr s, by various
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authors, in such areas as developing assertiveness skills, 011)blern-servinskillt and 'aisle ..
' time skills- (Florida Mental'Heallh Inslitute, hot dated)
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The thtrd'area of social prOirarainirig focuses on activities geared,fo persohal growthitcd
development. Abain, a variety bracifwities may beoffered: gfdupvrtdclitses in crafts,'fiiusia,-
ciirrent events, dancing, etdative writing, etc. They may be led by agency staff, by part-timb
instructor in thepartiqular specialty or by volunteers. lornetimes the activities take place at
the program site, sometimes it the'cotfifnunityat a "Y," church, adult education center, etc.
Several large*psychosocial- cernersale.g.,- Fountain House in New Yqrk, Horizon House in
Philadelphia, Thresholdsjn:Chicago).also offei..more extended ctivities such'as camping-,
farming experiences, and white water rafting foOthweir members. Thbse special outings, up to a
meek in length, are arranged and conducted by program staff.

. It should be stressed that no matter what the conten t of a particular activity or class, the
underlying objective is to facilitate interaction and the growth'of self-confidence on the part of
the client. Socializatign programs, although they may at tines resemble adult education
centers, are not primarily concerned With turning out artists, writers, or home economists.
Rather, the activities offered are used as vehicles through which clients are helped to make
friends, develop competencies, and (acquire isense of community belonging. -.

At present, there are an estimated 200 free-standingsocial club programs, under spOnsor-
ship of psychosocial centers, mental health and mental retardation astociations, churches,
and other social agency and community organizations. In addition, there are several hundred
additional programs, more or lets similar in approach, that are provided as part of local
community mental health center services. Moreover, there is a network of perhaps'75 social
clubs that are operated by ex-patient organizations on a self-help basis, one that by choice
rejects professional supervision or involvement.

in many major United States cities there are psychosocial centers which offer a comprehen-
sive set of services to psychiatrically disabled clients. Full time programs, they employ up to
100staff members and provide most of the socialiiation programs described above as well as
residential Care (group homes, and aparffnents) and prevocational anvocational services.
Among the major facilities of this kind are Fountain House, Horizdn House, and Thresholds
(already noted); and HMI/House in Cleveland, Portals House in Los Angeles, Fellowship House

,in Miami, and the Center CI ub4n Boston. A more complete listing and ful r descriptions of the
principles and services offered by such facilities have been prepared by G sscote et al,(1971)
and Robinault and VVeisinger (1978). . V
Resocialization Programs for the Mentally Retarded

The socialization needs of deinsiitutionalized mentally retarded clients ftliow closely tho-se era
outlined for the psychiatrically disabled. There are, however,a few differences that should be
noted. First, the emphasis with retarded persons is more oftep on their learning personal and
interpersonal skills for, the first time, than on relearning them. This is so because prior
Institutional care typically was not geared to providtrtg training or instruction in independenc9i,i'
funictions, but rather to custodial supervision. Second, skill training and socialization ac-
tivities for this group may *need to bei'donducted at 'a slower pace and lower'level than fpr
psychiatric clients. Third, greater atterftiOn may need to be directed to more basic communica-
tions and daily activities skills, auchasSpeech therapy, reading, hygiene and grooming, and
learning to Make change. Because otthe heterogeneity of this group, some uncertainty exists
.regarding which community integration" services are most required by retarded clients.
Studies in this area are inconsistent; some indicate that personal counseling-and health care
are of grpiteit value (Mamula and Newman, 1973); others indicate that day treatment prog-
rams.and behavior management training are most needed. (Scheerenberger,1/7S; Wyngaar-

', den et al., 1976)

Thereere fewersocializetion programs antclu. bs serving the retarded than the psychiatri-
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cally disabled. Counterparts in the retardation system to the community-based psychosocial
centers such as Fountain House and Horizon House have been slow in developing. Most
facilities offering socialization programs for this population area either free-standing or °per-

.-
. ! ated under the auspices of State developmental disabilities councils or State and local4

't.
associations for retarded citizens. These latter organizations may be consulted for further
information regarding the locations and service offerings of socialization programs.

One final note: lest the impression be inadvertently conveyed that resocialization programs
for the retarded neifessarily must be low level or routine, a special program developed by Irvin
Segal, a Phitadelphia-based social worker, should be ,mentioned. Segal arranges to take
groups of retarded persons on extended trips and tours throughout the United States and the
world'. He accompanies them and sees to it that the travel experience is rewarding and
enjoyable. This program has been in operation for several years and Segal reports no more
difficulty;in coordinating his tours for retarded clients than most commercial travel agents
encounter for their usual clientele.

Community Socialization Programs for.the Aged

ervice- me
several respects. First, the prima objectives in providing such care to the elderly are irt many
respects geared to preventio f physical and mental health deterioration, of loneliness, of
anxieties about the future years, declining feelings dignity and selVworth. In this sense,
such, programs ate not so much called upon to =velo competencies in activities of daily
living or strengthen interpersonal skills as they are to p vide continued opportunities for
companionship, meaningful use of leisure time, and maintenance of already established L'

capacities for social interaction.

A second difference is that socialization programs for the aged function as a focal point in
.providing care for this population in a way that acts to reverse the sequence of the delivery of

services. Whereas the meritally4-etarded and psychiatric disabled typically utilize such prog-
rams after their discharge from an institution, the elderly tend to use them when problemsfirst
arise. The social center is then able to perform several functions simultaneously: to give
support and assurance, to gain more information about the problem troubling the individual,
to perform appropriate screening techniques in assessing physical and psychological well
being, to provide direct' counseling aid, and to initiate referrals to other human services
agencies in the community to deal, with the basic problem.

4 0 , '4

The third difference is that social programs for the aged are more acceptable to the A
community, and (perhaps partly for this reason) exist in far greater numbers than comparable
programs for mentally disabled clients. In a national study of senior centers conducted by
*Leanse and Wagner for the National Council. on the Aging in 1975, nearly 4,900 senior centers
wereAidentified across the country that offered' a program directed to older adults that ..L
provided services at least once a week on a regularly scheduled basis and made available,,

' some form of educational recreational, or social activity. Other social service agencies and
organizations offering only occasional activities for this group were not included in the total.
(Leanse and Wagner, 1975) Moreover, the 4,900 respondents almost surely represent a size-
able underestimation of the actual number of pregorns that are in operation throughout the
country. An additional 12,880 senior programs

in the study.) It is likely

we e initially identified and surveyed, none of ,.......

which are included in the 4,900. (About 3,400 of th se did not provide programs at least once a
week; the balandesome 9,480did not cho e-to participate'
therefore, that the number of senior social cestere in the United States that met the criteria Sr

noted may be estimated at about 7,000 to 8,0000. ..........

Of the senior centerssurveyed, the following major types of programs were identified, based
primarily on extensiveness Of service: clubsthe letast comprehensive form of program
which meet once or twice a week, typically offer only one or two services, and predominantly
have no full-time, paid staff; senior centers, which offer more services than clubs, are open

so .
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more hours of the week, and employ> ore paidstaff; and multipurpose *centers, which provide
three to fivedifferent areas of servic , are available on or near a full-tir le basis, may have as
many as 20 paid workers, and frequently operate multisite organizations. Of the sample of
facilities included in the study, about 29 percent were identified as multipurpose centers, 22
percent as senior centers, and 48 percent as clubs. Further, about half the programs were
operated by volpntaryfrionprofit organizations and most of the remainder were classified as
public/governmental agencies. There were in addition a few for-profit organizations.

Serviges provided by senior centers are quite varied. The three major areas of prodiams are
education, recreatibn, and information and referral, with counseling a close fourth. In addi-
tion, centers may also furnish one or more of the following: transportation,butreach, health
care, friendly visiting, meals on wheels, creative activities such as darts and crafts, legal
services, and leadership development training.

The characteristics of the clients who utilize these facilities are of interest. Over half are
between the ages of 65 and 74, and nearly a quarter in the 75 to 84'ange. Approximately
three-quarters are women. The majorityabout 50 to 60 percent of those who participate in
fhb programsare socially inactive and, for this group, involvement in the center is often the
major, if not only, social (Qutlet. (Ledrise and Wagner, 1975)

V
A final issue should be noted. Partly because aged clients feel comfortable attending senior

centers, partly because of the stigma attached, to receiving, mental health services at a'
community mental health center (CMHC), elderly persons tend to underutilize significantly
CMHC programs. This has led to considerable concern on the part of program planners, since
it suggests that aged individuals who may need and could benefit from mental health coynsel-
ing are not willing to_ avail,themselves of this form of help. Various solutions have been
recommended: that CMHC's and senior centers coordinate their services more closely, that
the two group of agencies arrange.to share staff and facilities, thatCMHC workers receive
special training to sensitize them to the unique problems and concerns of the aged, and that
senior center staff bdgiven training to help them understand and deal more effectively with the
emotional and psycholo,gical needs of their clients. An in-depth examination of this problem
and of the proposed solutions are presented in the Rroceedings of a Conference on Issues in
Mental Health and Aging. (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976)

IOW

Vocational Adjustment Services

In modern society, work serves many functions. It is a symbol of normality, amark of
maturity, the source of material and social gratificationi. Moreover, occupational status tends
to define the individual's self esteem and identity. These qualities associated with the role of

_worker underscore the key importance of developing` programs designed to assist
deinstitutionalized clients prepare for, secure, and retain jobs as part of their community
readjustment experience.

The task, however, is by no means easy. To begin with, many deinstitutionalized clients often
exhibit poor job stills, inadequate training, spotty work histories, and unrealistic aspirations.
Next, these clients! motivation to work may be weak, especially if they are receiving some form
of societal support, such as public assistance, SSI, Social Security disability, or Veteran's
disability pensions. Persons'in this position are faced with the difficult dilemma of being asked
to relinquish assured support in favor of employment that (1) may yield them little if any
additional net income, and (2) may be of short-term duration. Understandably, many clients in
these circumstances opt not to jeopardize their welfare or disability income. Next, employers
often react negatively to the notion of hiring mentally disabled or formerly incarcerated
persons and, resist accepting them into the work setting. Finally, since many of the jobs for
which deinstitutionalized clients are qualified are at low or/entry levels, clients must compete
With nondisabled persons seeking the same kinds of work. Given prevailing unemployment
rates in the general population of about 7 to 9 percen and much higher for youths, blacks,

\
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and other minority group4, job pppOrtunities toideinstitutionalized clients hus become all
the more prOblematic.

.
To aiheinstifutionalized Persons' return to the work world, five majdr types of vocationally

- oriented programs cpay be utilized. These are: predischarge training, community -based Work-
. shops, transitional employment, job finding and job placement, and followup programs, On

the following pages, each of these will be' briefly_ reyiewed in relation to their objectives,
methods, and utilization with the various disability gnbups.

Predischarge Training Programs ,!-- ,

Predisctarge pcOitins*epipt to prepare clients fora productive job rote through gaining,
participation in workshops, job couN,fiin.a, ahti/oftiat employment while the individuat is stip
in the institution. Mahy of these prog instate scope, consiSting almost entirelY.,Of
inmate worker programs (often referred to aework thera09) or.institul - IrbaseasheltA
workshops, while others are quite comprehentive and may include vocational evaluation,
training and actual employment. ''''

Inmate-worker (or work therapy) programs- -still . counter mod alit have

I

**

operated under the rationale that work is inherently therapeutic for t e individual. Until
relatively recently, howevbr, many of The tasks performed under such prog ams were accom:
panied by little if any financial remuneration for the worker. The Souderws rennan decision
of the U.S. District Court in 1973 drasticallyattered that situation. The,COU was sympathetic to
the argument that a major amount of work done under sii-called work erapy programs was
menial and repetitive in nature, and was inspired more by the economiobecessities involved in
operating the institution than by therapeutic principles. The decision', rendered on behalf of
State mental hospitaj patients, held that patient-workers must be tr ated in accordance with
the Fair Employment Standards Act with respect to minimu e and working conditions.
The impact of this decision on what has been referred to as institutional peonage" is more
fully discussed by Sailer (1976) and Stockton (1974).....ly

Work-therapy p rograms aside, a number of innovative programs for institutionalized
A psychiatric patients have been designed ,,d demonstrate' )As described by Robinault and

Weisinger (1978), they include: 1.1,

A project conducted in the edify 1960's in a Geor a state Mental hospitals developed
thrcfUgh the collaboration of the hospital and the Sf to Vobational rehabilitation agency.
Under this program, inpatients were given work evalua , vocational training, counseling,
placement, and followup services. The results of this d monstration project showed that 78
percent of the group who received such services were either employed or in training after

_discharge, compared with 35 percent of a control group. Moreover, more than twice as
many program participants reported positive job satisfaction than did the controls.Varrel I,

11 1964) ",

At the Florida State Hos ital in Chattahoochie, patients are given basic literacy and high
school equivalency course, s we ocational training.to facilitate their adjustment to
outside the institution. Trainees atten lasses" four days a week for a total of 12 hours.
Vocational training is offered in food s ivices, carpentry, sales, home economics, and
small-engine repair. The various educat on/training courses utilize 14 teachers, half of
whom are assigned to the project by local school systems. The classes; are open-entry,
designed to proceed at thd clients' own pace, and individualized with respect to particip-
ants' social and interpersonal needs. (Florida State Hospital, 1975)
Patients are hired as staff workers, performing such jobs as librarian, custodian, barber and
beauty shop assistants, food handlers, and nursing assistant in a program developed.at the
Mental Health Institute; a small state hospital in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. The emphasis is on
vocational evaluation and work adjustment, and for these purposes some 60 job slots in 23
different pbsitions have been created. To safeguard against the client's becoMing too
entrenched in the job assigtiment, a limit of 60 days is placed on each individual's participa-

r
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tion. Patiehte work no mo than 20 hours per week, are paid at a percentage of the
prevailtrtg minimum wa ,for the position, and have their wages adjusted every 2 weeks
based on their perfor ance. (FOote and Wilson, 1976)
Operation Gas Staji n, developed at Elgin State Hospital in Elgin, Illinois, combines voca-
tionartraining and on-the-job work experience for its participants. Hospitalized patients are
evaluated' for heir ability, to perforM regular Seri/ice station tasks and are trained 'by
experience station attendants who are hired for this purpose. Trainees are then- assigned
to work a gas, stations off hospital grounds, where,their performahceistsupervised and

.i& monito by the,same trainers. Considered ksheltered workshop, the program fails under
.Depa mane of Labor certification standards, clients arecnmpensated according to shel-

le . ter workshop rates: Continuing followilp meetings areheidwith patientstoreview work
e eriences and encourage the develoPment of pdsillVe work habits and attitudes. (Arantu-
nian et di., 1976)

Institutional-based, predischarge programs serving criminal justice clients tend to be less
diverse,less comprehensive, and probably less effective. Data she* tbat the vocational
problems of this population are severe: less than one,tifid of those,who receive training 4tfhila
in prison use it in eir irs postre ease jo ; a m. --of- merrieavirig-prisan-hark-FP;
prearraQged job; unemployment rates among releAse1,,Federal prisoners are betWeen three
and five tirhealheater than for the comparable Civilian labor force. (PowneTh, 1975) Thje-e. -7--
issues are of major concern in this connectian,First, most predischarge training programs are
directedto juvenile rather than adult offenderei exacerbating even further the problems of the
latter group. Second, continuity- of services between instituVonal training programs and
postdischarge counseling and placement funetiOirs are generally inadequate.- Third, the
predischarge training programs for this population are themselves typically limited both in
scope and applicability to outside job opportunities. For the most part, they serve primarily to
assist in the routine operations of the institution rather than provide work experiences and a
social climate comparable to those found in regular competitive work settings. (Pownall, 1975)

A strategy that attempts to address these concerns is`the Work release plan for offenders.
Under this arrangement, an individual sentenced to prison is permitted to work for pay in the
outside community, but returns to the institution during his nonworking hours. Work release ,

thus falls somewhere between probation; parole, and confinement, insofar, as it provides the
person with greater opportunity to pursue social and vocational rehabilitation directions, yet
continues his statusand supervisionas that of a prisoner during his off-work hours. For a
fuller discussion of-work release programs, see Johnson. (1975)

Community-Baied Workshops
.

The most widely used approach to fostering the development of vocational capabilities is
the community-based workshop. First originated nearly 150 years agoto serve the physically
disabled, workshops grew gradually until after World War I, then expanded quickly following
the passage in 1920 of the first Fe0eral Vocational Repabilitation legislation. In 1954, amend-
ments to this legislation created significant newathabilitation services for the mentally
retarded and psychiatrically disabled. Since that time, workshops have continued, to grow
steadily, particularly those serving these two populations. As of 1974, the number of work-
shops throughout the United States that were certificated by the Department of Labor was
about 2,700an increase of over 100 percent since 1969. (Greenleigh Associates, 1975) Of this
number, a substantial number serve the mentally disabled, either solely or primarily. Accord-
ing to the authors, "The individual, most likelyto be found in a sheltered orkshop is a person

with a mental or emotional disorder'or mental retardation. Mental retar ation is the primary
disability for 53 percent of the clients-studied and mental illness for. other 19 pericent.'
(Greenleigh Associates 1975, p. 54)

,

There are,several types of workshops serving the disabled. Though different in structure and
emphasis, they have in common the ce,ntral theme of,providing an opportunq for the perfor-

.
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%mance of productive tasks by handicapped workers for which the workers receive Some
finIncial compensation. These types include regular workshops, which provide a certificated
wage rate of not less thin 50 percentiof the minimum wage and work activity centers designed
for sevetety impaired clients wh6seproduction capabilities ate extremely low. Work activity
centers are not required to pay a fixed percentage of the minimum wage; evaluation and
training` centers which use a variety of standardized evaluation systems to assess clients'
skills, Work habits, physical and psychological capabilities, attitudes, and motivation. Al-
though these centers offer no minimum wage guarantees, they are growing at the fastest rate,
despite the fact that produption output and client wages are both low. Evaluation centers are
used especially in serving the Mentally retarded., 4

Workshops may serve a mixed client population or may be designed for a specific disability
group, such as victims of cerebral palsy, victims of blind, the retarded, or.the psychiatrically
disabled. They may operate as extended-care (or terminal) facilities or as short-term transi-
tional settings. Over 80 percent are established as private, nonprofit ag ncies with the remain-
der primarily under the auspices of Federal,State, or local governmen Greenlelgh, 1975)

/ :10 / here-is-consider--
able disagreement regarding their effectiveness with disabled clients. Few question that their
potential to be helpful is high; a Department of Labor study, for example, points ut that they
"operate in the dual capacity of preparing the less severely handicapped work r for

employment as well as providing long-term sheltered employment and upportive ser-
vices for the more severely handicapped who are not likely to function inde endently in the
community.'' (Kelly and Stephens, 1978)01shansky observes that workshops helpticlients
learn skills, earn money, develop a more effective work personality, and carry over to future
jobs useful work habits learned at the workshop. (Olshansky, 1960)

On the other hand, many observers see erious limitations (if not actually counter-
productive outcomes) in workshop service as they are often implemented. Pomerantz and
Marholin (1980) raise a number tia.signific t criticisms of workshops serving the mentally
retarded noting that some of these worksho : (1) fail to place into competitive employment
the great majority of clients; (2) fail to prov e work tasksthat are nonnormative and noitt
rehabilitative and that teach clients enoug marketable, transferable skills; (3) are not or-
ganized or staffed to employ present-day b 'ndss practices or furnished with modern equip-
ment to enable adequate prodUction output; and, (4) fail to meet production schedules and
revenue- generating demands, tend to hold on to clients who function at a relatively high level
rather than plop them in competitive employment. In discussing workshops for psychiatri-
cally disabled persons, Black cautionsdespite at generally favorable view toward such

. programsthat workshop services by/themselves are often of limited usefulness. He further
notes the inherent.tension that may be created in such programs by the conflicting objectives
of rehabilitating clients and meeting production schedules. He observes that clients who are
ready to take competitive jobs often do not Heed workshops, and those who are not ready
derive only limited gains from them. (Black; 1964)

Comprehensive studies of workshop programs tend to confirm both the potential advan-
tages and the existing limitations of these services. The issues of inadequate funding, out-
moded facilities andaquipment, and uhdertrained staff,and the need for subsidies for both
workshops and clients are discussed indepth by Greenleigh Associates (1975), U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor (1977), and the Urban Institute Report (1975). For descriptions of a number of
diverse and interesting models of community-based sheltered workshop programs, see
Robinault and Weisinger (1975).

Transitional Employment

During the past decade, transitional employment has become one of thilo most popular
approaches serving the vocational needs of disabled clients. Transitional employment is
designed to enable persons who are not fully job ready to enter the work world on a realistic,

(



fully remunerated basis. The approach generally proceeds assfol lows: a vocational or psych-
* osocial agency arranges with a local business or industry to secure a given number (usually

one to six) of openings on a pirmanent basis, to be filled by the agency's clients. Usually
these are entry level positions that do not require extensive amounts of skill or training.-Clients
are trained to do the workeither On the job or at the agency prior to beginning workby staff
or by other clients. The client is then assigned to the job, usually ort a half-timebasis, with the
understanding that he or she will fill that position for a 6- or 9-month period. Wages.are atthe
regular rate normally paid by the oompany for that position. After the client has worked for the -
designated period of time, he or she leaves (ideally to seek a regular full-time job elsewhere)
and the vacancy is filled by another client from the agency's rolls, again on a part-time,
time-limited basis.

Transitional employmenttffers a number of clearadvantages to both clients and employers.
It places clients in a real job the actual work world, there to earn at least the minimum wage.

. It helps therh develop usefuTiavork habijs and expectations while at the same time building a
job record ofreal worlexperience. It permits them to avoid the problems of negotiating
personnel ,procedures and obstacles, such as application forms, interviews and employer

as, a o triptuyment picture. Si e are
usually part-time, it gives the client the opportunity to receive needed Support and additional
psychosociarrehabilitation services. Finally, if the transitional employment arrangement_calls
for several positions to be filled at one worksite, it provides clients with the additional "support
of working with others they already know and with whoin they feel comfortable.

For the employer, transitional employment has several counterpart benefits. First, rt may
provide the employer with a Federal tax credit based on hiring a- diSabled worker. Next, it
relieves the problems and expenses of recruiting and training workers in job-areas that often
are difficult to fill and/or have high rates of turnover. NeIst, the employer is assured of a
dependable source of referrals of clients trained and motivated to handle the position. Further,
the agency assures that the job will be filled every day; if the designated clieht cannot, for
whatever reason, report to work on a given day, someone elseanother client or if necessary
an agency staff memeerwill be sent to cover the job.

Transitional employment programs are currently dating operated by over a hundred voca-
tional and psychosocial agencies across the nation. Originally developed to serve the
psychiatrically disabled, the approach is being adapted to meet the needs of the mentally
retarded at well. For this population, transitional Omploymerlit styled placements are

referred to as enclaves. t

It sh'ould be noted that transitional employment programs are considered part,ola larder
vocational program Called Projects With Indusyry which is supported by the Rehabilitation
Services Administration of the Federal Government. According to Adams (1976) ?More than 500
businesses and corporations are cooperating in this program, accounting for over 2,000
jobs and client earnings of over $10 illion per year. /

Although minor variations arel so imp
/found,

nearly all transitional employment prog-
rams operate along the lines descr boire. They are offered by a variety of facilities
including hospitals, community -based w rkshops, and community mental health centers, in
addition tothe aforementioned vocational and psychosocial agencies. Further descriptions of
specific program models are found iniBeard (1976), Lighter (1978), and Williams (1973).

Job Finding and Job Placement /
Traditionally, competitiveempl yrnent has been viewed as the most desired objectiVe and

outcome for disabled clienteAlthough, as discussed earlier, a variety of problems act to
impede this outcome, the financial, and psychological benefits to the individual that
result from obtaining a regular job are clearly mast positive. Not surprisingly,then, many
approaches have been developed tofacilitatettlr job placement proCess. Some of th 9se focus

f
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on preparing the client to seek work opp.ortunities.goic<eTfectively, others are directed at

working with employers to develop suitable positions within the company, and still others are

aimed at overcoming employer resistance to hiring workers from the ranks of

deinstitutionalized clients.

Programs that focus on assisting clients to improve their job-finding skills tend to leave to

the client the decisions regarding whether to disclose prior institutional histories and how

much of this information should be divulged. Although most professionals are inclined to

favor the client's informing the prospective employer of the pertinent background data, they

ultimately leave those decisions to the individual. When, on the other hand, placement
contacts with employers are made by agency staff on behalf of clients, it is commonplace for

some level of information sharing about/the client's background to take place.

Many deiristitutionalized clients experience difficulty in negotiating, in all its aspects, the
job-finding process. They are often anxious or inept with respect to many aspects of finding
work, such.as obtaining job, leads, filling out application forms, preparing resumes, and
learning how to present themselies and their capabilities in the most favorable light. To

overcome these difficulties, programs have been developed which prmAde preplacernent

training in the job search process. A leading contributor to this area is Azrin, who helped
pioneer the d evelopment. of job-finding clubs for disabled persons (1975). These clubs com-
bine counseling with practical suggestions and 'tips on where and how to unearth job leads

and how to prepare for and rehearse the-various processes associated with obtaining a job,

The club format has the turther advantage providing clients with peer support and encour-
agement and is utilized for this purptise by clients who continue to meet with the group even

' after they have successfully found employment. Horizon House in Philadelphia operates a

acement training program modeled along the lines suggested by Azrin. As described by

Kauf

The Horizon Housejob search workshop includes all job-ready clients whoare actively engaged in the job

search process. Every morning .at 8:30 a.m,, the group assembles and together screens the daily
classified advertisements for themselves and each other. Phone calls to prospective empjoyers are
Completed from within the group; daily jgb search assignments are given to each group member; and_

reports of progress, both successful and unsuccessful. are discussed collectively. In addition Co obvimis

advantages for the client, utilization of such a workshop also allows the placement specialist's tasks to

become more efficiently focused. (Kaufman, 197.7)

The oiheride of the jobplacement coin is job development, which takes the form of agdncy
staff's contacting employers to-search out openings for job-ready clients. Typically this is done
on a seledtiVe basis; that is, the job developer tailors his (noiliries to the particular skills,
interests, and characteristics of a given client. If a "match" can be made to an existing
vcsancy, the staff worker encourages the employer to consider the client as acandidate:If no

job is currently available, the placement worker attempts to negotiate with the employer

to modify or adapt the specifications of a similar job to the special capabilities and background
of the given 'client, and to consider, hiring him or her on that basis. Job development efforts
also include the assurance to the employer that the staff worker or agency will remain in
contact with both theclient and employer after placement to assist'with any problem-solving
counseling or consultation that may be needed by either. Further descriptions of job develop-

ment and job placement approaches are found in Rubin (1976) and Searles and-Steinberg

(1968).

FollowuP 'Services

.Helping the deinstitutionalized client pr for and find employment is only part of the
battle; no less important are programs designed tossist the individual to maintain his job and
'adjust satisfactorily to any attendant personal or. work pressures that may arise. Programs
addressing the followup phase go by various names, including follow-along, postemployment

°services, community support groups, and job stabjlization.
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The importince of this area of service has only recently become -recognized. Postemploy-
ment services were first alluded to in the 1967 amendments to the Vocational Rehabilitation
legislation, then ?trengthened in the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. Such services are viewed by RSA
as an integral part of each client's rehabilitation program and are now mandated as a required
program 'component under the State-Federal vocational rehabilitation system.

Central to the notion of follow-along programming is the provision of the range of services
necessary to maintain the client on the job. It takes into account the special personal and
social supports the person may need as well as any ne%is the employer may experience. It is an
area that Outs across disability groups in that such services are of equally critical importance
to the,retarded, the psychiatrically disabled, and criminal justice system offenders.

A number of interventions'and models.have been devised to address thii concern. At a
minimum, pladed clients are requested to stay in some form of regular contact with their
counselor or agency in order to discuss problems that may be emerging. Anothe,r format mile
for groups of clients to meet regularly, either at the agency, at a client's hOme or in the
community, to revi work-related issues, .and to benefit from each others' support and
insights. In some pr grams (e.g., the Horizon House approach as described by Kaufman, 1977)
group meetings are t only insisted upon for each newly placed client but outreach centers in
the community are established specifically for this pUrpose. Finally, some programs are
organized such that folloW along services become viewed as the focal point around which the
client's total network of community bdjustment needspersonal support, medical, residen-
tial, legal, and financialare identified and acted upon. Further reviews of principles and
operatiods of various postplacementfollow-along models are presented by Sands and Radin
(1978); DuRand (1973); Shrey -(1976); and Robjnault and Weisinger (1978).
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VI. Issues in Manpower Development
and Training

, JudithtS.A1iller, Ph.D.
Training Project Director
Horizon House Institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Introduction
The quality of care offered by human service workers .attempting to meet the social,

residential, vocational, and personal/emotional needs of the deinstitutionalized is uneven. As
deinstitutionalization programs have expanded, manpower planners have recognized that
many human service workers require upgrading and retraining in order to meet the needs of
their special populations. It also-has become apparent that academic curricula for preparing
professionals and paraprofessionals do not adequately address the tasks associated with
deinstitutionalization programming. .

Human services work is, of co urse, labor intensive. Eighty percent or more of its resources
are personnel resources (Smith, 1979), and with this concentration comes several problems.
First, there is currently an inadequate supply 9f manpower specifically trained to work effec-
tively in direct service capacities with deinstitutionalized populations. Second, human service
providers utilize nonstandard and discrepant definitions of the community-based service
activities they provide, making accurate manpowet data and projections relatively unavaila-
ble. Third, in the face of decreased funding, improvements in the delivery of human services
may only be achieved through the development of new and better skills in the work force.

To date, there have been quite a few solutions developed to alleviate these concerns. Most
assessments of manpower technologies tend to agree that despite the strong need for valid
and reliable methodologies tri this field, currently available approaches have substantial
limitations. (Browkowski and Smith, 1974; ADAMHA; 1-978; Schulberg and Baker, 1975)
Sobey's (1979) statement of a decade ago is probably still on target: "Manpdwer theory today
is reported to belt nebulous grouping of unsystematizedconceptualizations."

The concerns surr,punding projecting manpower needs, and thus training needs, have
several dimensions. For example, planners concerned with establishing manpower needs
must distinguish between need and demand. (USDHEW, 1976) This seems picularly impor-
tant for the mentally ill, physically disabled, and aged in that many of these persons, judged to
need services, are either not motivated to seek them or actively reject them. And this issue
becomes intensified when the outreach function of workers creates'additional demands for
service&Another concern stems from rigid or antiquated manpower policies at the state level
which add tp the complexity o'rfhe problem insofar as they discourage or preclude effective
(and flexible) utilization of human.servides manpower. Schulberg and Baker (1975) observe:-
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There is little need t emphasize the crucial implications to human services of wise decisions about
personnel selection and deployment. Manpower and training costs consume the greatest part of most
human service budgets, and administrator's strive to minimize waste and optimize the use of high-priced
professionals. However, tliiTeffort generally is impeded by intra- and extra-organizational cons saints
which limit the design of innovative approaches and reinforce antiquated patterns.'

From the planners' perspective, then, it is important to view deinstitutionalization services
as part of a crimprehen,sive human services industry. A rational structure for identifying
service goals and undertaking manpower planning associated with community-based ser-
vices is needed, one in which the needs of clients, providers, and institutions are balanced and
coordinated. (Smith, 1979) In such a structure, workforce requirements and manpower
policies should be designed to meet preestablished service objectives; barriers to accomplish-
ing effective manpower development and deployment should be identified (e.g., legislation,
budget restrictions, political structures, unions, professional self interests, community at-
titudes); and strategies to deal with these barriers should be formulated.

Thdse issues are especially critical to manpower concerns in the deinstitutionalization field,
in kwt ich an expanding workforce with ill-defined service responsibilities and little profes-
sional cohesion bears major responsibility for implementing community-based programs,

Emerging Manpower Trends
In the past several decades, there have been dramatic changes in many aspects of the

philosophy, structure, and focus of human Services delivery systems. The present array of
human service personnel providing community-based services has evolved from the numer-
ous shifts of the last 30 years that have been described in other chapters of this monograph. In
the mental health field, d 'nstitutionalization followed the introduction of the psyciptropic

.medications, the development of community mental health centers, and a series of landmark
r legal decisions which exp nded and safeguarded patients' rights. Later e\-nphases on preven-

tion and rehabilitation services and additional Federal programs in alcohol and drug abuse
also heightened the focus on deinstitutionalized clients, and made necessary not only an
expanded workforce, but also one with special and relevant skills.

.

Institutions for the mentally retarded also began to move toward rehabilitation and educa-
tion programs in the context,of preparing their residents to live independently in the commun-
rty. Concurrently, a 'variety of community-bard- social and residential ,programs for the
retarded were developed. These programs, stressing behavioral and educational approaches,
accentuated the need for staff workers oriented to a different treatment philosophy and armed
with specific competency-building technologies.

Generally, similar developments occurred in the crijni nal justice systet in the later 1960's,
spurred by an increased emphasis on treatment for al cbhol and drug abusirig individuals as an
alternative for incarceration; thus, juvenile offenders were more-often left with their families
and given treatment in the community, and community-based programs enabled many adult,
offenders to participate in work release and job training activities.

Community rehabilitation also became a major treatment thrust for persons with physical
,disabilities. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 paved the waylor the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which
made work a right for the physically disabled, among other groups. At the same time, the
quality of rehabilitation was expanded so that needs other than employment were afforded
new importance. . - p

These changes toward commuitity-based services, independent social living and client
self-determination each underscored the need for new staffing patterns and new staff com-
petencies. However, manpower issues have continued to be viewed, for the most part, from the
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perspective of supply of workers (often in relation to formal credentials), rather than from the
perspective of roles and interdisciplinary relationships. This led to misunderstandings among
the professional disciplines and staff workers. One source of such misunderstandings stems
from the fact that many human service programs (e4,,, family, children and youth services,
public health, mental health and retardation, alcoholism and drug abuse, aging, criminal
justice, vocational rehabilitation) share similar goals, use many of the same kinds Of persona
nel, and are likely to be funded by the same public funds. As the number of staff workers in
human service facilities has increased, some policy-forming groups, including the President's

'Commission on Mental Health (1978) andthe ADAMHA Manpower Policy Analysis Task Force
(1978), have recommended a decrease in emphasis on the supply of manpower and greater
attention given to the utilization, staffing patterns and effectiveness of such personnel. In this
connection, the President's Commission on Mental H alth established as a central goal "to
assure that the skills and knowledge of mental health p r onnel are appropriate to the needs
of those they serve." This concern with competence, regardless of discipline or degree,
constitutes a major manpower and training thrust of the human services field. Deriving from
this perspective, several identffiable trends regarding manpower needs have emerged the
most important of which have been. 1) the, tendency to structure generic staff roles, (2), the
rapid proliferation of paraprofessionals, (3) the utilization of varied staffing patterns, and (4)
recognition of the growing problern.of role confusion and staff burnout.

Generic Staff Roles ,

The Southern Regional Education Board has identified three major developments that have
moved community programs toward adoptig generic roles for their workers.

The relationship and roles among the core professions (medicine, psychology, social Work,
nursing) Piave greatly changed.. The medical,model has been joined, and sometimes re-
placed, by social and learning models. in many community-based treatment facilities. The
growth of psychosocial rehabilitation approaches has brought about a blurring of role,

' functions among the professions, primarily because members of each of the core discip-
lines may play similar, significant roles in the treatment of the deinstitutionalized in a given
community setting. Thus, workers from daqh profespion may at times perform leadership
and staff roles in both administrative and direct service areas, demonstrating a functional
interchangeability almost entirely unknown Within traditional iristitutional settings.
There has been an increase in the kinds of professions serving the human services,field. In
addition to the core disciplines, other staff members specializing in the problems of aging,
rehabilitation, drug and alcohol and correctional system populations have teen added to

-the personnel ranks of community service providers.. Many have been trained in such fields
as special education, sociology, and pastoral counseling rather than the traditional health
professional fields. Although such workers for the most part have been considered ancillary
personnel,Ihey comprise nearly 1 percent of the direct patient care staff (Taube, 1976) and
have assumed increasing authority in their roles.
New levet of human service workers have been introduced. With the expansion Of social
programs' in the 1960's, manpower shortages led to the development of innovative utilize-

. tion of human service workers possessing fewer formal credentials than traditionally
trained stafj. It has been estimated that there are from 800,000 to two million paraprofes-
sionals involved in human ,s4vice programs in the United States. (Gage et al., 977)

Asa consequence, staff roles have been gradually reshaped and redefined. Role ctions
and relationships previously accepted have oftpn been revised in,favor of more flexible
patterns for responding to client needs in community settings, with the implicit recognition
that each worker may be called upon to fulfill a variety of functionscounselor, therapist, case
manager, advocatein his or her work with clients.
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The Paraprofessional Movement

As recently as the late 1Q50's, only the core professions were involved in the provision of
mental health services. the prominence of these professions was fostered by substantial
government support to professional schools in university settings. Although this resulted in
substantial growth for these disciplines, shortages of direct service staff still exists s a major
problem. In 1959, Albee stated that manpower shortages would never be alleviated the only
course of action were to continue training end utilizing professionals in the tradition I ways.
(Albee, 1959) Albee's views were heard. Experiments in the development of new es of
workers were begun in the 1960's. A number of different approachessuch as och's
demonstration that mature women could be trained, in two years as effective psychotherapists
undersupervision (Rioch 1971)were explored. From these efforts emerged the development
of a paraprofessional workforce.

The recognition that the professional disciplines could not,be expected to provide all the
services needed.by clients led to the creation reaction within the Department of Labor of a New
Careers Paraprofessional training program. Developed through Model Cities and the Office of
Economic Opportunity prOgrams, it was initiated to train entry level workers for a wide range
of human service programs. (Levine et al., 1979) The combined impact of the Economic
Opportunity Act, the Health Manpower Development Act and the Civil Rights-Act has a major
influ eke on many health and social programs, both by increasing the size of the population to
be served andby creating a demand for personnel to be drawn from the same socioeconomic
environment as those served. Uederlying the latter development was the premise that workers
would be moreempathic to clients when both shared similar life experiences. This orientation
was given further impetus by the recessions of the 1970's, the effects of which were_to
encourage theiiring of substantial numbers of new workers through funds made available by
Department of 'Labor Manpower programs, the Economic Opportunity Act and later the
Comprehensive Employment and Training' Act (CETA). .

Paraprofessionals have been employed in a large variety of 'institutional and community-
based human service programs. Young et al. (1976) in a study of 106 human service workers
rith associate degrees, identified activities that were performed frequently by more than 50
pePcent of them. These tasks include: conducting intake interviews, gathering information on
client's immediate life situation; recording history and background information; making
recommendations for treatment, discharge; folloyvup; doing individual counseling, motivat7
ing clients; carrying out milieu therapyl&wo-rking with client's families; keeping cliept records,
participating in staff /team meetings; scheduling appointments; serving as spokespetsons or
adt,bcates for clients in relation to treatment staff; helping clients obtain legal, financial or
other assistance.

Further results of this study. disclosed that supervisors rated 70'percent of the workers as
"excellent or good," and in the direct care activities 90 percent or more of the workers were
rated as "satisfactbry" or higher.'Confirrnation of paraprofession'als' effective performance
has been reported in numerous other studies. (Steinberg et al., 1976; Alley and Blaunton, 1976,
Fenton et al. 1974; Dorgan and Gerhard 1977; Albee,1968) As a group, these findings attest to
the significant contribution that paraprOfessionals make to the human service field. As Alley
and Blaunton (1978) state, "paraprofessionals have been crucial to the provision of new and
innovative services which are usually not provided by the traditional professionals."

Varied Staffing Patterns
40

4

With limited budgets, it is important to know the services' workers can perform, their
supervisory needs, and the methods of training needed to prepare them to perform these
tasks. These elements, in turn, will be inffuenced by the organizatiOnal, structu re of a giyen
facility as well as its readiness to employ unorthodox or innovative patterns of utilizing its staff
members: Many smallei service agencies, for example, that provide community-based re-,
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habil itative services to particular deinstitutionalized disability groups (notably drug abusers,
alcoholics and former prisoners) favor the employment of former clients in various staff
capacities. In these types of settings, staff roles and functions are established not on the basis
of job title or credentials., but rather by such factors as the quality ot the worker's relationship
or his or her effectiveness or communication with the client.

Another area of growing interest centers on the relative advantages of having a worker
function as a generalist in relation to the needs of a given disability group, as opposed to
having the person serve as a specialist for a particular area of adjustment (e.g., therapist or job ;
developer). In general, although no consensus yet exists, current thinking favors the
generalist approach, partly as a reaction against past categorical structures in the delivery of
services, partly because of the belief that ,providing helping services is a'generic process.

The following more or less prototypical patterns of staff roles and utilzation,tescribed by
SREB (1979), can be observed in different types of human service settings.lhe more formal
functional and hierarchial relationships tend to be found in institutional settings, while agen-
cies providing community-based programs for the deinstitutionalized havd staffing patterns
which tend to be more nontraditional in nature.

Institutional programs - Roles and hierarchies in institutional settings tend to be clearly
defined and career advancement is dependent mainly on years of tenure and experience.
Professionals perform traditional roles and paraprofessionals serve as aides who assume
secondary tasks and pekorm routinized tasksand procedures.
Community mental health/mental retardation centers - In these settings there is Often a
discernable emphasis on professionalism, 'with .treatment responsibili served for staff
educated at or beyond the master's level. Paraprofessionals ordinarily ar of permitted to
carry an independent caseload. Rather, they perform less demanding tas such as main-
taining medication and appointment schedules, contacting absent group members and
recording case record data.
Specialized treatment Units - These programs, often small satellite facilities attached to a
larger treatment center, work with a partjcular population such as the aged, mentally
retarded persons, or drug and alcohol abusers. Professionals usually have the administra-
tive ftinction and paraprofessionals a generalist role, with bolt levels of staff working es a
treatment team..
Psychosocial rehabilitation agencies - These pro rams are likely to work with more 'notice-

. ably dependent and dysfunctional psychiatric clients. There is considerable role blurring at
psychosocial centers, with paraprorts'sionars usually serving as generalists, a tendency'
which Glasscote (1971) and Lanoil and Turner (1979) see as a particularly distinctive aspect
of such agencies. Dincin (1975) obsthes that "in most (psychosOcial) agencies the staff

,play interchanging roles. Gase worhrs do group work, vocational counselors do case work-,
and psychologists-do job placements."Interestingly, less highly trained workers are often
found to reflect the highest levels of optimism for clidnt improvement in.these types of
settings. .

Ar Group homes and foster homes - Prbfessionals are usually not available to do home visiting,
"T' so paraffofessionals are used extensively in such facilities. Populations most often, served

by thes programs are the mentally retarded, the aged, adult offenders and sul4sta
alapsers. Hallfway houses and related residential program's in the community also frequen

'employ paraprofessionals who live in and perform the role of houseparants.
..4

Staff Burnout

- Within the past several years, the issue of staff burnout has been catapulted into the human
services field and quickly captu red the attention of administrators and staff workets in virtually
all types.of settings. In quick order, dozens of articles appeared that-sought toohceptualizia.;
define, explain, measure, or alleViate the problem. While the notion remains controversial
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some observers doubt that it is a eaningfull condition or area of study, while others rtgard it
as one of the most pressing cone rns in the/lumen services arenait cannot be ignored. It has
generated so much interest that i s existence is accepted widely by human services perr. nel.

Numerous reasons have beenpffered to explain the low morale, the reduced motivation, the
loss in enthusiasm experiehced by human service workers, particularly those in
deinstitutionalization programp. Some observers ascribe it to various changes in attitude and
behaviorthat occur in response to difficult-to-accomplish agency objectives. Maslach (1976),
who characterized burnout as the "loss of concern for the people with Whom one is working,"
is one of many writers'who, believe that burnout is caused by external or organizational
pressures. Others have proposed that burnout occurs because of changes in motivation,
resulting 'in feelings of alienation from clients, co-workers, and agency, and leading to a
psychological withdrawal from work (e.g., Freudengerger, 1975). Still others 043lieve that the
origins of burnout are to befound in intrinsic causes. Cherniss (1980) spggests that burnout is
a transactional process, in olving an imbalance between personal resources and job demand:
This then leads to short-te m adverse emotional responses such a eelings of anxiety, tension
and fatigue, and finally results in persistent negative c an in attitude and behavior; for
example, a tendency to treat clients in a detached, perf ctory manner, .or a preoccupation
with one's own needs. This model is similar to the four stages of burnout described by Eldwich
(1980): (1) enthusiashi; (2) stagnation; (3) frustration; and (4) apathy.

The effects of burnout on staff members can be extreme, especially in community-based
programs in which client well-being is often a direct function of ongoing staff.offort. Para-
professionals who proyide direct services to deinstitutionalized populations are faced with
unusually high job expectations and demands. They are asked to devote personal commit-
ment such as a "deep-seated investment in all areas of the member's (i.e., clients) life
situation" (Dincin, 1975) as well as a sense of responsibility to a wide range of job functions
related to client needs. Most paraprofessional workers have received relatively little training
for their roles. Consequently, these pressures', When coupled with devaluation by profession-
als and low pay, often lead to high staff turnover and low morale.

Professionals, on theother hand, may experience the burnout phenomenon as ah indirect
result _of their specialized training. They have apquired a demonstrable level of expertise as a
result of such training and often have been °hinted to play a discipline-specific role. Although
there has bten little preparation for these professionals to practice interdisciplinary service
delivery, the realistic demands of their work often require a team-trent approach which
creates a brring of roles between paraprofessionals and professtayand among profes-
sionals the selves.

Lieberman (1979) reports that professionals trained in providing direct care services ex-
press feelings of being "overwhelmed" by undertrained clinical staff. A recent study of a
human service agency cited a variety of programmatic frustrations that negatively affected the
role and functions of professional staff members:

Uncertainty regarding scope of authority, responsibility and accountability were consistently referenced
as problems. Role ambiguity was mostepparent in relationships between district program supervisors
and network personnel ... Concern was often expressed in terms of having too-many supervisors who
were not making good decisions dup. to lack of program expertise. (Whitman 1979)

Effects of Burnout on Job Performance

Research on stress managemdnt suggests that job stress h an adverse effect on a staff
member's performance even before it leads to maladaptive atti udes towards clients and work
(McGrath 1970). For more complex, ambiguous tasks, even relatively loKlevels of stress are
disruptive. And if the stress persists for any period of time, the individual is likely to become
demoralized and unlikely to develop effective problem solving approaches (Lazarus and
Saunier, 1978). Because mudh of the work that is 'done by human services staff involves
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complex problem solving, it can be predicted that beyond very minimal levels, job stress will
,adversely affect job performance.

Emotional detachment and withdrawal, cynical attitudes towards clients and administra-
tion, rigidity and resistance to change, and preodcupation with one's welfare are easily
transferred from individuals to an entire group within an organization. For example,:the
antitherapeutic and custodial norms that characterize the institutional culture are thought to
have developed as a collective adaptation to job stress and organization ppwerlessness.
(Allen, et al., 1974) Two early studies of burnout, Schwartz and will. (1961) and Stotland and
Kobler (1965), found that staff burnout occurred in mental hospital wards because organ iza-
tional changed were associated with patient neglect; patient behavior regressed and patient
suicide attempt rates increased. More recently, Sarata and Repucci (1975), in studying the
functioning of a community-based prerelease program for adult offenders, found that organi-
zational events that contributed to increased job stress,among staff were assOciated with
Increased client aggressiveness and a general deterioration in measures of the program's
effectiveness.

Stress and burnout also contribute to increased rates of staff turnover which are both
disruptive and costly to the implementation of human service programs. Kamis (1980) em-
phasizes that staff burnout involves both direct and indirect costs to workers, the human
service industry, and society. l--, 1

Approaches to Reducing Burnout q3

As interest in the phenomena of ,job burnout among human service workers has grorn,
workshops in stress management and methods for dealing with burnout have.become com-
monplace. The principles and methods underlying these workshops differ considerably,
however, as do assessments.of their long-term usefulness.

Observrs seeking to analyze the root causes of the phenomonon suggest that burnout
stems from (1) internal or individual facit,rs, which include worker motivation, intrinsic
psychological traits, helping skills, knowledge of client population, ability to cope with stress,
realism of expectations, professional role congruence, personal life (Maslach 1977; Pines &
Maslach 1978; Larson et al., 1978; Emener 1979), anti/or (2) external or organizational factors
including caseload size, client population, work relationships with staff, supervisory relation-
ships, centralization of authority, lack of index of success, salary. (Armstrong, 1977; Lamb,
1979; Daly, 1979)

Training .programs cuerently being condgcted to combat thii problem may focus on diffe-
rent sets of suspected causes. The following .training models are representative of typical
burnout workshops being provided:

An adult educational model in which the goal is to have trainees develop a realistic coping
strategy that will deal with two or three of the most critical stresses in their personal or work
environment. Trainees afionymously fill out evaluations, of their organization which are
presented to management after, the workshop with the goal of generating organizational
change.

Personal regimentation planning workshops in which the affected worker is directed to
schedule his or her time as if ill and in need of special care and extra rest, Among the crucial
elements, of this 4-week regimen are improving diet, exercising, resting, reducing social
interactions, and lessening work tasks.
Training in techniques of deep relaxation, desensitization, and increased self-concept in
order to improve the worker's ability to cope with the organizational problems that are
present.
Learning the methods and techniques of Rational Emotive Therapy (RET) (Ellis and Harper,
1975) and Reality therapy (Glasser, 1975) in order IS. better deal with existing negative
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organizational stresses. Pot the individual trainee, the goal is to accept reality, to assume
responsibility for himself and to by able to derive enjoyment and a sense of self-worth from
doing a job that is worth doing well.

In addition to such training-programs, a variety of other insights and recommendations for
combatting the staff burnout syndrome have been proposed. Pines and Maslach (1978)
suggest that an effective approach for combatting or slowing down the burnout process is that
of establishing a system of.retreats outside the institutional or agency setting. Maslach's
(1978) findings indicate that burnout rates are lower for professionals who actively express,
analyze and share their personal feelings with colleagues. Larson, Gilberts-en, and Powell
(1978) believe that the encouragement of individuality within staff arid the opportunity for its
expression is of real importance, and that management should take the lead in facilitating
such development. Kahh (1978) recommends that human service workers should put a self-
preserving distance brttween themselves and their clients without developing dehumanizing
kinds of qualities and that staff members need to be taught to develop this special skill. And
Fraidenberger and Robbins (1979) offer the proposition that an.open sharing of ideas and
goals with colleagues in a training format may be an excellent antidote to the feelings of
isolation to which the human service worker is prone.

Manpower Training Issues
As noted aim deinstitutionalization programs have ben characterized by considerable

flexibility with-respect to manpower issues over the past 2 decades. They have moved from
specialized to generic role definitions, supported the growth of the paiaprofessional move-
ment and established innovative staffing patterns to meet unique needs. As these develop-
ments have occurredsometimes according to plan but more often as pragmatic responses
to pressingwdsthey hive underscored the urgency to create a better level of conceptuali-
zation regarding the deinstitutionalization rrianpower field. Many basic questions are still
unanswered: are workers involved in community -based programs engaged in a new discip-
line, with new principles and purposes, new treatment modalities and styles, new skills and
competencies? Or are they synthesizing the'techniques and approaches of the disciplines in
which traditional practitioners were trained?

Moreover, as discussed above, staffs of human service programs are drawn from a variety of
professions, and include as well, paraprOfessionals who have had little or no formal training.
Typically, the training provided within key disciplines does not prepare their graduates for the
particular Qeeds of deinstitutionalized clients. Often, as noted by Glasscote (1971y, Dincin
(1975) and Lanoil and Turn,er (1979), facilities must supplement whatever skills Staff do bring
with inservice training specificOly designed for the service setting. And although some formal
training opportunities (including AA, BA and/or MA degrees) with a specific focus on psycho-
social rehabilitation are slowly. being developed, the question remains whether such training
should be regarded as a subspecialty of rehabilitatiqn social work or some other established
profession, Or be viewed ps a field in its own right. Another option may be to develop training
programs for practitioners at acadeMic levels below those normally considered entry level.
Specifically, training programs would focus upon working with the deinstitutionalized for
persont with baccalaureate level social work degrees or with master's level clinical psychol-
ogy degrees.

At present, then, the state of the art regarding educational and training programs,for human
service workers is largely unsettled. Caplan (1974), arguihg fora more coherent apprdach to
ordering the priorities, training needs, and available °resources associated with manpower

_policiesforthose_serving the deinstitutionalized, writes:

We mustutilize the resources of all caregivers in the community . ... This means that we must find ways of
harnessing the efforts of all potentially relevant professionals and agencies to serve the needs of
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particular individuals and families.... Our aim should rarely be the addition of new professionals and
institutions because of our shortage of money and manpower, but the reorganization of institutional
policies and practices and the concomitant reeducation of staffs to take on new roles. The crucial
challenge will be to alter the boundaries of agency and professional domains so that their efforts can be'
integrated-ia.kew ways to satisfy the needs of individuals and groups. .

The above statement makes clear that a wide range of interrelated concerns must be
addressed if the goal of developing more responsive manpower and training directions is to be
achieved. These issues, discussed below, comprise an ambitious agenda for the decade
ahead and include: (1) worker selection and performance criteria; (2) continuing education;
(3) academic training; (4) short-term training; and (5) competency-based training.

Worker Selection and Performance Criteria

A tension that has troubled the human service field grows out of the fact that employment
selection and evaluation approaches have largely been based on professional eredentialing.
Such methods often have been idiosyncratic and unreliableand occassionally discriminat-
ory. The guidelines, for implementing theEqual 'Employment Opportunity provisions of the
Civil Rights Act of1964 were developed, in large measure to safeguard the employment status
of minorities. To help minimize the use of employee selection methods which do not reliably
indicate future job performahce, criteria for selection of paraprofesSionals and other person-.
nel have been forrnrulated. (Hall, 1979) Human service agencies are encouraged to: establish.
measurable goals and objectives; eXamine the work responsibilities of tifose'already provid-.
ing service; specify measurabfe job performance criteria; and evaluate and identify charac-
teristics of workers which would predicteffective performance.

Selection of workerib must follow, a systernatio-krocess which nptches a suitably qualified. ,

worker to a specific job. Predictors other pap achievement teste'or educational levels may
need to be utilized. An'approach to the conalderation of appropriate Selectioritechnjques was
proposed by Hall (1979) as part of her research on behalf of the Paraprofessional Manpower
Development Branch of NIMH. The focus of her study was to assess the validity ofnstruments
used' in Selecting:paraprofessionals for direct service positions. She found that "(effectivejob
performance) is a cognitive development process becauSe it is through a system of ordering
that one learns to adapt to'stin*ilus, objects or events and to control one's own environment."

. Workers should be expected to understand a client's perception f a problem and integrate
that information with physical and social behavioral data in uch a way as to formulate
alternative and Multiple solutions. Predicting a Worker's a i les in this respect may be
facilitated through the use of the Paragraph CoMpletion lest (PCT), a semiprojective
psychological test designed to measure capacity to deal with conceptual thinking (Harvey, et
al., 1961), along a continuum of concrete to abstract. An irfdividual's position on that con-
tinuum influences how information gets processed, and can be. utilized to project an appli-
cant's level of conceptual complexity aswell as aspects of his 'relationships with clients.

Related to the problemcof prediction is the fact that few human service systems have
statements of measurable goals which can be used to develop job descriptions and measure
job performance. For both paraprofessional and professional staff members, the central
question is: how,effective are the services provided to the client, and how shall../he effective-
ness.be determined? Effectiveness in this Context refers to the worker's degree of success in
restoring self-alfficiency and/or improved functioning 'to the clients with whom he or she
works. 'Several criteria haVe been traditionally etnployed to assess counselor effectiveness;
the number of successful case closures; the adjustment level of the client as rated by objective
observers; the client's subjective feelings with regardto his social and vocational functioning;
the family's rating of the client's level of adjustment; the client's vocational statusas viewed by
employer and/or counselor, etc. However, ,there remains a need for the development of
additional objective measures of worker skill, knowledge, and job performance as related to
client outcomes, particularly measures that can specify how a worker does a job rather than
what is being done. Job skitls tests have.been suggested as one modality by which a worker's
level of effectiveness may be assessed.
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COntinuing Education

Continuing education can be defined as "a systematic learning experience designed to
irhprOve, modify or update one's knowledge, skills or values in areas' of professignal or
occupapional practice." (SREB, 1977). It applies to formally accredited programs sponsored
by cotlebes or universities, as well as to informal programs sponsored by operating agencies
and pipfessional organizations. Because many professional societies and lioensure boards
are requiring evidence of continuing education for continued membership (or for relicensufe),
it will be increasingly important for bottr formal and informal continuing education .(CE)-
programs to be prepared to off& a credentialing certificate for participants. There are
currently two major systems of formal accreditation for continuing education in mental health:
Category 1 credits of the AMA, designed for physicians; and Continuing Education unit credits
forother professionals.

There has been an increasing number of human service workers 'involved in continuing
education programs, for both professional and personal reasons, and many Of these workers
ire involvedor will soon be involvedin deinstitutionalization programs. For Aem, one of
the problems has been that most CE in the mental health field focuses Psychiatric
techniques and diagnostic categories despite the concerns of large numbers of students with
the everyday aspects of psychosocial functioning. Unfortunately, there have been to date very
few formal or informal continuing education programs with a clearemphasis upon the delivery
of services.to deinstitutionalized persons, either with regard to direct care skills or broader
program planninglechniqu es. This leaves not only psychiatrists but also the entire spectrum
of human servjce workers without an opportunity to deiielopexpertise in a field of growing
importance while earning required CE credits. If the human services field concerned withthe
deinstitutionatized is to make substantial progress toward effective training, programs of
continuing education will have to be'prededed, by a systematic analysis redefining trainees'
vocational needs. .

Academic Training

The primary pufpose of cbntinuing education_programs is of course, to bring 'current
practitioners up-to-date. In most cases CE programs offer those in the field an opportunity to
master material that has already become part of the basic education provided to new
graduates of .academic training programd, particularly thOse at the graduate level, This,
however, is not the case in the deinstitutionalization field, for there has been surprisingly little
progress made in the colleges and universities toward revising course curricula and academic
requirements to reflect the community program needs of the deinstitutionalized. No new
discipline has evolved in the academic setting to address these issues.

At the paraprofessional level, however, the situation is somewhat different, in part because
the training of paraprofessionals is a considerably newer academic activity, and thus more
open to innovation. For instance, a training module developed at the University of South
Florida for training paraprofessional mental- health workers at public mental hospitals jdi ri-
buted nationally through ERIC, the Educational Resources Information Center) emphasi es
rehabilitation-Oriented skills. The module combinosix new competency based cours s nd
four existing community college 'courses. Together they provide 32 semester hour credits,

,either leading to a certificate in human service or providing credits that can contribute to an
associate degree. The six new modules specially developed in this unique academic training
program can also be used for noncredittr inservice programs. They are: (1) Human Relations
Skills; (2) Interviewing and Influencing Skills; (3) Psychosocial Assessment; (4) Techniques of
Intervention; (5) Integrative Seminar in Human Seryice; and (6) Health Assessment. (Slater,
Gordon, and Redcay, 1979)
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Short-Term Training Program

Short-term training programs targeted toward specific levels of service delivery staff in
community settings have been increasing dramatically in recent years. At the State level,
deinstitutionalization planners and human service administiators have increasingly recog-
nized the unavailability of trained staff to provide new services. In those States where a rapid
development of residential or vocational rehabilitation programs has been undertaken, for
instance, there has frequently been an effort to provide short-term training that could improve
the performance of otherwise inexperienced staff. Individual agencies have also been forced
to respond to the shifting demographics of their clients and have begun to look for short-term
training programs to upgrade staff skills. Some of the programs are quite specific (Manage-
ment of the Aggressive Client in the Community Residence), while others are more general
(Principles of Psychosocial Rehabilitation). They share, however, a contemporary, program-
matic approach to problem solving.. These programs, usually 3 to 5 days in duration, aim at
upgrading staff competencies in a variety of human services. For instance, Horizon House
Institute, a private nonprofit human service organization in Pennsylvania, provides a number
of short-term training programs supported by Federal, State, and individual agency,funds.
They are: .

Rehabilitation in the (community residence; is a 4-day training course for staff of-

community-based residential programs for the psychiatrically disabled, supported by
Pennsylvania's Office of Mental Health aril designed to address training in the needs and
characteristics of the Community Rehabilitation Residence client population, rehabilitation .

approaches, helping skills and crisis intervention, activities of daily living skills, household
management, goal planning, and program policies and legal issues.
Community acceptance Of the mentally ill, a program supported by a grant froni the Center
for Mental Health Services Manpower ResearCh and Development of the National Institute
of Mental Health, draws together public eduators inIthe mental health field for a thorough
examination of issues and alternatives for, prorhoting community acceptance of the
kdeinstitutionalized. The training focuse's%on siting residential facilities, developing
statewide public education strategies, revising zoning regulatiOn'S, approaching the media,
and improving ertfployer acceptance.
The home care training couise is targeted toward paraprofessional providers of housing for
chronically ill Mental patients and the elderly. Funded by, the'National Institute of Mental
Health, the course curriculum reflects the proprietors' needs. Among the topics are Federal,
State, and city laws and regulations; license and insurance; nutrition and health care;
psychotropic medication; understanding mental illness; and activities for residents.

Each Of these programs is designed for a specific set of human service workers, and the
training activities focus almost exclusively upon the theories-and practices relevant to their 44
ongoing work. Similar training programs are offered all across the country: some move from
agency to agency, providing the training inhouse; others move from city to city to enlarge the
number and variety of trainees; and still others offer regular institutes within their own
facilities. Rapid staff turnover combined with the equally rapid pace of program development
in many States suggest theneed for an ongoingcommitment to short-term training programs,
and thus'the need fOr a new and/or expanded funding base to support this activity.

Coinpetency-Based Learning

The term "competence" refers to,whatever skills or qualities it takes to accomplish a task
adequately, as measured against some specified standard of performance. Academic degrees----
by themselves often do not adequately predict competercies, and should not be trip basis of
hiring or assessing human service worker skills. As we have seen, academic degrees have

4 often left giaduates with few practical skills with regard to deinstitutionalizeti populations. We
need more facts about what makes a worker competent, and more guidelines for measuring
these competencies.
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Nevertheless, there have been a number of recent efforts to develop an effective
competency-based curriculum on the basis of what Robert Gagne (cited in. Butler, 1977) calls a
hierarchy of learned performance. This represents a continuum of competencies to be
learned, ranging from simple responses to complex problem solving. Gagne's scheme de-
lineates several levels. At the most demanding and generalizable level are global competen-
cies. Examples of such competencies for human service workers would be the ability to assist
clients to clarify their values and the motivations for their actions. Enabling competencies,
derived from the global, describe the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are related to more
specific human-service worker performance. This is often the level at which students are
evaluated. Enabling competencies include the ability to utilize a recognized therapeutic
appr6ach to effect individual change or a talent for analyzing the development stages a,task
group will need to experience in attaining its goal. At the most basic level are learning
competencies, describing the human service workers' grasp of the sequential learning steps
included in acquiring special knowledge and skills.

Pottinger (1977) affirms that competency training should involve more than the-most basic
instrumental skills. He suggests that a trainee's motivation, interpersonal skills and cognitive
abilities are each important dimensions of performance that are highly related to competence
but rarely considered in licensing examinations. He states:

The amount of knowledge of a content area is generally unrelated to 'superior performance in an
occupation. More important is that an individual be willing and able to learn to do new things ... (and that
one have) conceptual skills that enable one to bring order to the informational chaos that characterizes
one's everyday environment ... Howls the knowledge used to come to grips with the practical problems
of the work situation? (Pottinger, 1977 SREB)

There is an accelerating trend among hunlan service workers to secure some form of
licensure; in essence, the attempt is to demonstrate competence.-Although the purpose of
licensure under most State laws is to protect the public by identifying qualified practitioners,
Chapman (cited in Gottfredson and Richards, 1979) points out that it may also function to
"stake out a profession's territory," thereby potentially excluding competing practitioners. As
a result, those whose career identities are tieNto a particular target population (such as
correction workers and alcoholism counselors) have frequently been excluded from work with
other special populations, theoretically on the grounds that no "competence" has been
shown in the new field. Critics argue that the methods of testing are.often so restrictive as to be
unable to measure thmost critical aspects of competence as they might apply across several
disciplines. 4 1

-
Thus, a developing trend has foCused upon certification based on competence in the

functions required in working with a client population. NIMH is currently funding three
projects with the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), whose aim is to further explore
and develop this alternative. The Worker Certification Project, the Program Approval Project
and the Paraprofessional Career Enhancement Project are charged with developing
competency-based assessment methods and training materials in group therapy and indi-
vidual therapy. (SARC, 1979) For such an approach to be viable in the long run, however, it
must be tied to job descriptions and personnel systems which must either be centered on a
functional /competency basis (SREB, 1977), or at least be sensitive to such issues.

A Final Note
A systematic plan for the training and integration of the various professional& and para-

professionals currently involved in the delivery system of human services must be developed
if deinstitutionalization programs are to offer quality care. In order to.accomplish this, the
following recommendations are suggested: ,

A generic orientation for the human service worker is needed. We must identify com-
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monalities in functioning and levels of generic competence within the overall human
services field so that these can be addressed in academic, .continuing education and
inservipe training programs for those who will offer services to the deinstitutidnalized.
Priority should be given to'upgrading and retraining current human service workers wfiose
job responsibilities have shifted or expanded to include services to the deinstitutionalized.
Collaboration between academicians and practitioners should be fostered in projects
which attempt innovative training programs that can bring the skills of current community-

,. based program staff to professional training.
Continuing education for professionalsaround such issues as community care and
psychosocial rehabilitationis vitally needed.
Human services must move, with all other fields toward outcome standards. The compe-
tence of human service workers should be assessed on the amount and nature.of impact on
clients and communities.
Most important, a flexible, easily employed credential ing system for human serviceworkers
is needed Certification should be focused on general competencies, qualifying workers for
a wide range of jobs in the human services field.

Because deinstitutionalization p ograms have required new kinds of skills, new categories
of workers, and the infusion of larg numbers of ,both professiorpl and paraprofessionals to
meet new demands, there remains ,c nsider, de confusion in the field with regard to job
definitions and job requirements. In a s nse, his confusion also represents an opportunity to
move toward a cross-disciplinary pert. ectiv on the needs of clients in the commupity. To
take advantage of this opportunity, the fi ill need to experience a revitalization of training
programs in both academic and inservice settings. A few innovatia..training programs are
underway and provide initial direction for the field, but a great deal more will need to follow.

s4-
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VII. Deinstitutionaligation at Risk:
Public Responte td. Commurty Care r

Richard C. Baron
Research Associate
Horizon House Institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Introduction
4

Deinstitutionalization is not a popular movement. For the most part, it has been professional
commitment rather than enlightened public opinion that has propelled the shift from institu-
tional care to community 'alternatives. As the deinstitutionalization of human services systems
has proceeded over the past 2 decades, increasingly vocal segments of our society.have raised
serious questions abobt the practical impact of these dramatic changes upon- both the
deinstitutionalized and the communities to which they return. Today, deinstitutionalization is
at risk, a bold policy that may flounder in its third decade for ,want of public support.

Indeed, even professionals have often been sharply _divided over the value of
deinstitutionaliiation, particularly in the,abseltpe of a comprehengive netWorkapf alternative
community services. (Reich and Siegal, 1973) These concerns have been echoed by relatives,
advocacy organizations, and the deinstitutionalized themselves. But even stronger resistance
has come from the public at large, concerned about the escalating costs of community care
and the perceived threat to the quality of community life that is implied by the emptying of
institutions. 4

ad

Public dissatisfac*on with deinstitutionalization policies has its roots,,in the failure of
community cares advocates to comnunicate their concerns to the broader public. In the
period after World War II, one .InstiOtional system after dnotheLwas reviewed and found
wanting. State hospitals for the mentally ill, State schools for the retrded, treatment programs
for drug and alcohol abusers, juvenile detention facilities, prisons foradult offenders, nursing

4 homes for the elderly, and institutions for the physically disabled were all subjected to the
same basic criticism: institutional care was often a costly and counter-therapeutic modality for
persons who, with professional support and community acceptance, could function more
independently in noninstitutional settings. Neither professional disillusionment nor consumer
dissatisfaction with institutional care, however, was ever widely shared with the public.

Occasional glimpses of the despair of institutional life have, of course, made their way into
the public record. The exposure of woefully-inadequate conditions alSlateinertial hospitals in
the immedffite postwar years (Deutsch, 1973), a television documentary of physical neglect at
the Willowbrook New York State 'facility for the mentally retarded (CBS, 1974), and recent
Congressional hearing i'on abuses in the nursing home industry (The Role of Nursing Homes,

' 1976), are examples of. highly publicized examinations of the nation's institutional care
systems. Public shock and outrage usually followed 4uch disclosures. But there is a difference
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between a momentarily aroused public and widespread, ongoing citizen support tor the public
investment and private sacrifice necessary to implement effective deinstitutionalization prog-
rams. I

Thus, while many p fessionals, consumers., andadvocacy organizations have succe'ssfully
promoted deinstitutionalization in the wake of such disclosures, public support has been
vacillating and short-lived. In reality, most deinstitutionalization efforts have ore forward
under administrative fiat or court mandates, rather than as ans.kxpression of publia or even
legislative will. For instance, in the mental health arena, legal imperatives (O'Connor vs.
Donaldson, 1975). hang forced many States to ,,develop plans to phase down the'use of
institutional facilities; Federal policies and court orders have prodded State administrators to
move mote quickly toward "normalization" of care for the retarded (Wolfensberger, 1972);
affirmative action programs for the physically disabled have forced changes that have had an
impact on maw-aspects of public life (Koestler, 1978); and nursing home scandals have
moved State and municipal authorities to improve community services and tighten licensing,
standards. B.ut few of-these changes hiltve been widely supported by tb.a-publiC, which has not
accepted the proposition that community programs provide an tmobtrusive,ancljnexpensive
solution to institutional inadequacies. While public attitudes toward institutionalized popula-
tions may have improved marginally over the past few years, this improvement has not lent
significant support to the de4elopment of community servt.ces. , .

The basic professional critique of institutional care is not that abuses occur within it, but that.
institutions by their very nature serve as barriers to successful community reintegration. The
underlying principle ,of community care has been that placement in.,the corwunify- can
inherently make a contribution to positive adjustment. Neither the disadvantagegtf institu-
tional care nor the potential benefits of community treatment has been fully understood or
accepted by the pu biro. There has been little shift in the public's perception that the basic need
is to find a safe custodiarsettibg for populations in need of care. Thus, for instance, residential
facilities, for the mentally ill iand mentally retarded still face fierce resistance-from their
Prospective neighbors (Piasecki, 1975), treatment facilities for bstance abusers an offen-
ders may be forced into marginal and/or commercial neigh rhoods to avid -e0osition
(Scott and Scott, 1980); and public resentment over the costs of ccessibilitylor the physicolly
handicapped continues to rise. (COBS, 1979)

Despite all this, deinstitutionalization planning has been undertaken as)hough community
support wereassured, when itr fact public resistance often has impedeerdeinstitutionaliza-
tion's progress. The danger is that deinstitutionalization programs Tay become little more
than an adjunct to institutional systems of care. The criticisms of hospital-based sthices.
that they are therapeutically ineffective, -financially cOstly, and constitutionally
questionablemay be more readily resolved, from the public's perspective, by improving the
quality of institutional care. This appears a reasonable ;option to those convinced that
cominunity-based services pose a clearThreat to the safety, quality, and stability of community
life. Clearly, a much greater effort to win public support must be undertaten by these planning
deinstitutionalization policies for the future.

The impact of Public Resistance
.

, .. , .i..
. -.

Public resistance at best slows and at worst permanently stalls deinstitutionalliation ad-
vances."There is a tendency among human services professionals both to minimize public i

antipathies toward the people they serve and to ignore the impact of public resistance. And,
although there is evidence from public attitude surveys (Taylor, et al., 1979) to suggest that
substantial numbers_of people express essentially benevolent responses to the notion of
community care, it is important to recognize. that a strident minority tan often frighten an
otherwise accepting community. Clearly, those who give the. "right" or socially acceptable
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answer to such surveys retain the option of acting in a quite different fashion when the chips
are down. When this happens, the impact may be felt at individual, programmatic, and
planning levels.

At the individual level, the unavailability of an adequate number of supportive community
settings has meant either continued institutional care for those who no longer need it or
abandonment to communities where few or no support services can be found. (Baron and
Piaseckl,1981) Residential programs delayed or scrapped because of community opposition
leave few alternatives open to the institutional resident ready to test the challenges of at
independent community life. Further, because employer attitudes often mirror broader social
belief systemd, the deinstitutionalized experience far higher rates of unemployment than
virtually any other group. (Anthony, et al 1978)Social opportunities are equally limited: for
those without a preexisting network of family and friends life in the community can be little
more than bleak solitude, (Community Careers, 1975) De facto segregation of the
deinstitutionalized, without decent hbusing, job opportunities, or social contacts,-takes-t---
cruel toll, and yet every major urban center in the country has its own ghetto where the
deinstitutionalized are gathered to find the acceptance and support unavailable elsewhere in
the city.

At the programmatic level, public opposition has led to delays in facility start-up that'are
often devastating. Residential facilities have had the most difficulty, often suffering through
neighborhood protests, zoning board hearings, court challenges, appeals', and more before
they can open their doors. Data suggest that,such delays lead to substantial financial costs,
including inflationary rises in construction or renovatioh expense's, salary expenditures for
staff who have been hired but cannot work in their facility, and the, monies that go into
promotional materials. (Piasecki, 1975). These costs are often unrecoverable. Equally impor-
tant are the changes in programmatic direction dictated by adyerse community response: a
potential site in a desirable neighborhood may be relinquished in favor of a building in a
marginal (but more attainable). community, where a number of other similar facilities may °

already exist. (Stickney, 1976Y

Long-range planning efforts face similar obstacles. In New York, State level plans to phase
down institutional services and develop, community support networks for the mentally ill were
abandoned because of the public furor such plans created. (Medical World' News, 1974) In
California, a series of sensationalized murders by expatients led to public pressure on the
State legislature to halt the planned closure of additional State hospitals. In Massachusetts,
the precipitous .dismantling of institutions, for youthful offenders resu)ted in widespread
public outcries (Santiestevan, 1975) that led to resurrection of those institutions only %few
years later. Even in court-Mandated deinstitutionalization progranis for the retarded, such as
those underway at the Willowbrook, New York, and Pennhurst, Pennsylvania, institutions,
community protests have forced extended legal battles as well as a more cautious approach to
the establishment of community facilities. At the same time, community protests have also
dampened legislative enthusiasm for deinstitutionalization. More than any other segment of
society, legislators were sold deinstitutionalization on the, basis that it would prove a less
expensive treatment ajternative. This haS not yet proven to be the case. As a consequence,
stable funding patterns for community services generally di not exist. Without more lasting
public support, they will nol exist, for legislators cannot forever appropriate funds to unpopu;
lar programs. t

Perceptions of the Deinstitutionalizect-
Deinstitutionalization planners can no longerafford to ignore the need to generatq broad-

scale public support 4or deinstitutionalization programs and facilities. In this.regardJt is
useful to note that although.two very different kinds of "publics" must be addressed, their
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perceptions of the deinstitutionalized and their concerns about deinstitutionalization are
more similar than dissiMilar. The first "public" is composed of community members whose
fears and concerns reflect both aged myths and eUrrently disquieting/realities. The second
"public" is comprised of special constituencies such as professionals, unions, legal, advo-
cates, and Federal or State legislators, whose policy preferences and political influences will
play a decisive role in establishing programmatic directions for the remainder of the decade.
Despite the greater opportunity for this second public to be far better informed about the
issues related to deinstitutionalization, their attitudes are surprisingly similar to those held by
the general public. This is.really not so remar a when one considers the highly interactive
nature of the two categories, for they are oft dependent upon one another for information,
leadership, political power, and support.

Those who plan deinstitutionalization services often tend to cherish a different set of
_perceptions entirely. Planners are so convinceda_thaftlerapeutiPandmoral justifications for

deinstitutionalization policies that they often inadvertently minimize community concerns.
Certainly some of a legislator's or neighbor's anxiety about community services is based upon
myth and misinfdrmation, but it is important to'recognize that the concerns articulated by
these two publics are both real and compelling. In general, public concerns cluster around
three central issues. (1) the violent nature of the deinstitutionalized population (threat), (2) the
inadequacy of community-based programs to serve them (implementatron); and (3) the
broader social forces that are already acting to destabilize cornmunity life (control).

Threat:, "These people are dangerous"
-%

Often the overriding issue in public resistance is the degree to which the presence of
deinstitutionalized persons creates fears about violent behavior in the community. The men-,
tally ill, the retarded, the-exoffender, the substance abusers are all seen as threatening, with
each implying an increase in public nuisances,theft, physical attacks, and sexual molestation.
(Rabkin, 1974) The tendency on the part of deinstitutionalization advocates to deny that such
problems exist, or the temptation to guarantee either that discharge reviews can always
screfh out the dangerous client or that facility supervision can always control client behavior,
distdrts the reality. Further, in the face of a continued media focus on those few incidents that
do inevitably occur (Koenig, 1978), such denials and assertions are unlikely to be accepted by
community members. Although there is evidence to suggest that the incidence of violent
behavior among the deinstitutionalized is in fact quite small (Rabkin, 1978), communities
often want absolute guarantees about public safety. The problem is intensified by the ten-
dency of advocates for eaclilof the populations discussed here to scapegoat one another on
just this issue: the retarded are notlike the unpredictable mentally ill; the mentally ill are not
drug fiends; drug abuiers are not proven criminals; the decarcerated are not the morally
obtuse mentally retardlbd; and so on, around this vicious cycle of recrimination.

Implementation: "It's a sin the way they haAre to live"

Communities are also concerned about the abili of local human service systems to care
adequately for the deinstitutionalized. While it is,t ue that many thousands of previously...
institutionalized persons have returned to productive, satisfying lives in the community,
thousands of others have not been so fortunate. Abandoned to welfare hotels, exploitative
boarding homes, single room opcupancy facilities, or isimply the streets (Philadelphia
Magazine, 98Q) they constitute a new and unwelcome substrata in the society, The problem
may be that the successfully deinstitutionalized are all but invisible reabsorbed into family
settings, familiar jobs, and social networkswhile the others, victims of 20 years of haphazard
deihstitutiorplization policies, are altogether too noticeable. Community concerns in this
regard may be either benevolent or self-serving, or perhaps both. On the one hand, there is a.
genu he empathy for those ulkable to find the help they need to succeed in the community or
who fall between the cracks into a substandard existence. The lament that "it's a sin the way
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they have to live," is heartfelt. On the other hand, planners 'should recognize that the very
communities asked most often to bear thetburden of accepting deinstitutionalized popula-
tions are ttlemsblvesor may soon becomecommunitied in distreSs, unpleasant places to
live, and beset by some of society's most intractable social and economic problems.

Control: "Who's in charge here, anyway"

There is a widespread assumption that the presence of the deinstitutionalized lowers-the
quality of lite in the community and, as a consequence, lowers property values as well. The
reality is that some communffies do become oversatu rated with deinstitutionalized individuals
and programS, and this does have a negatNe impact upon the tone of the neighborhood and
the value of the housing. The reality is also that where oversaturation does not occur, such
phenomena are not found. (Wolpert, 1978) Nonetheless, communities are wary of the intro-

-' , ducttorr-of-new and unpredictable elements into the neighborhood. Communities want a
reasonable measure of control over who will be moving in, and in this regard the problems
faced by deinstitutionalized persons parallel those faced by racial minorities or the economi-
cally disadvantaged. Community concerns are further heightened by the nation's growing
uneasiness about personal safety, particularly in urban residential areas. The generosity of
spirit and neighlQrly trust that may have characterized communities a generation ago has
largely receded.in their place are individuals struggling to safeguard their security and

standard of living.

Thud, we can expect to see public receptiveness mediated by public realities. That most
Americans believe that the mentally ill are dangerous is of course unfortunate, but itbecomes
a more potent factor in a society already tense about the escalating degree of violence in our
midst. The belief that property values decrease in a community which is host to one or more
halfway houses can become a more compelling argument when a family's primary financial
security is its home. The challenge, of course, is to convince the public that the benefits
associated with deinstitutionalization still outweigh the risks.

Programmatic Change vs. Public Educaticin

Service professionals, union leaders and legislators have h the same fears- as the
community member about the threat posed by the deinstitutional ed, much the same con-
cerns about th e inadequacy of community treatment, and much the sa pressu res to balance
the budget. To move deinstitutionalization forward, these issues mu t be addressed. Two
complementary agendas need to be established. The first Jocuse upon programmatic
changes that lead to both qualitViverand quantitative improvements deinstitutionalization
implementation. The second emphasizes the need for ongoing, responsive public education

strategies.

Programmatic changes in the way deinstitutionalization is implemented can have a positive
impact on public acceptance. In the field of mental health, for instance, community residential
care providers have re rted much less public protest directed toward small apartment
programs than larger up homes. (Goldmeier et al., 1978) Programs for Hie mentally
retarded are more rea bsorbed when their clientele is higher functioning andlower risk
than the community a ates. Sophisticated communities are now likely to ask programs
for drug and alcohol ab rs about the stability of their funding base, and are more prepared
to accept the program if clear that the property is to be well maintained over the long-term.
Civic associations show concern about staff /client ratios, a particularly important issue, for
instance, in community programs for juvenile and adult offenders. Assurances on each of
these issuessize and nature of the program, functioningJevel of the residents, stability of the
funding base, and supervision of the clientelecan help improve public receptivity.
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But there are also problems associated with relying exclusively upon such programinatic
features to win public support. Small, rehabilitation-oriented programs for higher functicShing
clients are critically important, but they do not meet the needs of the large numbers of
seriously disabled persons who require both long-term professional support and community
acceptance to function in society. The growing inclination to view community facilities for the
more seritly disabled (and the more socially unacceptable) as only mini-institutions not
worth the expense and effort required to keep them running, does a disservice to their
clientele, who often benefit substantially from community care despite the chronic nature of
their disability and their inability to achieve full:functional independence. (Lamb, 1981y

If programmatic changes prOvide only a partial response to negative community attitudes,
public educational efforts must then receive a higher planning priority than they have hereto-
fore received. A number of public education tasks must be addressed. There is a need to
grapple directly with the fearful, negative attitudes toward these populations that persists
across every community; we must emphasize the fact that deinstitutionalization initiatives
have succeeded in the past and can succeed in the future; and communities must be con-
vinced that deinstitutionalizationif properly implemented for an appropriate clienteleis
the correct course to follow. These issues haile rarely been addressed in the past, for several
reasons. The easy assumptions that communities would welcome (or at least tolerate) new and
different people, that funding would shift from institutional to community care, and that our
liberal social values were likely to persist have now proven wrong; for a decade, however, they
made broad-scale public education campaigns in support of these policies seem unneces-
sary. Those who sensed the rising level of public opposition tended to avoid confronting it, for
the anger and anxiety of a frightened community is not pleasant to face, and the answers to
their accusations are not readily available. Although more is being done to confront these
issues today, planned programs to counteract community resistance remain a low priority.

Further, thereare serious questions abOut how to design effective public education prog-
rams in This arena. Two major, contrasting strategies have both been popular. Traditional
campaigns particularly in the social services fieldview the securing of public support as
requiring public informational efforts. These lead to public attitude changes that in turn create
supportive public behaviors. For instance, providing the public with information about the
work potential of the physically- disabled, which is .a potential frequently wasted because of
inaccessible worksites, can improve public attitudes about the productivity of the physically
disabled at work and lead to public support for the costs of providing access to job oppor-
tunities. Similarly, an educational campaign emphasizing that the mentally ill are no more
dangerous as a group than the general public should reduce the fear of expatients and in turn
move municipalities toward less restrictive zoning ordinances. Other educational programs
that spotlight the needs of juveniles or the rights of the retarded take the same approach to
improving public receptivity: they begin with providing the public with information that they
believe will lead to both attitudinal and behavioral change. Although there is little evidence
available.to demonstrate 94,:nclusively that this process (information gain leading to attitude
change leading to behavioial change) really works well enough to justify the substantial time
and costs entailed, it is the way most human service public educators approach their role as
agents of change. The pro'dess is essentially a coltaboratiye one in which public eduCators
work with individuals or communities to develop a mutual understanding of problem areas mw
and to agree on reasonable solutions.

The major alternative strategy is to mandate change, forcing individuals to alter their
attitudes and in turn making it necessary for them to gain new information,to justify their new
belief's. (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1972) For example, a court-ordered change in zoning legislation
(from restrictive to nonexciusionary zoning statutes) forces citizensinto contact with the
disabled, often resulting in unexpected favorable attitudes toward the new neighbors, and
leading to a need for more information that can help resolve the cognitive dissonance thus
created. Employers forced t:37 affirmative action mandates hi hire the handicapped find them
to be competent employees, and seek the data they need to prove it bottito themselves'and to
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others. Organized pressure to alter stereotyped images of the elderly in the media or the
availability of tax incentives to encourage employers to hire the decarcerated operate from the
same assumption: the behavioral change provides the motivation necessary to change other-
Wise intractable attitudes. (Bern, 1970) This structural approach is based on the premise that
behavioral change leads to attitude chahge which in turn leads to ihforntation gain.

The tension between Collaborative and structural
4411k

approache,s to produce change cannot be
readily resolved. Neither one can yet demonstrate greater short-run effectiveness, if only
because virtually no research has been done in this area. Collaborative strategists argu that
there is no point in placing-the deinstitutionalized in hostile communities, where the o or-
tunities for social integration e all but nonexistent. (McDowell, 1978) Structural strategis
point out that the time an oney spent in convincing the community is better expended on
establishing programs to which communities can and will become accustomed. (Rothman,
1980)-Both -claim-superior-long-run- eff i easy-with-collaborative strategists-0 ontending that
lasting change in public receptivity can only be the product of personal commitment, and
structural strategists arguing that today's legal mandates become tomorrow's social mores.
And neither side is willing to grant the other moral superiority, with one side committed to
democratic community control and the other side committed-to the rights of the
deinstitutionalized.

Planning for Community Support: The Public At
Large

Planners of deinstitutionalization/public education programs have a range of options to
pursue. In the pages that follow we examine a number of public education tasks that can be
expected to arise: siting residential facilities, promoting open zoning legislation, encouraging
employer acceptance:altering harmful media images, and developing broad-scale public
education campaigns. Within each area, planners and public educators have both collabora-
tive and structural options from which to choose.,

Siting Community Residences. s

The choices between collaborative and structural approaches to the commu ity can be
seen most clearly with regard to the siting of residential facilities. Every humans ice system
planning for deinstitutionalization has sought to establish halfway houses, gr up homes, or
apartment programs, and each has faced serious community opposition. Syste planners are
now aware that they must insure that adequate numbers of residential ca mss are
available before large-scale deinstitutionalization initiatives are undertaken. They 'are less
aware that they will encounter frequent delays in facility startup unless they plan In advance
how to respond to community opposition.

Many practitioners halie taken a high profile, or collaborative approach, which involves
informing a community beforehand, providing opportunities for information sharing and
debate, and encouraging resident contact with prospective neighbors. This has included
door-to-door visits in a prospective neighborhood, distribution of informative literature in the
immediate neighborhood, community-wide meetings to clarify the goals of the home and
answer neighbors' questions, soliciting favorable coverage in local media, arranging contact
with local opinion leaders or politicians, and hosting an open house soon after the facility is
opened. The rule of thumb in such efforts is to assess carefully the community beforehand,
and to select those communication channels that work most effectively in that particular
neighborhood. (Warren, 1975) Others have taken a low profile or structural stance, quietly
acquiring a site, making unobtrusive improvements, and slowly introducing staff and clients.
Low-profile advocates are careful to try to match the characteristics offstaff and clients to
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those of their neighbors, to.use realtors to manage most of the technical work of acquiring a
site, and to make as few changes in either the exterior or interior of the home as possible.
Although no 'special effort is made before or after siting to inform the community, inquiries
from neighbors are responded to accurately and qkt,ickly, but with little fanfare.

Successes and failure s are reported on both sides. High-profile efforts may serve only to
heighten community awareness and to lead to stronger community opposition. Low-profile
tactics sometimes result in lasting community resentments. Until further research provides
greater clarity as to which approach works best in which communities, practitioners are
forced to decide between the two on the basis of their own preferences.

It is clear, however, that in either high-profile or low-profile efforts there are tactical ap-
proaches that can smooth the siting process. Among them are the following:

Provide honest, accurate information. It is important that honest and accurate information
be provided to the community, whether that information comes prior to siting (high profile)
or after the neighbors have become aware of what's next door (low profile). Most important
ip this regard is the ability to deal directly with community fears about the dangerousness of
the home's residents, about the quality of care residents will receive, and about the degree
of control neighbors will have in the operation of the facility. It is easy to become either
overly defensive or too reassuring, neither of which serves to calm a worried community.
Know the facts, which in most cases do warrant .optimism (Steadman, 1980), and find a
reasonable way to present them that does not insult the community by trivializing its
concerns. Rehearsal helps!
Establish responsible release and reasonable supervision policies. Communities often
harbor theluspicion that institutional residents are released en masse, with little or no effort
made to distinguish between those who can and cannothandle community life. Establish
discharge procedures that safeguard the client's individual civil liberties'while reassuring
communities. Then, develop comparable policies with regard to client supervision in the
community residence. Both policies can make a community aware of the importance
attached by planners and providers to their concerns.
Seek long-term funding patterns. Communities are wary-of a new program that has an
infinite funding base. Neighbors are understandably worried that the newly renovated
halfway house will not bertadequately maintained or sufficiently staffed 5 years from now, or
that the small group horn i4 for older, retarded women they have agreed to accept today will
be forced later to become a set of apartments for mentally ill young men as funding patterns
shift.
Work closely with other local providers. The likelihood that a facility's residents will be
idlegathering on porches, lounging around the corner store, or occupying the coffee
shopis a frequerit source of concern. So, too, is the possibility that residents will be unable
to get the professional help they need when they needjt. Both issues can be resolved by
insisting that each residential facility make consistent efforts to work closely with other
service providers (in the areas of health, income support, recreation, psychiatric emergency
care, vocational rehabilitation, etc.) to assure continuing care for their clients.
Utilize small facilities, and disperse them. There is growing evidence that communities
object/to large facilities, more strenuously than to small ones. (Rutman, 1980) For this
reason, among others, many planners have moved away from the traditional halfway house
and toward small group homes (often no more than five or six residents), scattered or
clustered apartments, or' individual placements in foster homes. In so doing, planners have
also recognized the need to disperse such facilities across a variety of communities,
avoiding whenever possible the oversatu ration of inner-city neighborhoods. (Mental Disa-
bility Law Reporter, 1977)
Establish mechanisms-for local control. Sooner or later host communities express interest
in assuming some measure of control over the facility. This can be done through appoint-
ments td a Board of Directors or an Advisory Committee or, in the instance of a well-
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organized community, by assisting civic associations to undertake direct operational re-
sponsibility for the facility. It is important to know beforehand how much autb,ority you wish
the community to have: neighbors may attempt to screen out men, or blacks, or more
disabled clients, or to insist von curfews, or other restrictions that staff feel are inapprop-
riate. On the other hand, activb-community participation can provide resources and oppor-
tunities for social integration that may be, otherwise unavailable. (Stickney, 1976)

Each of these tactics should e examined by planners at both State and local levels before
siting efforts are initiated. I rmational materials should be developed, institutional release
policies and community supervision practices clarified, long-term funding patterns estab-
lished, and so on. But even if such actions are utilized, frightened communities may still reject
the community residence, and make it stick. Too many agencies have assumed that they could
overcome communiW__opposition by simply sponsoring a ooMmunity meeting, showing a film,
and answering questions. This rarely works. An angry neighbor, a concerned parent, a
stubborn ward leader can raise the emotions in the room in a moment, rejecting rational
discourse for subjective impact; The public meeting can only be a part of a larger effort to gain
access to the community.

Open Zoning

The siting of residential facilities is often accompanied by community protests of various
kinds. Picketing, letters to the editor, pressures on local legislators, the social isolation of the
facility's residents, and even occasional violence are all part of a neighborhood's armamen-
tarium of resistance. Although these are potent weapons, the most effective barrier faced by
residential facilities remains exclusionarif zoning legislatift. Indeed, it is a cardinal rule
among many practitioners to av 611 zoning battles at all costs.

Exclusionary zoning legislation has its roots in the legitimate desire of communities to
establish stable patterns of land use that would maintain the residential character of one
community while concentrating light industry in another, gather commercial establishments .
in one part of town and confine heavy industry in another. Most communities, particularly
those residential neighborhoods where halfway houses, group .homes, and apartment prog-
rams would be most beneficial, have relatively restrictive regulations regarding the types of
structuresthat will be tolerated. The central problem has been that until recently group homes
and halfway houses (as well as nursing homes and foster homes) have been excluded from the
verlcighborhoods they feel are most desirable because they have not fallen within,the
tra ional definition of a "family." Advocates for the disabled have responded in one of two
ways: challenging the definition of "family" in the courts, or seeking overriding State legisla-
tion that would remove the authority of local zoning boards to exclude such facilities.

,--
(Cupaiuolo;.1977)

Oversthe past decade a number of court decisions, at local and State levels, have supported
the position of plaintiffs who argue that 6 to 8 disabled persons living together can be
construed to be a "family" and cannot constitutionally be denied the rightto purchase or lease
property in a residential area. Other courts have held that a'State's power.to override local
ordinances (eminent domain) can be used to site'residential facilities if a State's

_ deinstitutionalization policies require the siting of additional homes. Recently, however, State
courts have taken a more cautious view, asserting that while a redefinition of family

nd the exercise of eminent domain may be valid, States are within their rights not to so
redefine their terms and not to utilize eminent domain authority. (Brownfield vs. State, 1980)
The focus hasshifted, as a result, from the courts to State legislatures. Proposed State zoning

over
laws supporting the establishment of residential facilities have foctrped a confrontation bet-
ween deinstitutionalization advocates and the defenders of local ivernment authority
land use. In a number of States (e.g. Massachusetts, Wisconsin, and Florida), recent State
zoning legislation has opened the majority of residential communities to the admission of
small group homes serving a variety of populations. Zoning legislation is in essence a struc-
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tural approach, establishing through law new limiltions on the rejecting behaviors of local
communities.

. . ._1407?... In New York, this structural approach to forcing change has been combined with a more
collaborative strategy mandating community/facility cooperation. New York's Padavan Law
(Padavan, 1979) requires facilities to give prior notification to a target community of its siting
intention. The law then gives the municipal gpvernment an opportunity to object to the
choosen site, explain its reasgris, sad offer an alternative. No facility may select a site in a
neighborhood already saturated with similar facilities. Disagreements between the commun-
ity and the facility about the appropriateness of a specific site are settled by the Commissioner
of Mental Health. Unfortunately, advocates on both sides of this particular piece of zoning
legislationstructured and collaborativeare mired in court challenges at present. >

Several principles of effective zoning have emerged, nonetheless, which constitute impor-
tant aspects of any overall plan for deinstitutionalization. They are:

Establish open zoning legislation early. Any planners either overlook the need for open
zoning or presume that political piessures to alter exclusionary zoning laws will develop as
the need for residential facilities expands. This is not so. What actually happens is thaton e
local communities become embroiled in a specific zoning conflict they are adamant in their
refusal to rewrite their zoning statutes. The business of drafting, lobbying for, passing, an
implementing zoning legislation at the State level, which then becomes necessary, can be a
lengthy process with high odds against success.
Limit the size and type of facility permitted. Most current State zoning legislation opens
communities to small facilities (4 to 12 residents) and continues to exclude larger resi-
dences. At the same time, they often specify the types of services that can be provided
(primarily residential) and the staffing patterns and supervision required. Zoning legislation
that is less specific frequently meets more vigorous opposition.
Draft zoning regulations that cross disciplinary lines. Too.often each deinstitutionalized
group has sought its own legislative dispensation :The most successful in this regard have
been the advocates for mentally retarded children. Single-group legislation makes it more
difficult for other groups to seek similar legislation. An omnibus bill that covers a variety of
disabled populationswhile initially creating more difficult problems of co*dination.and
public relationsultimately providesla stronger constituency for both passage and effec- .
tive implementation. .

Utilize the licensing powers of the State. In some States, open zoning legislation applies
only to those facilities operated or licensed by State agencies. This is desi ned to provide
communities with an additional assurance of quality programming, nd also gives
neighbors the feeling that there is someone to complain to who can app. a reasonably
threatening sanction if a facility fails to perform adequately.
Maximize opportunities for input. The framing of State zoning legislation provides an
opportunity for planners to build in a measure of community input. New York State's zoning
laws mandate prior negotiations between a planned facility and its prospective host com-
munity. Other States have Insisted upon neighborhood advisory boards. In all these cases,
the legislat* is designed to promote a dialogue.
Guarani di4iersid of facilities. Because the history of residential facility'Siting is replete
with examples of oversaturation of neighborhoods, zoning legislation.should contain pro-
visions for dispersal of homes for the disabled. There are several formulas for this: up to 1
percent of an area's population may reside in such facilities; homes must be 2,000 feet
apart; neighborhoods must accept an equitable proportion of institutional residents; etc.
(Lauber and Bangs, 1974) The basic thrust, however, is to guarantee, communities that
oversaturation will not occur simplftecause one particular neighborhood is too podrly
organized to mount effective resistance. .
Provide for community education. As with deinstitutionalization itself, revisions in zoning
regulations alter widespr8acf assumptions about the degree of control -a community exer-
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cises over its own development. Once passed, advocatesfor such changes must insure that
an extensive educational campaign (for both lodel public officials and the general ci4zenry)
is undertaken. Indeed, communities have derAonstrated a capacity to ignore or sidestep
such legislation, and have utilized complex court challenges as delaying tactics. As with any
law, passage is not the end of the road. Effective implementation will once again depend.on
the degree and depth of public understanding and support. -:

E\mloyment

Beintrpart of a community should mean more than simply residing within it. Most people
want and need to be involved in_theyocationaLand social life_of the communitylb often,
deinstitutionalized persons find themselves successfully placed, but unable to es ab

elish
any

other meaningful ties to the community around them. For this reason, deinstitutionalization'
planning should place strong emphasis--upon-empleyment-which Orovides not only income,
but also role definition, social relationships and heightened self-esteem. For the
deinstitutionalized, however, employment is often hard to find. UnemployMent rates among
the mentally and physically disabled are high, as they are for exoffehder and substance
abusers. Employers' attitudes toward the deinstitutionalized are frequently negative: they'are
perceived to be dangerous, incompetent, and unwelcome. The mentally ill will prove disrup-
tive; the mentally retarded will slow the line; drug abusers will require expensive supervision
and accommodations; insurance rates will go up and productivity will decline.

Once again, there are both collaborative and structural strategies for insuring that the
deinstitutionalized do not continue to be idle and unproductive members of thesociety. On the
one hand, planners can utilize a collaborative approach that emphasizes employer education
programs. A number of ambitious campaigns, especially those sponsored by the President's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, have attempted to improve employment
prospects for special populations through public-service radio and TV announcements (NAB,
1972), pamphlets (NIMH, 1981), and special events (PCEH, 1974) designed to find jobs for
offenders, the mentally retarded, disadvantaged youth, etc. Those that have succeeded have
tended to focus less on employer attittlfies toward the handicapped as individuals and more
on employer opinions about how well the handicapped will work out on the job. (Bernatowicz,
1979) Stressing the positive (attendance records, productivity, work longevity, etc.) and
countering the,negative (insurance rates do not, go up, health benefits are not abused, other
workers do not object, etc.) in brochures, training films, management seminars, and trade
publications can have a small but positive effect on the employment prospects for the
deinstitutionalized. At the same time, advances also have been made to strengthen legal
mandates and tax incentives. In the absence of enlightened altruism on the part of 'the
business community, deinstitutionalization planners have sometimes turned to more struc-
tural solutions: implementation of Federal affirmative action and rioftlacrimination statutes
(Sections 503 and 504 of the Vocational Rehahilitation Act of 1973) and the use of tax
incentives,linked to hiring and training policies. (Mainstream, 1975) Indeed, in the wake of
Section 503/504 implementation efforts, businesses have shown growing interest in seminars
and training programs directed to the sensitive area of hiring and working with the disabled
worker. Tax incentives, although currently modest, could be expanded (and supplemented at
the State level) to encourage further employer cooperation.,

But whether collaborative or structural efforts, or both, are initiated, it Will be necessary as

well to:
Support more and better vocational rehabilitation programs. Although many employer

eliefs are not accurate, there are often legitimate groundsfor concern about w rk perfor-
. mance. Exoffenders often lack marketable skills, the physically handicapped ay have

received inadequate educational opportunities; the mentally retarded may re ire closer
supervision, etc. Nothing does more to diminish an employer's willingness o hire- the
deinstitutionalized than haviliq a handicapped employee referred who has little motivation

q
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or is inadequately prepared.
Provide followup support services on-the-job. For many d einstitutionalized persons, get-
ting a job proves easier than holding onto it. A sizeable percentage of this population lose
their jobs a few weeks or months after obtaining one, and then drift back either to the
institutions or to dependence upon puplictupport. Systematic and ongoing support, to
both the client and to his or her employer., can be an important part of a successful transition
to independence. (Kaufman, 1977) It will also prove valuable for training front-line super-
visors, for the person with day-to-day contact with and responsibility for the
deinstitutionalized client, and can play a central role in a client's continued job adjustment.
Involve unions in affirmative hiring campaigns. Reluctant employers frequently argue that
other workers on the line will not be comfortable with retarded or alcoholic colleaguesAn
this regard, it is important to seek the 'support of union leaders, to encourage them to
include the handicapped in their unions, and to insure that the same righte and safeguards
are extended to the handicapped as are available to other employees.,

.
Expand transitional employment programs. One of the most- effective

5Fmechanisms
fdr

simultaneously exposing employers to the work potential of the deinstitutionalized and
providing effective rehabilitation programming lies in transitional employment programs
(TEP). Designed to offer a "real work" experience to those who need to develop appropriate
work habits and/or marketable job skills, TEP is a cooperative venture with businesSes and
industries-willing to set aside individual ppsitkons, or even entire operating units, for gaining
site use by a rehabilitation agency. (NARFr1980) TEP's have proven a successful modality,
both in training disabled persons for competitive employment and in educating employers
about the productivity of the handicapped.

The Media
\\,

The factors already discussedpublic attitudes toward the deinstitutionalized, opinions
about the success of deinstitutionalization efforts, and response to exogenous factors like
inflation and crimeare certainly major determinants of community support. But how are
such attitudes, opinions, and responses formed? Several sources are clearly identifiable. A
long-standing cultural bias against the disaPleethe aged, or other norm violators plays a role,
as does the current community experience with the unintended impacts of deinstitutionaliza-
tion. Research suggests that, in addition, individuals who have been service consumers, or
who have close family members or friends whod have been involved in treatment, tend tdhave a
more benevolent view of the deinstitutionalized and to respond mole positively to
community-based services. (Trute and Loewen, 1978) For most people, however, the primary
sources of information about the deinstitutionalized are the mass medianewspapers, radio,
television, and film.

The populations we are concerned with here do not fare well (n the media. The mentally ill
are Consistently portrayed as violent (Gerbner, 1980); substance abusers are engaged in
seemingly endless rounds of criminal activity; the elderly are routinely cast as victims; and the
physically handicapped are either objects of pity or heroes of phendmenal valor. Stereotypeb
images such as these are inaccurate, of course, but there is evidence that *many people
frequently mistake the media worldeven the fictional world of television dramafor real life.
It is little wonder, then, that neighborhoods are so frightened. Deinstitutionalization services
fare little better than the individuals they serve: newspaper disclosures, television documen-
taries, and radio talk shows have made the public uncomfortably aware of the failures of
deinstitutionalization efforts. Boarding home fires vie with expatient murder sprees for front
page headlines. It is these traumatic events that capture the public imagination.

It thus becomes important to work closely with the media to minimize the frequency of
portrayals that reinforce negative public stereotypes and to develop more positiveor at least
more balancedimages of the deinstitutignalized. Films that feature psychotic killers for
instance, do more than offer ex-mental patients personal insult. They deepen the climate of
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fear that threatens deinstitutionalization's progress. Deinstitutionalization planners once
again y choose between collaborative,approaches (educating and assisting the media) and
struct ral solutions (monitoring and pressuring the media). Because of the enormous power
of the edia in our society, both journalists and dramatists are especially resistant both to
stru ral limitations on what they can and cannot say and to more collaborative approaches
th might more subtly influence their perspective. But it is precisely because of that enormous
power that deinstitutionalization advocates cannot ignore the destructive messages abput
community programs and the people they serve that dominate the media. In response,
planners and public educators can do the following:

b.. Work closely with key media to get the "right" story out. The deinstitutionalized are not as
-----threatening--as-they-ace-portrayed, nor are community programs as ineffective- as -often

suggested. A balance must be establisheObetween criticizing the negative coverage re-
ceived in the past and theinclination of advocates for community care to put a gloss on the
future. It is possible that seminars for the media (Walt, 1980), informational newsletters, and
repeated personal contact with media personnel c n in the long-run create a new aware-
ness. (Dolan, 1978) Nurturing individual relationships with media representatives (which
Often meant providing accurate, responsive information when they need it) can substan-
tially improve the quality of media coverage. A professionallY staffed information center
specifically designed for media use would be especially helpful. (PCMH, 1978)
PrOvide news and feature stories that suit media needs. It mrlity prove useful to take the
initiative, by designing newsworthy events and providing unique feature story ideas. If it is
only business as usual, the press can wait for a dramatic suicide or a tragic mugging.
Monitor the media. Black and Hispanic groups have monitored and changed their media
images. Parents have been particularly effective at detailing the incidence and impact of
violence in children's television programming, and they too have forced changes in network
policies. Advocates of deinstitutionalized populations, it would follow, can monitor media
portrayals and seek comparable changes. In fact, some walk has already begun to address
television images of the elderly and the mentally ill, and this work is likely to expand.
Although complaints to the industry are only rarely effective, they can place the media on
notice that more balanced portrayals will be expected in the future. This can be especially
effective in working with local, as opposed to national, media operators. (Cantor, 1980)
Act. There are a number of avenues for forcing change. Broadcasting codes and Federal
Communications Commission regulations provide for sanctions, but more importantly
create an atmosphere of responsiveness to public pressure. Other political tactics can be
used. A group of exp,atienfs picketed the film "Halloween" and forced its withdrawal from a
local movie house. (Minneapolis Tribune, 1979) Action for Children's Television supports a
boycott of products from those advertisers supporting particularly violent children's prog-
rams. These ace not central issues for deinstitutionalization planners, to be sure, but they
can be coordinated as part of an overall media strategy.

Broad Scale Public Education

Because efforts to alter negative media images of the deinstitutionalized are only occasion-
ally successful, public educators in the human services ofterhattempt to counter, the
stereotype of the "dangerous inmate" by undertaking their own informational campaigns. As
public opposition has grown, a number of States have recognized the importance of "selling"
deinstitutionalization to citizens outside the crisis context of a tense zoning board hearing or a
hastily convened community meeting. In trying to move from a purely responsive posture with
regard to public education, planners in the field see the need for a systematic approach to,
broad-scale educational campaigns. In this connection, human service professionals are'
beginning to examine the techniques of marketing and applying them to the public education
tasks they face hi approaching communities on behalf of the deinstitutionalized. This applica-
tion of marketing principles is done with some reluctance, of .cou rse, since human service
professionals tend to consider themselves "above" crass commercial inethods. But over the
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past decade there has been a rapid growth in the field of "social marketing," in which the
concepts of marketing have been brought_ to bear on pressing social issues, and service
planners, practitioners, and educators are finding that many of those concepts make good
sense-(Kotler, 1975)

Several key elements of a social marketing analysis are particularly impOrtant in framing
public education campaigns. One of the primary social marketing principles is a careful
examination df the "product." Marketing deinstitutionalization means marketing the clients
that community programs are designed to serve. There is still great uneasiness among
professionals in presenting the most seriously disabled to the publicthe chronically men-
tally ill expatient, theprofoundly retarded adult, the multiply physically handicapped child-

s-and the tendency is to produce films and brochures that focus on the less severely disabled.
The unintended consequence of such an approach is to retain in institutional settings the least
acceptable of our clientele. It is useful then, to recognize the difficulty of marketing a product
that is, at least initially, the object of so much public antipathy, which marketing experts
describe as a "negative demand" situation.

The task is complicated by uncertainty about what constitutes an appropriate "message." A
wide range of options exist, from the traditional reliance on pity and guilt, to a more neutral
emphasis on tolerance and fair play, to a stronger advocacy position that places the stress on
client rights. One possible solution is to vary the message depending on the target audience:"
Campaigns oriented to the "general public" are rarely effective. Specially focused presenta-
tions to homeowners, employers, potential volunteers, church members, etc., have far more
impact. This necessitates varying the "channel" utilized to reach the target audience, from
public service announcements, to Chamber of Commerce meetings, to the feature section of
the Sunday paper, to the pulpit. And it requires as well shifts in the "source"the person
presenting the information he public. Too many messages are presented in the name of
social service professional en other homeowners, celebrities, or consumers would have a
more positive effect.

411
Unfortunately, there is little market research available to tvelp direct planners toward proven

answers, but thinking through who is a be reached and how to reach them can make an
important contribution to influencing ptitlic attitudes. In the past, many campaigns have gone
forward too qmickly, targeted to the general public, distorted the truth about clients and
programs, and played upon themes that are either offensive to clients di' insulting to the
community. From all of this, however, we have learned some useful lessons, particularly with

/regard to: 9

Media campaigns. The most fr uently used efforts have relied upon traditional avenues to
get across the deinstitutio ization story. Public service announcements, documentary
films, informational broch es and newspaper stories have all been utilized in the past, with
varying effect. Several pr lams occur repeatedly. First, public educators are often unsure
of the message they should deliver: should deinstitutionalization be supported for
economic, moral, or treatment reasons? Should dangerousness be addressed or avoided?
Should the focus be on programs or people? Second, little effort has been made to
determine what the public is likeltfo find believable-or acceptable in these messages.
(Bloom and Novelli, 1980) Too often f)uman service,professionals have promoted messages
that, while they appeal to professional values and prefirences, are viewed by their target
audience as naive, self-serving, or didactic. Third, there has been an inability either to
properly fund media campaigns or insure proper distribution of the materials. In a culture
in nundated by media images, amateurish productions are quickly passed over, with printed
materials relegated to waiting rooms and public service announcements broadcast in the
early morning hours.
Public discussion. MeCli4 campaigns can either be supplemented or supplanted by oppor-
tunities for public discussion. Some administrators encourage residential facilities to sends
staff and clients door to door in target communities, or to schedule an open house. Others
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promote opportunities for community-wide forums, or establish speakers' bureaus that
reach out to local civic groups. What is to be most avoided are the difficult public discus-
sions that fake place at zoning board hearings (where shouting and aocusations often
replace rational debate) and community meetings with angry, threatened neighbors unwil-
ling to genuinely exchange views. In such settings the arguments for community care falls
on deaf ears; the crisis-generated public meeting is not an appropriate setting in which to
challenge long - standing fears and concerns. (Baron, 1979) Public meetings, seminars, and
sponsored forums in a planned context can be useful;bowever. They can help reinforCe the
commitment of deinstitutionalization advocates and can add new knowledge about
deinstitutionalization to the public, particularly if there is press coverage..
Using volunteers. For many years, volunteer coordinators have stressed that volunteers do
more than offer their services to-care systems. More importantly, they take veVuable impres-
sions and information back to the broader community, where they share what they have
learned. It is useful to consider this public education role of the volunteer, and to insure that
the experiences of volunteers in institutions and community programs reach family mem-

. bers, friends, and neighbors. The more people with positive first-hand experience with the
deinstitutionalized (e.g., as volunteers in a vocational workshop, or as members of a
neighborhood advisory board for a halfway house), the more ambassadors of good will that
will exist. (Porter-Novelli, 1978)
Utilizing consumers. The past decade has seen a aiic rise in consumerism, and
increasingly the deinstitutionalized are seeking opportunity to speak for themselves.
The physically handicapped provide the most dramatic example of this, but there are similar
movements among expatients of psychiatric hoipitals, of the men ally retarded, and of the
elderly. These groups are growing in sophistication and articurateness. While such de-
velopments should be supported on their own merits,.they also offer a public education
opportunity, for no one can speak more eloquently about the deprivations of institutional
life than those who have experienced it firsthand. A number-of moving films that focus on
handicapped individuals serve similar purposes (International Rehabilitation Film Review
Library, 1980), familiarizing the public with-the handicapping condition through a single

(7
individual and providing both factual information and personal exposure that can be critical
factors in community acceptance. -

Planning for Community Support: Special
Constituencies

Linked with efforts to provide the general public. with a new image of the deinstitutionalized
is the recognition that a nu er of sp: constituencies also must be addressed. Becaute
these groups both respond and hel shape public opinion, their attitudes toward
deinstitutionalization are partic rly i po nt.

Professionals

The professional community is far from unan ous in its evaltiation of deinstitutionaliza-
tion. While there is little support for the underfi nced and understaffed institutional facilities
of the past, increasing numbers of professio a`h.tLay.e expressed doubts that the current
system of care in the community offers a suitab alternative. This may stem from professional
hopes for deinstitutionalization that were initially unrealistic. (Lamb, 1981) The chronically

'mentally ill do not make dramatic advances in community settings, exoffenders do not always
turn their backs on further criminal activity, and the physically handicapped continue to face
often insurmountable physical barriers in the broader community. At the same time, it has
been noted that many professionals often exhibit negative reactions to their own clientele
(Cohen and Streuning, 1963): fnental hospitaj personnel who do not believe their patients can
long survive outside the institutions; counsel s in community settings who cannot tolerate
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their clients' dependencies; human service workers Who do not Want to be bothered with the
4 "special" *problems- of "special" pOpulations.

.

As a consequence, professionals in many fields are moving more cautiously today, insisting
that adequate community services be in place before clients ar.e discharged:and former
proponents of deinsfftutionalization have begun tO reluctantly consider reinstitutionalization
as an answer to the inadequacy of community services.

Legal Advocates

ProfessionalS_who have begun to ave second thoughts about the feasibility of sleinstitu-
tionali tion are now supported by a umber of legal advocates, onop in, the vanguard of
th urging court mandated discharge "with all due speed," but who now fear that what
awaits the deinstitutionalizeckmay, not be a welcoming, supportive community at all. Similarly,
court.decisions have begun to swing back toward defining an appropriate role for institutional
care. It may be true,. of course, that the legal arguments that accompanied the initial attacks
on institutional care were overstated, i.e., it may not be either possible or desirable to close

\#Il institutions in the foreseeable future. But what was once a bold effok, to win basic civil
liberties fon the institutionalized is now in partial retreat. Planners need to carefully monitor
the pendulum's swing to avoid a return to earlier years when citizenship was a virtuallylnean-
ingless term inside the institution's walls..

Unions
Among the most politically potent voices on the scene are those of union representatives of

institutional employees. Irideed, unions like the American Federation ,of State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) were among the first to raise serious doubts about how well
deinstitutionalization programs were working, for both clients and communities. Almost a
decade ago AFSOME published a hard-hitting review' of deinstitutionalization ("Out of Their
Beds and Into the Streets") that railed against the dirantling Nof Massachusetts juvenile
detention facilities. (Santiestevan, 1975) It is not hard to findthe basis for union opposition: the
phase-down of State institutions clearly means that thousands of persons will lose their jobs,
as well as the benefit packages and pension programs that make state employment sd
attractive. Because community programs are often operateciAby local government units or by
private nonprofit provider's, neither the salaries nor the benefits provided are comparableAnd
because few of these programs are unionized, thi'unions have struggled to slow or snuttte-
deinstitutionalization plans in Missachusetts, Pennsylvania, and other large States. It would
be a mistake, however, to assume that .union position is entirely self-serving. Hospital
employees believe that many of those forced into e community cannot fend for themselves,
and can be better cared for in the institutions to whi staff have dedicated their entire careers.
Both economic and ideological issues are salient he , and planners would be well advised to
r espo nkto union concerns early.in the.process of phase down,.-The best programmatic
change, af course, would result in upgraded community programs, to defuse union arguments
about the crisis in care that results_flrom the dumping of e2c-inmates into unKepared Qom;
munities. Coupled with this should be efforts to Meet theu0ons' more immediate concerns:
retraining of institutional personnel for community programs; early retirement prOgrams for

ethose unwilling or unable to Make the shift; and comparable salary and benefit packages
available in community programs.

Legislators
A

Stafe and Federal legislators receive a very mixed message. They areesometiniiii simultane-
_oUsly urged lb-act on behalf of deinstitutionalization programs and to.teunt its effect on
,community life. Considerably more attention must go toward convincing legislators to ap-
Vropriate additional funds for Community progianis, to pass nonexclusionarly zoning legisla-
tion, and to strengthen affirmative action programs in employment .4 Legislators are ,most
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responsive, of course, to their constituents, who they know am interested iculecreasity tax
burdens and proikting their neighborhoods. But legislators often shape as much as follow,,
public opinion, and it is essential to develop strong, knowledgeable leadership among legis. lators. with a commitment todeegstitutionalization.

The Future of Dei lititafionalization
The chalkinges of deinstitutionalization are considerable. Many previous sources of sup-

port for the movement out of institutions and into community-based alternatives have begun
to decline. Public support, which was never strong, has been weakened by rising crime rates
and inflation indexes. The prospect for achieving effective deinstitutionalization may be
dimming.

A number of avenues are open to deinstitutionalization planners who chooie to move
ahead. Reasonable siting policies and unambiguous zoning regulations can have a salutory
effect. The openin f vocational and social opportunities in the community can be a key to
broad blic acceptance. Direct work with the media and more professional response to the
need to ' ket" deinstitutionalization should have an impact. Although there are no easy
answers for re sing public host' , it is vitally important that the task be undertaken. What is
clear is that dein z ti n is a public policy that cannot succeed Without public
support, for the financial costs personal risks involyed are great and impossible to ignore.
The need is to reinvest in deinstit nalization, rather than to abandon it.
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Conclusion

A major social phenoga of our age, deinstitutionalization shares several noteworthy
characteristics with other broad social movements which have left their imprint on the
American scene. Like the War on Poverty, deinstitutionalization was conceived in a climate of
hope and fostered by strong humanitarian values. As with the civil rights movement, its
development quidkly became embroiled in tension and controversy. Like the feminist and gay
rights movements, strong advocate feelings on both sides gave rise to polarization and
ultimately backlash. And, like any number of earlier medical and mental health advances 'also.
initially heralded as breakthroughs, deinstitutionalization may have'promised individuals and

'communities more than it could deliver.

Almost from the start, the debate among professionals, public officials, and community
forces around deinstitutionalization has been active and intense. Stating it, in oversimplified
terms, its advocates believe that community-based care offers the most effective, humanepand
economical approach to meeting the needs of disabled persons while its critics argue that
deinstitutionalization's underlying premises were questionable from the outset and that the
experience of the past two decades confirms that the approach falls short of achieving its
goals.

That such widely diverge views exist among so many professional and community leaders
perhaps becomes more understandable when viewed in light of the following considerations,
about which, interestingly, adherents of both positions tend to agree:

The term "deinstitutionalization" has come to mean many things. It may refer to a value
system, a set of goals, a process or a result achieved by large-scale discharge policies. Any
one bfthese interpretations may be operative in a given appraisal of deinstitutionalization;
which one it is, of cotrse, greatly influences the conclusions that are reached. ,

Deinstitutionalization -is-not-directed-toa-Singlornogenecus-population-butrathe
number of populations, each with clear differences between and within their 'ranks regard-
ing such variables as needs; characteristics, magnitude, adjustment potential, and com-
munity acceptance. These populations include the mentally ill, the mentally retarded, the
aged, substance abusers, and juvenile and adult criminal offenders.
Deinstitutionalization was executed in many States and local communities ine precipitous
mariner, often for the wrong reasons (i.e., the belief that it would result in tax savings) and
almost always without adequate prior planning or provision of needed community-based
services. Also overlooked, in Most instances, was the systematic preparatior1of the clients,
staff workers, agencies, and communities most directly affected by the deinstitutionaliza-
tion process.
The funding resources needed to support deinstitutionalization services have been poorly
designed and meager. There has not occurred, at Federal, State or local levels, the creation
of predictable and efficient funding mecOnisms directed specifically to the needs of clients
living in the community and to the agencies that undertake to serve them,

The above considerations may be hejpful in providing us with a clearer vielkbf the current
and ,future diiections of deinstitutionafization. They support the observation that the move-.
mentfosists of a mix of high ideals, partially fulfilled promises, and poorly executed planning
and coordination efforts. Further, although a reliable assessment of its effectiveness to date is
difficult to make, in light of the uneven procedures and resources that have been employed in
its implementation, they suggest that deinstitutionalization is neither problem free and thriv-
ing nor comatose and about to expire. Rather, the movement seems to have arrived at ekind of
plateau, at a more Mature stage of development .in which its objectives are receiving more
rigorous examination and its techniques and procedures moresystematic construction.
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This monograph was written asthe Federal Government critically re-examined the organization
and funding of many long-established social programs. According to present indications, many
health 'and social services systems will be markedly revised, and the policy-setting role and
financial support for such programs formerly assumed by the Federal Governmentsignificantly
diminished.

.c,

How will these changes affect deinstitutionalization? The final answers must awaitIthe
completion of the political process, but some reasonable guesses can be made now: the
deinstitutionalization movement will continue, those responsible for its performance will be
required to exercise greater precision in planning and coordinating services, and, because
resources will (probably) be reduced, programs will be subject to stricter accountability in
areas of financing and effectivenes4.

4-.

In principle, these are really not new conditions, since human services agencies ostensibly
have been attentive to issues of planning, coordination, and accountability all along. But, in
practice, the anticipated changes in the organizatioh of services probably will have a notice-
able impact, particularly with respect to the assignment of priority and funds. The importance
of developing well-conceived and well-administered community -based services-will need to
be established all the more clearly and convincingly in the decade ahead. We sincerely hope

_this monograph will be useful to planners and implementers of deinstitutionalization services
in meeting this responsibility,and challenge.

. ,

Irvin D. Rutman
June, 1981
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